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2  Abstract

2.1 Background

Triage systems have evolved from battlefield casualty prioritisation tools to integral

components of civilian emergency care systems over the last 50 years.  There is

significant variation in prehospital triage practices in Australia and little research has

been undertaken to validate the triage systems used.  There is considerable

evidence to support the use of the Australasian Triage Scale (ATS) for triage in the

emergency department setting and the ATS is used ubiquitously for emergency

department triage in Australasia.1-5 Validating the use of the ATS in the prehospital

environment offers the prospect of improved integration of prehospital and hospital

emergency services.

2.2 Aims

This thesis examines the utility of ATS in the prehospital setting, and particularly the

feasibility of integrating prehospital paramedic ATS allocations with emergency

department clinical practice for both trauma and nontrauma presentations.

Additionally, the Emergency Severity Index (ESI), a simple and reliable triage tool

developed in United States of America emergency departments, is examined as a

possible alternative to the ATS for prehospital triage.

2.3 Methods

This thesis separately assesses the validity and reliability of paramedic and nurse

ATS allocations for 100 written patient profiles, for 201050 real occasions of triage

in metropolitan Perth, Western Australia (WA), between 1995 and 2000, and 675

major trauma presentations in metropolitan Perth WA, during the years 1999 and

2000.  In addition, the impact of changes in clinical condition between prehospital

and emergency department ATS allocations is examined by detailed analysis of 212

real occasions of triage at one hospital in metropolitan Perth WA, during 2002.  The

ESI and ATS are compared using 100 written patient profiles.

2.4 Conclusions

The findings of this thesis support integrating prehospital ATS allocations with

emergency department triage processes.  It is concluded that Paramedics apply the

ATS similarly to nurses.  There is slight overtriage by paramedics to ATS 1 and 2.
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In some cases, this reflects changes in patient urgency between the time of ATS

allocation in the prehospital setting and the time of ATS allocation in the emergency

department following prehospital stabilisation.  Allocations to ATS 1, 2 and 3 and

most ATS 4 allocations by paramedics are valid when compared to nurse ATS

allocations.  Australasian Triage Scale category 5 is used inappropriately by

paramedics and should be used rarely, if at all, by paramedics.

The reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations is sufficient to warrant a trial

of the omission of retriage of ambulance presentations at Perth metropolitan

emergency departments.  However, early nursing assessment of a small proportion

of ATS 3 patients may be required to ensure timely assessment for some mistriaged

bone fide ATS 2 patients.

Paramedic ATS allocations appear sufficiently reliable and valid to warrant a trial of

their use as part of a two-tier trauma team activation system.  A  two-tier system

based upon paramedic ATS allocations is expected to double the true positive

trauma team call out rate for major trauma when compared to current trauma call

criteria used in metropolitan Perth.

Evaluation of the ESI does not support the use of this tool to assist prehospital

triage.  It is apparent that the triage distribution of the ESI obtained for written

patient profiles differs significantly from that obtained with the ATS and that an ESI

score is not comparable to an ATS score, except perhaps a score of 1.

The implementation of standardised training between paramedics and nurses based

on current Australasian College for Emergency Medicine guidelines is

recommended.  The implementation of paramedic triage audit, including comparison

of paramedic ATS allocations with nurse ATS allocations may improve reliability

between paramedics and nurses, and particularly the reliability of ATS 4 and ATS 5

allocations.

Prehospital ATS allocations may prove useful in prehospital casemix analysis, the

evaluation of prehospital service delivery and for prehospital research.

Research opportunities include actual trials of the integration of prehospital use of

ATS with emergency department triage and trauma system activation, and the

evaluation of the ATS as a prehospital casemix and performance evaluation tool.

Research into alternative triage tools to the ATS for use in the prehospital

environment and into the impact of standardised triage training is also suggested.
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6  Definitions and glossary of technical terms and
abbreviations

Table 6-1  Definitions of commonly used terms

Admission rate The sum of all admissions, transfers to another hospital for

admission, and deaths in the emergency department (other

than the dead brought only for the purposes of certification

of death) divided by the total number of presentations.

Australasian

Triage Scale

The five category, urgency based triage scoring system

used in Australasian emergency departments since 1994.

Formerly referred to as the National Triage Scale (NTS)

between 1994 and 1999.7

Change in clinical

condition

Either a transition across predetermined vital sign limit-of-

normal boundaries (Table 9-11), or the occurrence or

cessation of a clinical event relevant to the patient’s clinical

condition.

Concurrence The percentage of cases in the modal ATS category.

Critical care

admission

An admission where the departure destination from the

emergency department is either an intensive care unit or

coronary care unit.

Medical Disaster Where the number of patients requiring medical attention

overwhelms the available medical facilities and resources.

Injury Severity

Score (ISS)

The sum of the squares of the abbreviated injury scale (AIS)

for the three worst regional injuries of six major anatomical

regions (head and neck, face, thorax, abdomen, extremities

and boney pelvis, integument).

Likelihood of

agreement (Āt1,t2)

An estimate of the probability of agreement between two

randomly selected trieurs in ATS category allocation for a

randomly selected patient profile.
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Table 6-1  Definitions of commonly used terms

Major procedure A procedure requiring entry into the cranium (including

intracranial monitoring), a body cavity or operative

management of any open fractures, or closed fractures

above the wrist or ankle.

Major trauma The Perth Metropolitan trauma registries definition used in

this thesis is patients admitted for at least 24 hours with an

injury severity score greater than or equal to 16 or patients

admitted to the hospital who subsequently die as a result of

traumatic injury or direct complications of that injury (this

group includes patients that die within 24 hours of

admission) or admitted to the hospital intensive care unit as

a result of traumatic injury or direct complications of that

injury.

Modal ATS

category

The commonest ATS category allocation (statistical mode)

for a specific written patient profile.

Overtriage Allocation to a patient to a higher urgency triage category

than desirable such as allocation of a ‘true’ ATS 4 patient to

ATS 2.

Paediatric patient Age at triage of less than 14 years of age.

Prehospital All care environs encountered prior to a receiving

emergency department.

Reliability The level of agreement between trieurs.

Spread The percentage of cases within (+/-) one ATS category of

the modal ATS category.

Trauma Team A dedicated team assembled to coordinate the initial

management of the trauma patient upon arrival at a trauma

centre.

Triage The process of categorising patients on the basis of

urgency,8 or, the process of classifying or sorting patients

according to their need for care.9
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Table 6-1  Definitions of commonly used terms

Trieur One who performs triage.

Undertriage Allocation of a patient to a lower urgency triage category

than desirable such as allocation of a ‘true’ ATS 1 patient to

ATS 3.

Urgency In the prehospital setting, how quickly a prehospital patient

should be extracted, transported, seen or treated.

Validity The extent to which ATS allocations measure urgency in a

useful way.
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Table 6-2  List of abbreviations

ρ Spearman’s correlation coefficient rho

κ Fleiss’s weighted kappa

χ2 Chi square test

A&E Accident and Emergency

AAEN Australian Association of Emergency nurses

ACEM Australasian College for Emergency Medicine

ACEP American College of Emergency Physicians

ACSCOT American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma

AI Artificial Intelligence

AIS Abbreviated Injury Scale

Āt1,t2 Likelihood of Agreement

ATLS Advanced Trauma Life Support

ATS Australasian Triage Scale

BAAEM British Association for Accident and Emergency Medicine

BUN Blood Urea Nitrogen

CAEP Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians

CI Ninety five percent confidence interval

CPR Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

CRAMS Circulation, Respiration, Abdomen, Motor, Speech Score

CTAS Canadian Emergency Department Triage and Acuity Scale

DRGs Diagnosis Related Groups

EDIS Emergency Department Information System

EMS Emergency Medical Services

ESEP Emergency Service Enhancement Program

ESI Emergency Severity Index
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Table 6-2  List of abbreviations

ETCO2 End-tidal carbon dioxide concentration

FRCS Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons

IQ Interquartile range

ISS Injury Severity Score

ITS Ipswich Triage Scale

Mann-Whitney U Mann-Whitney U test

MTOS United States of America National Major Trauma Outcome

Study

MTS Manchester Triage System

PCD Prehospital Care Database

PHI Prehospital Index

Pt1,t2 Probability of agreement of two randomly selected trieurs for

a specific written patient profile

RTS Revised Trauma Score

SI Shock Index

TOPAS Master patient index, registration, admission discharge and

registration system used in public Metropolitan hospitals.

Used to obtain emergency department triage and outcome

information for the real occasions of triage studies described

in this thesis

TRISS MTOS data derived probability of survival statistic

t-test Student’s t test

TTR Trauma Triage Rule

UDAGs Urgency, Disposition and Age Group

URGs Urgency Related Groups

WA Western Australia
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7  Introduction and literature review

7.1 Introduction

Triage may be defined as ‘the process of categorising patients on the basis of

urgency’,8 or ‘the process of classifying or sorting patients according to their need

for care’.9  Triage underpins the structure and delivery of emergency care in most

modern medical systems.  In this introduction to triage, the history of triage is

described.  This is followed by a discussion of the development of the triage

systems currently used in North American, British and Australasian emergency

departments.  The nature of the triage problem in the prehospital setting is then

examined with particular reference to the desirability of improving the integration of

prehospital and hospital care for a range of time critical medical and surgical

conditions.  Triage systems commonly used in the prehospital setting and for the

closely related problem of trauma triage are discussed.  Finally, the feasibility of

using modern emergency department triage scales in the prehospital setting is

examined.

7.1.1 Military triage

Triage is a French word meaning ‘to sort’.10  The term triage is currently used in the

mining, railway and agricultural industries and was adopted into the English

language to describe the sorting of wool in the 17th century and coffee in the 18th

century.10

Napoleon’s Surgeon in Chief, Baron Dominique Jean Larrey introduced the concept

of medical triage as a means of sorting battlefield casualties.  Larrey introduced the

ambulance volante (flying ambulance) to attempt to retrieve potentially salvageable

casualties from the battlefield during battle.  This resulted in many casualties

arriving simultaneously to the field medical service, who were then sorted on the

basis of equity and efficiency, or else ‘much confusion would have ensured, had I

not pursued the order of dressing and arrangement observed by me in all

battles’.2,11  Larrey did not use the term triage, but appears to have attempted to

identify patients with serious wounds, who were given the highest priority for

treatment, as well as patients with minor wounds, who could be returned quickly to

the front line with minimal treatment.12
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Wounded soldiers were triaged upon arrival at field hospitals during the Great War

(1914-18).13  A Casualty Clearing Station was established at Anzac Cove on the 25th

of April, 1915, during the Gallipoli campaign and remained on the beach for the next

eight months.  Ninety three men, including seven doctors, staffed the Casualty

Clearing Station.  The staff included surgeons, anaesthetists, nurses, radiologists

and a dentist.  During the eight months, the Casualty Clearing Station triaged,

treated and evacuated an estimated 2700 wounded Australian and New Zealand

soldiers.14

The experience of World War II (1939-1945), the Korean (1950-1953) and Vietnam

(1955-1975) wars resulted in significant advances in the organisation of military

medical services and the triage of war casualties.15  Triage is integral to the

organisation of modern military medical systems and is now widely accepted as ‘the

best means of coordinating a large number of patients with war injuries’.16-18

7.1.2 Triage of war and disaster casualties

The casualties of war are often triaged in situations meeting the definition of a

medical disaster, that is, where ‘the number of war wounded requiring surgical

attention overwhelms the available facilities’.19

Given these circumstances, it is not surprising that the emerging speciality of

disaster medicine relies heavily on military models for the delivery of emergency

medical care to disaster casualties.20-27  Triage is an essential component of

disaster planning and the disaster response,28 and has been described as

‘essentially the same problem as war triage’.29  It may be observed however that

casualties of war or terrorist attacks may be more likely than other civilian disaster

casualties to have penetrating injuries, and contamination from biological, chemical

and nuclear weapons.12  Military casualties may also be at risk of secondary injury

from personal weapons and embedded, unexploded ordnance.  It has also been

suggested that military casualties are likely to have better physiological

compensating mechanisms than the civilian disaster population, which may disguise

the severity of injury, particularly if military casualties are promptly transferred from

the battle scene.12

Standardised triage systems and triage data collection are required to minimise

triage errors and assist the subsequent evaluation of a disaster response.30-32

Triage systems based upon Advanced Trauma Life Support (ATLS) primary survey
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principles have been promoted as possible international standards for the triage of

disaster casualties.33-35

In the Australasian context, two recent surveys have examined the degree of

standardisation of disaster triage systems across the eight Australian States and

Territories.  All ambulance services in Australia use a numerical and colour coded

system to indicate triage priority for disaster casualties.  However, five different

triage tag designs are used for triage documentation, six different triage taxonomies

and five different triage methodologies, with ‘minimal homology between the

different triage systems or the Australasian Triage Scale (ATS)’, are currently in use

in Australia.12,36  The authors of one study concluded that the lack of standardisation

of triage systems would result in avoidable confusion during the response to civilian

medical disasters, especially for disasters near Australian State or Territory

borders.36  The authors recommended that a national standardised disaster triage

system be developed consistent with, and able to be cross referenced with, the ATS

in order to facilitate the coordination between the prehospital and hospital response

to a disaster.36  At the time of writing, this standardisation has yet to occur.

7.2 Emergency Department Triage

Triage in civilian emergency medical systems is an essential first step in the

prioritisation of patients with acute illness or injury.37  As in military and disaster

settings, this prioritisation determines the timeliness, quantity and quality of

resources allocated by the civilian emergency medical system to each individual

patient.37

Civilian triage differs in a number of respects to military and disaster triage.  The

spectrum of presentations that must be catered for in modern civilian emergency

medical systems is often wider than that encountered in any single medical disaster

or battle.  In addition, a fundamental difference is in the assumptions made

concerning the available resources to commit to any individual patient.

In disasters or battles, where ‘the number … requiring surgical attention overwhelms

the available facilities’,19 the aim of triage is to sort patients so that limited medical

resources do ‘the greatest good to the greatest number’, by ‘identifying those

victims who need urgent treatment and those who do not, because they are not ill

enough, too ill or dead’.38

When triage is undertaken in modern civilian emergency medical systems (EMS), it

is generally assumed that sufficient resources are available to cater for any and all
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presentations.  No patient triaged in a civilian EMS is ‘too ill’ to receive care, unless,

due to an unfavourable balance between the benefit and harm from the patient's

perspective, patient consent can no longer be presumed, resulting in a moral

obligation to withdraw treatment.39-41

7.2.1 Development of emergency medicine

Emergency medicine has been described as:

‘a Specialty based on knowledge and skills in the diagnosis and management of the

acute and urgent aspects of illness and injury affecting patients of all age groups

with diverse medical, surgical, and behavioural disorders; it further encompasses an

understanding of, and the skills necessary, for the development of prehospital and

inhospital emergency medical systems’.42

The description above indicates that emergency physicians are specialists in the

stabilisation and resuscitation of medical and surgical emergencies in patients of all

ages and should be experts in triage and in the prioritisation of the use of

emergency medical resources.43  The development and validation of triage systems

in the civilian setting has occurred concurrently with the development of modern

emergency medical systems and the speciality of emergency medicine.

Emergency medical systems have changed significantly over the last 40 years.  In

the United Kingdom, a seminal report by Sir Harry Platt in 1962 recommended

sweeping changes to the delivery of emergency medical care.44  As a consequence,

the ‘Casualty Departments’ of the time, staffed by inexperienced doctors with little or

no specific training, were gradually replaced by ‘Emergency Departments’, staffed

by well trained and experienced emergency physicians.42

Since then, several factors have influenced the development of emergency

medicine as a defined specialty.  These include increasing presentations to public

hospitals for emergency care,45 improvements in resuscitation techniques for the

acutely ill and injured, and the development of new, effective, time critical

interventions for both injury and illness presentations.46-48

Coincident with the phasing out of interns and the appointment of specialist

emergency physicians to supervise the management of ‘accident and emergency

departments’ has been the establishment and development of professional

associations of emergency medicine specialists and colleges specialising in

emergency medicine training.  The first professional body in English speaking
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countries, the Casualty Surgeons’ Association of Britain, was formed in 1965.  In

1990, the British Association for Accident and Emergency Medicine (BAAEM) was

constituted to oversee training in emergency medicine.49  The process of specialty

development in Britain culminated in the establishment of a new diploma,

Fellowship of the Royal College of Surgeons (Accident and Emergency Medicine),

in 1981.50

In the United States of America, the American College of Emergency Physicians

(ACEP) was founded in 1967.  Emergency medicine became the twenty third

speciality endorsed by the American Board of Medical Examiners in 1979.43  It is

estimated that 19,000 emergency physicians currently practise as specialists in

emergency medicine in the USA.51

In Canada, the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians (CAEP) was

established in 1978.  Emergency medicine was recognised as a principal specialty

in 1979, and in 1981, the Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of Canada

instituted a four year training program towards a Fellowship Diploma.52

In Australia, the first full-time ‘Casualty Director’ was appointed at Geelong Hospital

in 1967.  However it was not until 1981 that the Australasian Society for Emergency

Medicine (ASEM) was formed as an organisation with the aim, amongst others, of

developing a career structure for doctors interested in pursuing a career in

emergency medicine as a specialty.  In 1984 the Australasian College for

Emergency Medicine (ACEM) was incorporated and inaugural Fellowship Diplomas

were awarded in 1986.  In 1993, the National Specialist Qualification Advisory

Committee certified emergency medicine as a principal medical specialty in

Australia.53

7.2.2 Triage in Australasian Emergency Departments

Most triage systems used in Australasian emergency departments prior to the

1970s prioritised patients on the basis of specific clinical findings/problems or

attempted to fit patients into poorly defined descriptive categories such as

‘resuscitation’ or ‘emergency’.  Many departments had no formal system of triage.54

A significant innovation in the development of emergency department triage

systems was the recording a triage nurse’s estimation of the time a patient could

safely wait prior to receiving medical care.

In 1976, the San Francisco General Hospital Emergency Service evaluated a

system of nurse triage that recorded whether patients were thought to require
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treatment within an hour, a few hours, within hours to days, or were purely elective.

During three months, there were no deaths amongst 11,329 patients registered for

care.  Error in triage was ‘about equally divided between mistaken diagnosis and

underestimated severity of illness’.  The overall accuracy of triage was reported to

be 98%.55

A triage system based upon similar principles, the Ipswich triage scale (ITS), was

the first widely used triage scale in Australasia.  The ITS was developed by

Fitzgerald in 1989 after studying a range of triage classification systems for

emergency departments used in both Australasia and the United Kingdom over a

ten year period. 1,56  The ITS is a modification of the Box Hill triage system,57 a five

level scale using written descriptions of each level of urgency.54

The Box Hill triage system was originally conceived and implemented in 1975 as a

three level system, classifying patients as ‘urgent’, ‘run-of-the-mill’ and ‘nonurgent’.

Box Hill Emergency Department had no formal triage process prior to this time.  An

additional ‘signal one’ category was added later to denote patients presenting by

ambulance with lights and sirens who required immediate resuscitation.  Shortly

after, an additional category was inserted between ‘urgent’ and ‘run of the mill’ for

patients that nurses found difficult to fit in either category, resulting in a five level

triage system.  A significant innovation was the introduction of ideal waiting times for

each category, which was associated with a ‘waiting time limit’ (exactly double ideal

waiting time) for each category (Table 7-1).54

Table 7-1  Triage system used at Box Hill Emergency Department, Victoria,
Australia 1979

Triage category Waiting time limit

1 3 minutes

2 10 minutes

3 1 hour

4 2 hours

5 4 hours
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Like the Box Hill triage system, triage nurses using the ITS assign patients to one of

five (colour-coded) urgency groups on the basis of an estimate of the optimal time to

medical intervention.  This is assessed in response to the proposition:

‘Under optimal circumstances, this patient should be seen by a medical officer

within…’(Table 7-2).  Unlike the Box Hill triage system, the waiting time definitions

used in the ITS are defined conceptually (eg seconds, minutes, hours) rather than

based upon exact numerical limits.  This conceptual approach appears to be both

easily taught and shows good construct validity.1

Table 7-2  Ipswich Triage Scale waiting time definitions

Triage Category Waiting time

1 seconds (red)

2 minutes (yellow)

3 an hour (green)

4 hours (blue)

5 days (white)’

The ITS correlates well with indicators of severity such as Trauma Score, Injury

Severity Score, Coronary Prognostic Index, and Asthma Severity Score.1  Other

evidence for validity includes strong associations with admission rate, critical care

admission rate, time spent in intensive care, mortality and the frequency of use of

major investigations and procedures.1,3

The reliability of the ITS was tested by Fitzgerald by comparing the responses of

trieurs to 100 written patient profiles.  Fitzgerald originally chose 260 profiles of

patients attending the emergency departments of 26 Australian teaching hospitals in

order to ensure a spread of authorship and avoid the potential for bias associated

with a single author.  All 260 patient profiles were triaged by a panel comprised of

two doctors and three nurses.  The 100 patient profiles finally chosen included

cases from all five ITS categories, and is made up of approximately equal numbers

of both clear cut and arguable cases.  Calculation of the ‘spread’ and ‘concurrence’

of the responses was used to assess reliability.  ‘Spread’ was calculated as the

percentage of cases in the modal triage category plus or minus one category.1

Ninety five percent of respondents were within one category of the modal response
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in all but five cases.  Eighty-five percent were within one category in all cases.

‘Concurrence’ was defined as the percentage of cases in the modal triage

category.1  In 81% of cases, more than 50% of respondents agreed with the modal

response.  Overall, although there were differences between individual trieurs in

their assessment of urgency, the ITS urgency distributions between groups of

trieurs working at different institutions were comparable.1

Fitzgerald demonstrated that the ITS was a useful classification system for

departmental management, particularly with respect to staffing, rostering, training,

and the provision of resources.1,56  The very high correlation of the ITS with staff and

other measures of clinical resource use allowed the development of a

comprehensive casemix system for Australasian emergency departments using the

ITS and disposition (admitted, discharged or died) as the primary partition

variables.3  Subsequent refinement of the ITS resulted in a renamed ITS being

adopted as the standard triage scale used throughout Australasia as initially the

‘National Triage Scale’ in 1994, before being renamed the ‘Australasian Triage

Scale’ in 2000.7

7.2.3 The Australasian Triage Scale

The ATS has been in general use in Australasian emergency departments since

1994.7  The Australasian Triage Scale (ATS) is a 5 level triage system initially

developed at the Royal Brisbane Hospital and may be considered a refinement of

the Ipswich Triage Scale (ITS).  Both the ITS and ATS can be used as a measure of

urgency for all types of adult and paediatric illness, psychiatric, or injury/poisoning

emergency presentations.  In both systems, experienced trieurs allocate the triage

code on the basis of the overall urgency of the patient using all available clinical

information the trieur considers relevant.  In using the ATS, the triage category is

allocated against an estimation of the time a patient can safely wait for medical

assessment in a manner very similar to the use of the ITS.7

There is a subtle philosophical difference between the ATS and the ITS that reflects

the recognition during the early 1990s that excessive delays to receiving medical

attention for lower urgency categories is associated with avoidable morbidity and

mortality.7,58,59  This resulted in slight contraction and explicit definition of acceptable

waiting time thresholds for the ATS (Table 7-3).
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Table 7-3  The Australasian Triage Scale waiting time thresholds with nearest
equivalent Ipswich Triage Scale category waiting time definitions

Triage Code ATS waiting time

thresholds

Nearest equivalent ITS

waiting time definition

1 Immediately Immediately

2 Within 10 minutes Within minutes

3 Within 30 minutes Within an hour

4 Within 60 minutes Within hours

5 Within 120 minutes Within days

7.2.4 The validity and reliability of the Australasian Triage Scale

A substantial body of evidence supports the use of the ATS.  The evidence

supporting the use of the ATS may be classified into written patient profile studies,

small scale (<200 episodes) dual triage studies and large scale (>10 000 episodes)

evaluations of real time ATS allocations recorded in Australasian emergency

department information systems.  The published research concerning the validity

and reliability of the ATS is summarised in Table 7-4.60
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Table 7-4  Summary of triage studies evaluating the Australasian and Ipswich
Triage Scales60

Author/Date Population
& sample

Methods Major findings

Jelinek and
Little, (1996)5

100 written patient
profiles completed
by 115 triage
nurses working in 8
Western Australian
emergency
departments.

Same 100 written
patient profiles as
used by Fitzgerald
(1989).1

Triage nurses responded within
one triage category for 86% of
patient profiles.  On the basis of
this result, the authors concluded
that the interrater reliability of the
ATS was good and that
concurrence; the modal percent
was ‘acceptable’.

Hollis and
Sprivulis,
(1996)4

17,561 occasions of
triage and 65 triage
nurses.

Prospective study
of all patients
presenting to one
NSW hospital
over a 6-month
period.

The ATS can be applied
consistently and is independent of
emergency department activity
level.

Doherty,
(1996)61

6 emergency
clinicians
(2x emergency
physicians, 2x
emergency
registrars, 2x triage
nurses)
12 written patient
profiles.

Written patient
profiles.

No profile in which all participants
agreed and 10 of 12 profiles had
responses across three or more
categories.

Whitby, Ieraci,
Johnson and
Mohsin,(1997)
62

100 triage decisions
from three
emergency
departments.

Non-blinded
actual occasions
of dual triage.

High degree of consistency
between two triage staff who
independently assessed urgency
using the ATS (overall weighted
kappa 0.675).

Dilley and
Standen,
(1998)63

188 triage nurses x
20 written patient
profiles (3760 triage
episodes) from 14
Victorian
emergency
departments.

Written patient
profiles.

Over 90% of triage nurses
selected the modal triage
category, or one category
adjacent to the modal category for
85% of patient profiles.Authors
concluded fair to moderate levels
of agreement.

Richardson,
(1998)64

94,681
presentations in the
2-year period.

Prospective study
of all patients
presenting to one
QLD hospital over
a 2 year period.

Triage categorisation does not
vary with daily activity and was
consistent over the 2 year period.

LeVasseur,
Considine,
Charles,
Castle and
Villanueva,
(2001)65

48 nurses x 15
occasions of dual
triage (940 triage
episodes)
at 14 Victorian
hospitals.

Non-blinded
actual occasions
of dual triage.

Observed agreement ranged from
a minimum of 27.8% to a
maximum to 86.9%.No statistically
significant differences in
agreement according to,
appointment level, hospital type
emergency department activity
level.
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Author/Date Population
& sample

Methods Major findings

Smart,
Pollard and
Walpole,
(1999)66

889 mental health
triage allocations
over a six month
period and review
two years later.

Development,
implementation
and testing of
mental health
triage guidelines
at one
metropolitan
hospital over a 2
year period.

A systematic approach to mental
health triaging produced a
workable scale, reduced waiting
times, transit times, and provided
effective and consistent
integration of mental health
patients into a general emergency
department.

Coopers and
Lybrand
Consultants,
(1997)67

Over 1 000 000
occasions of triage
from over 30
emergency
departments
nationwide.

Revision and
validation of ATS
based clinical
indicators,
including triage
distributions, and
waiting time
performance per
triage category
performance
thresholds.

Waiting time performance
thresholds required slight revision
to more realistic and achievable
levels than those initially defined
in 1994.

Durojaiye
and
O'Meara,
(2002)68

78 nurses x 25
paediatric written
patient profiles and
paediatric triage
distribution for one
year from 10
hospitals.

Analysis of overall
triage
distributions,
admission rates
and sentinel
diagnosis triage
‘footprints’.

Major paediatric referral centre
emergency departments
downtriage some paediatric
presentations in comparison to
mixed emergency departments.

Two additional large studies that indirectly support the validity of the ATS are the

two Doctor of Medicine theses concerning the use of ITS by Fitzgerald and

Jelinek.1,3  The ITS and the ATS are based upon the same triage principle, namely,

the prioritisation of emergency medical care on the basis of urgency.  The

differences between the two triage systems have been summarised above (page7-

29).1,3

In relation to the validity of the ATS, the widespread adoption of the ATS by working

emergency departments for the actual prioritisation of care, as demonstrated and

audited by Commonwealth Department of Health and Aging, suggests that most

emergency department staff perceive the ATS to be a valid measure of urgency and

a useful patient prioritisation tool.67  In addition, a number of specific studies

examining the validity of the ATS have examined whether factors other than patient

urgency influence triage allocations.  Based upon the published literature

summarised in Table 7-4, a number of observations may be made concerning the
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validity of the ATS when applied to specific patient subgroups or under varying

emergency department working conditions.

Three large studies have tested the hypothesis that ATS allocations may be

influenced by how busy an emergency department is at the time of ATS allocation

and have been unable to demonstrate any relationship between emergency

department activity and ATS allocations.4,64,65  This is an important finding because

adjustment of triage practice to accommodate departmental workloads or funding

mechanisms negates an effective triage system.60

Despite the lack of effect of overall workload, there is evidence that triage decisions

may be influenced by the actual casemix of the workload.  For example, there is

evidence from one study that suggests that tertiary referral centre, paediatric only,

emergency departments use the ATS slightly differently to mixed adult and

paediatric emergency departments, resulting in the relative downtriage of some

paediatric presentations in paediatric only emergency departments compared to

mixed emergency departments.68  Unfortunately the methodology used in the

particular study does not allow determination of the relative contributions of genuine

differences in triage practices and differences in casemix to the observation of

relative downtriage at paediatric only emergency departments.

A useful methodology to explore the relative contribution of triage practices and

casemix is the analysis of admission rate by ATS category.4,64,65  It may reasonably

be expected that, for a large sample of emergency department attendances, more

urgent ATS categories have higher admission rates than less urgent ATS

categories.  If the apparent downtriage was solely due to differences in triage

practices, admission rates at the paediatric hospitals would be expected to be

higher in the lower triage categories when compared to other emergency

department admission rates.  If the differences in triage distributions between the

tertiary paediatric and mixed settings were due solely to casemix differences, it

would be expected that the admission rates by ATS category would be similar

between the two settings.

Examination of ATS category admission rates has proven useful in examing the

influence of ethnicity upon ATS allocation.  It appears that low urgency non-

indigenous Australians may be overtriaged when compared to indigenous

Australians in tropical Australia.  In tropical Australia, indigenous Australians have

been shown to be more than twice as likely to be admitted when compared to non-

indigenous Australians allocated to the same ATS category.69  Language and other
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ethnic, social or cultural factors that may account for these differences have not

been formally examined.

The impact of casemix upon triage practice may be ameliorated by the

implementation of protocols relevant to specific types of presenting problems.  For

example, the implementation of mental health triage guidelines for use with the ATS

at one large Australian metropolitan emergency department has been associated

with sustained improvements in the ‘consistency’ of triage of mental health patients

and reductions in mean emergency waiting times and transit times.66  The protocols

underpin current ATS mental health triage guidelines.60

Correlation with cost and resource use is another indirect indicator of the validity of

the ATS.  The very high correlation of the ATS with staff requirements and other

measures of clinical resource use has allowed the development of a comprehensive

casemix system for Australasian emergency departments using the ATS and

disposition (admitted, discharged or died) as the primary partition variables, in a

manner similar to the earlier work by Jelinek with the ITS.3  Emergency Department

cost weights have subsequently been developed using this approach for costing in

most Australian mainland States and Territories and have been used in the

development of emergency department funding models in South Australia and

Victoria.70

In 1996 the Australian Commonwealth Department of Health and Aging, in

collaboration with the Australian Council of Healthcare Standards (ACHS) and

ACEM, embarked on a process of validation of the Australasian Triage Score.

Central to this process was the commissioning of a large, independent study of the

ATS triage distributions and waiting times to assist the development and validation

of national emergency department performance indicators.67  Independent

consultants Coopers and Lybrand obtained triage information for over 1 000 000

triage allocations from 30 public hospital emergency departments from across

Australia during 1996-1997.  The consultants examined the comparability of triage

distributions between the hospitals in respect to admission-to-hospital rates per

triage category and median and average waiting times.  Significantly, this study led

to the revision of the target waiting time performance thresholds originally proposed

by ACEM and field tested in collaboration with the ACHS in 1994 (Table 7-5).71  The

revision resulted in reductions in the percentage of patients expected to be seen

within the target waiting time for ATS 2, 3, 4 and 5 when compared to the pre 1998

percentages.67
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Table 7-5  Australasian Triage Scale waiting time thresholds pre and post
199737

ATS

Category

ATS waiting time

thresholds

Pre 1998 percentage

of patients expected

to be seen within the

target waiting time

Percentage of

patients expected to

be seen within the

target waiting time

since 1998

1 Immediately 100% 100%

2 Within 10 minutes 95% 80%

3 Within 30 minutes 90% 75%

4 Within 60 minutes 90% 70%

5 Within 120 minutes 80% 70%

The revised performance thresholds were used as performance benchmarks for

Australian State Governments as part of the Australian Health Care Agreements for

the 1998-2002 period, by which the Commonwealth Government allocates fundings

to the States for the provision of public hospital inpatient, outpatient and emergency

health services.

The interrater reliability of the ATS has been the subject of a number of studies.

The reliability of the ATS (the level of agreement between trieurs) has usually been

assessed by either the triage of written patient profiles by groups of trieurs or by

dual triage of actual occasions of triage.  The use of written patient profiles allow a

group of trieurs to be presented with identical information on which to base ATS

allocations.  The written patient profiles used to assess the reliability of the ATS

have varied both in completeness of clinical information and overall structure.

Differing selection criteria have been used, ranging from the deliberate inclusion of

ambiguous profiles to the careful screening and exclusion of ambiguous patient

profiles.

Concurrence has been consistently in the range of 50-65% and spread between 85-

95% for most patient profiles.  Weighted kappa scores have ranged between 0.5

and 0.8.1,5,61,63  The differences between the written patient profiles and their

selection criteria makes comparison between studies difficult.  Despite these

difficulties, the consistent finding of agreement rates in excess of 80% within one
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ATS category, has lead most authors to conclude that the ATS has sufficient

reliability to be used for the prioritisation of patients upon arrival at an emergency

department.1,5,61,63

Studies of actual occasions of triage have usually been undertaken by selecting two

triage nurses from a defined study pool and asking each nurse to independently

allocate an ATS score on a series of patients.  Assessments have usually been non-

blinded, with nurses eliciting information simultaneously from patients, then

independently documenting their personal ATS scores.  The above approach may

overestimate the reliability of the ATS as different nurses would be expected to

differ slightly in the methods used to elicit information upon which to base an ATS

allocation if each nurse undertook the triage process entirely independently.  The

nonblinded approach has yielded comparable agreement rates to the use of written

patient profiles.  Specific proportion of agreement rates have varied from 27.8% to a

maximum to 86.9% and weighted kappa scores between 0.6 to 0.85.60,62,72  These

findings have also been interpreted by most authors as supporting the use of the

ATS for triage in emergency departments.

Reliability with respect to hospital type (eg central metropolitan teaching vs rural

base hospital) has been tested both as part of costing studies and clinical indicator

development studies.  Reliability has been deemed sufficient by Governments for

the purpose of developing ATS based case-mix and costing systems.70  However,

as discussed above when considering the validity of the ATS, age and ethnicity may

influence ATS allocations.68,69  Emergency departments with significantly different

age or ethnic profiles may be less comparable than hospitals with similar age and

ethnic profiles.  Significant work has been undertaken to improve reliability of the

ATS between differing institutions.  This includes the comparison of admission rates

by triage category and most importantly, the development of an Australasian

standardised training package and reference materials (discussed below, page 7-

36).

In conclusion, there is substantial body of evidence demonstrating that the ATS is a

valid measure of the urgency of emergency presentations when used by well-

trained Australasian emergency department triage nurses.  Reliability may be

influenced by age, ethnicity and cultural factors, but does not appear to be

influenced by the level of emergency department activity or type of hospital.

Interrater reliability is less than optimal.  However, if agreement within one triage

category is considered acceptable, there is a significant body of evidence indicating
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that agreement rates of 90% or more may be expected in practice.  Reliability and

validity have been deemed sufficient for the adoption of the ATS as an integral

component of indicators of emergency department performance as part of

Commonwealth:State funding agreements.

7.2.5 Current triage standards in Australasian emergency departments

An ATS triage education and utilisation package has been developed over the last

four years by ACEM in collaboration with the Commonweath Department of Health,

the Australian Association of Emergency Nurses (AAEN), and the New South Wales

and Victorian Emergency Nurses Assocations.  A central component of the triage

package is the Australasian Triage Education Resource Book, which is designed to

provide a comprehensive guide to the utilisation of the ATS as an emergency

department triage tool.60  The Resource Book summarises the research in to the

validity and reliability of the ATS and provides guidelines concerning the principles

of triage in emergency departments, a detailed description of the ATS, including

clinical descriptors for each ATS category (Table 7-6), and practice conventions for

the use of the ATS for specific presentations, including trauma, paediatric and

psychiatric presentations.  The Resource Book also contains training, ‘minimum

practice’ guidelines and triage audit guidelines.  The following discussion of ATS

triage standards is based on the relevant sections of the Resource Book.

The main aim of triage is to ensure that patients are prioritised to receive medical

assessment in order of clinical urgency and emergency nurses usually perform

triage in Australasian emergency departments.60  An important principle that the

Resource Book emphasises is that urgency should be assessed by estimation of

the acceptable delay to receiving medical assessment or intervention for each

individual patient, solely on the basis of the clinical condition of the individual

patient, rather than by consideration of other factors, such as the current emergency

department workload.60

The Resource Book also points out that urgency is not synonymous with severity or

complexity.  Although patients triaged to lower urgency categories may safely wait

longer for assessment and treatment than patients triaged to higher urgency

categories, lower urgency category patients may still require complex procedures

and investigations or hospital admission.
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The Resource Book provides a table of descriptors to assist identification of patients

that would usually be allocated to each ATS category.  The table has been

reproduced below (Table 7-6).

Table 7-6  Australasian triage scale category descriptors60

ATS & waiting

time threshold

Description of category Clinical descriptors (indicative only)

ATS 1

Immediate

simultaneous

assessment and

treatment

Immediately life-threatening

Conditions that are threats to

life (or imminent risk of

deterioration) and require

immediate aggressive

intervention

Cardiac arrest

Respiratory arrest

Immediate risk to airway – impending

arrest

Respiratory rate <10/min

Extreme respiratory distress

BP< 80 (adult) or severely shocked

child/infant

Unresponsive or responds to pain only

(GCS < 9)

Ongoing/prolonged seizure

Severe behavioural disorder with

immediate threat of dangerous violence
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ATS & waiting

time threshold

Description of category Clinical descriptors (indicative only)

ATS 2

Assessment and

treatment within

10 minutes

(assessment

and treatment

often

simultaneous)

Imminently life-threatening

The patient’s condition is

serious enough or

deteriorating so rapidly that

there is the potential of threat

to life, or organ system

failure, if not treated within

ten minutes of arrival

or

Requiring assessment for

time-critical treatment

(e.g.thrombolysis, antidote)

that may significant effect

clinical outcome, where the

effect of treatment depends

on treatment commencing

within a few minutes of the

patient’s arrival in the

emergency department

or

Very severe pain.

Humane practice mandates

the relief of very severe pain

or distress within 10 minutes

Airway risk – severe stridor with distress

Severe respiratory distress

Circulatory compromise

Clammy or mottled skin, poor perfusion

HR<50 or >150 (adult)

Hypotension with haemodynamic effects

Severe blood loss

Chest pain of likely cardiac nature

Very severe pain - any cause

BSL < 2 mmol/L

Drowsy, decreased responsiveness any

cause (GCS< 13)

Fever with signs of lethargy (any age)

Acid or alkali splash to eye – requiring

irrigation

Major multi trauma (requiring rapid

organised team response)

Severe localised trauma – major

fracture, amputation

Behavioural/Psychiatric:

Violent or aggressive

Requires or has required restraint

Severe agitation or aggression
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ATS & waiting

time threshold

Description of category Clinical descriptors (indicative only)

ATS 3

Assessment and

treatment start

within 30 mins

Potentially life-threatening

The patient’s condition may

progress to life or limb

threatening, or may lead to

significant morbidity, if

assessment and treatment

are not commenced within

thirty minutes of arrival

Situational urgency

There is potential for adverse

outcome if time-critical

treatment is not commenced

within thirty minutes

Humane practice mandates

the relief of severe

discomfort or distress within

thirty minutes

Severe hypertension

Moderately severe blood loss – any

cause

Moderate shortness of breath

SAO2 90 – 95%

BSL >16 mmol/l

Seizure (now alert)

Any fever if immunosupressed e.g.

oncology patient, steroid Rx

Persistent vomiting

Dehydration

Head injury with short LOC- now alert

Moderatel pain requiring analgesia

Chest pain likely non-cardiac severity

Abdominal pain without high risk

features – mod severe or patient age

>65 years

Moderate limb injury – deformity, severe

laceration, crush, trauma - high-risk

history with no other high-risk features

Limb – altered sensation, acutely absent

pulse

Behavioural/Psychiatric:

very distressed, risk of or deliberate self-

harm acutely psychotic, situational crisis
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ATS & waiting

time threshold

Description of category Clinical descriptors (indicative only)

ATS 4

Assessment and

treatment start

within 60 mins

Potentially serious

The patient’s condition may

deteriorate, or adverse

outcome may result, if

assessment and treatment is

not commenced within one

hour of arrival in ED

Symptoms moderate or

prolonged.

or

Situational Urgency

Possible adverse outcome if

time-critical treatment is not

commenced within hour

or

Significant complexity or

Severity

Likely to require complex

work-up and consultation

and/or inpatient management

or

Humane practice mandates

the relief of discomfort or

distress within one hour

Mild haemorrhage

Foreign body aspiration, no respiratory

distress

Chest injury without rib pain or

respiratory distress

Difficulty swallowing, no respiratory

distress

Minor head injury, no loss of

consciousness

Moderate pain, some risk features

Vomiting or diarrhoea without

dehydration

Eye inflammation or foreign body –

normal vision

Minor limb trauma – sprained ankle,

possible fracture, uncomplicated

laceration requiring investigation or

intervention  – Normal vital signs,

low/moderate pain

Tight cast, no neurovascular impairment

Swollen ‘hot’ joint

Non-specific abdominal pain

Behavioural/Psychiatric:

Semi-urgent mental health problem

Under observation and/or no immediate

risk to self or others
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ATS & waiting

time threshold

Description of category Clinical descriptors (indicative only)

ATS 5

Assessment and

treatment start

within 120

minutes

Less Urgent

The patient’s condition is

chronic or minor enough that

symptoms or clinical

outcome will not be

significantly affected if

assessment and treatment

are delayed up to two hours

from arrival

or

Clinico-administrative

problems

Results review, medical

certificates, prescriptions

only

Minimal pain  with no high risk features

Low-risk history and now asymptomatic

Minor symptoms of existing stable

illness

Minor symptoms of low-risk conditions

Minor wounds - small abrasions, minor

lacerations (not requiring sutures)

Scheduled revisit e.g. wound review,

complex dressings

Immunisation only

Behavioural/Psychiatric:

Known patient with chronic symptoms

Social crisis, clinically well patient

Implicit in the descriptors of ATS 1 to 4, is the assumption that clinical outcome may

be affected by delays to assessment and treatment beyond the recommended

times, whereas the maximum waiting time for ATS 5 represents a minimum

standard for service provision by Australasian emergency departments.  The waiting

time guidelines described for each ATS category associated with each descriptor

refers to the maximum time a patient in that category should wait for assessment

and treatment.  Patients assigned to more urgent categories may require

simultaneous assessment and management.  Ideally, patients should be seen well

within the recommended maximum times.

It is apparent from the descriptors that the features used to assess urgency are

generally a combination of the presenting problem and general appearance of the

patient, possibly combined with physiological observations.  Sufficient information to
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determine the urgency of a patient and identify any immediate care needs should

generally take no more than 2-5 minutes, and requires a balance between speed

and thoroughness.  It is recommended that vital signs are only measured at triage if

required to estimate urgency, or if time permits.60  Any patient identified as ATS

Category 1 or 2 should be taken immediately into the appropriate assessment and

treatment area.  The treatment nurse receiving the patient is expected to complete

nursing assessment, including vital signs assessment, if not assessed at triage.

An important principle is the principle of retriage, where, if a patient’s condition

changes while they are waiting for treatment, or if additional relevant information

becomes available that impacts on the patient’s urgency, the patients ATS category

should be changed.  Both the initial triage and any subsequent categorisations

should be recorded, and the reason for the retriage documented.

The clinical descriptors listed for each category in Table 7-6 provide a guide to ATS

allocation.  The descriptors are based on research where available, although most

reflect the consensus view of ACEM and the AAEN.  The list should be considered

indicative rather than exhaustive or absolute.  It is recommended that absolute

physiological measurements should not be taken as the sole criterion for allocation

of an ATS category.60

Importantly, the most urgent clinical feature identified determines the ATS category

and once a high-risk feature is identified, a response commensurate with the

urgency of that feature should be initiated.

In order to maximise reliability of ATS allocation between individual trieurs and

between emergency departments, a number of conventions have been defined.  For

the paediatric patient, it is expected that the same standards for triage

categorisation should apply in all emergency department settings where children are

seen be they paediatric only, or mixed adult and paediatric emergency departments.

All five triage categories should be used in all settings and in the interests of

consistency and comparability, children should be triaged according to objective

clinical urgency rather than be routinely uptriaged to a more urgent ATS category

than an equivalent adult presentation.60 This does not preclude children being seen

well within the recommended waiting time for the ATS Category if departmental

policy and operational conditions allow.  However, individual departmental policies

such as ‘fast-tracking’ of specific patient populations should be separated from the

objective allocation of a triage category.
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An important principle in the triage of trauma patients is that although individual

departments may have policies that provide for immediate team responses to

patients meeting certain criteria, trauma patients should still be allocated an

objective triage category according to their clinical presentation rather than on the

basis of such criteria.60

Patients presenting with mental health or behavioural problems require careful

consideration especially when physical and behavioural problems coexist.  Such

patients should be triaged according to their clinical and situational urgency, as with

other ED patients.  Where physical and behavioural problems coexist, the highest

appropriate triage category should be applied, based on the most urgent feature of

the overall presentation.60

These conventions have been developed to ensure that access to emergency care

is not compromised for particular patient groups and to ensure comparability

between departments despite the presence of differences in departmental work

practices.  Achieving consistency in the application of the triage standards and

conventions described above requires consistency in the approach to education and

training concerning the use of the ATS.  The current education and training

standards are described below.

7.2.6 Education and training

Ideally, ATS triage allocations should be undertaken by experienced, skilful nurses

who are prepared to commit to ongoing triage practice improvement.  Although it is

generally agreed that triage nurses must possess knowledge and experience of a

wide range of illness and injury presentations, triage researchers have varying

opinions about the level of education and training required for nurses to work at

triage.60,73-77

The training and minimum practice standards of the Triage Education Resource

Book include statements that triage nurses should have demonstrated competency

in emergency nursing prior to undertaking triage and have good communication and

interpersonal skills.  However, the Triage Education book does not include explicit

minimum experience standards.60

In terms of explicit training requirements, the Resource Book recommends that

training should include a theory component of at least eight hours duration, followed

by a structured supervised period of clinical practice of at least twenty-four hours of

active triage.  Following this formal training component, it is recommended that less
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experienced triage nurses have ongoing access to the assistance of an experienced

triage nurse at all times.  The Resource book also recommends that triage nurses

participate in the regular audit of triage decisions and processes.60

These standards do indicate that prior experience and ‘competency’ in emergency

nursing is essential for undertaking triage.  Built on this foundation, the principles of

the use of ATS may be formally conveyed in no more than a day.  Following this

relatively short period of formal training, skill in the use of ATS is developed

primarily by supervised use of the ATS for the triage of real emergency patients.

7.2.7 Current utilisation of the Australasian Triage Scale

The ATS was developed to prioritise patient care and provide a consistent approach

to triage in emergency departments throughout Australasia.  Since its introduction,

the ATS has been used for a variety of other functions, including the evaluation of

emergency department casemix, the determination of emergency department

funding allocations, the evaluation of the quality of emergency medical care and

emergency department performance.

The ATS has been the standard triage tool used in Australasian emergency

departments since its adoption by ACEM in 1994.  The ATS is used for the day to

day prioritisation of emergency presentations in all Australasian emergency

departments with an emergency physician director at the time of writing.

A fundamental indicator of the performance of an emergency department is the

timeliness with which acutely ill or injured patients receive medical attention.  The

ATS is integral to the measurement of Australasian emergency department

performance with respect to patient waiting times.  Patient waiting times in relation

to ATS category have been incorporated into national emergency department

performance indicators, endorsed by the Australian Council for Hospital Standards,

consistent with international trends.78-85

Each ATS category has an associated ‘performance indicator threshold’ that

represents the percentage of patients in each ATS category who would be expected

to actually receive medical assessment and treatment within the time designated by

their triage category.  Current thresholds used in Australia are based upon the study

of over 1 million triage allocations during 1996-1997 by the Commonwealth

Department of Health and Family Service described on page 7-30.  The

performance indicator thresholds are presented in Table 7-7.  In some jurisdictions,
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emergency department funding is partially determined by the level of compliance

with the waiting time thresholds.

Table 7-7  Australasian Triage Scale waiting time by urgency category
performance thresholds37

ATS Category Performance Indicator Threshold

1 100%

2 80%

3 75%

4 70%

5 70%

In relation to casemix analysis, urgency has been shown to have a strong

correlation with staff and resource use in a number of studies.3,86,87  Clinical urgency

(ITS category), patient outcome and major diagnostic category were used to

develop Urgency Related Groups (URGs), the first emergency department casemix

system developed in Australasia recognising the principle role of urgency in

determining staff and resource utilisation in Australasian emergency departments.3

The Flinders Emergency Department Costing Study, a joint Commonwealth/State

study used clinical urgency (ATS category), patient outcome (disposition) and

patient age group to refine URGs and create Urgency, Disposition and Age Groups

(UDAGs).70  UDAGs appear to be slightly better cost predictors than URGs or

earlier Australasian emergency department casemix systems.78,88

An Emergency Service Enhancement Program (ESEP) was introduced in 1995 by

the Victorian Department of Human Services in collaboration with the Victorian

emergency medicine community.78  The aim of the program was to provide a

system of bonus payments for emergency departments meeting defined standards

of performance.  The ESEP was implemented in a total of 21 Victorian public

hospitals with a 24-hour emergency department and greater than 4000 emergency

presentations annually.  The performance standards set by the ESEP included the

monitoring of occasions of ambulance bypass, patient waiting times in relation to

their ATS category and the length of emergency department stay of patients

admitted to hospital.  The ESEP was associated with ‘sustained improvements’ in all
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key performance indicators, including patient waiting time by ATS category for ATS

1, 2 and 3.78  The use of the ATS as a key variable in performance measurement

has since been adopted by most Australian states.  A concern with the use of the

ATS as part of a funding system is the impact of funding incentives upon the actual

prioritisation of patients.  ‘Creep’ to more favourable categories is well documented

in the use of inpatient funding systems.89  At the time of writing, no definite evidence

of downtriage to increase the likelihood of compliance with waiting time performance

thresholds for the purpose of improving funding has been published in the

Australasian literature.

In addition to the above uses, the ATS has become an important research tool in

Australasian emergency departments.  The ATS is typically used as a grouping

variable to assist the analysis of various other variables, such as admission rates,

appropriateness of presentation, ethnic background, complaints and other indicators

of service delivery.4,69,90,91  The ATS also provides an additional dimension against

which to evaluate key outcome variables or assist case selection.  The ATS may

also be used to evaluate the comparability of patient cohorts identified for the

purposes of research.

In conclusion, triage in Australasian emergency departments has undergone a

steady process of evolution and validation over the last 25 years.  The fundamental

principles underpinning the development of Australasian triage scales from the Box

Hill Triage System through the ITS to the ATS have remained unchanged.  The ATS

is first and foremost a tool for the prioritisation of patients for patient care on the

basis of clinical urgency.  The ATS, in its current form, is ubiquitous in Australasian

emergency department day to day triage, performance and costing analysis and

research.  The Triage Education Resource Book has been published with the aim of

improving comparability of ATS allocations between health services and the

reliability of ATS allocations by individual trieurs.  This remains to be demonstrated

by future study.  It is likely that the ATS will continue to be refined over the next

decade.  The direction of refinement may be influenced by refinements in related

triage systems used in other countries.  These related triage systems are discussed

below.

7.3 International triage scales

There appears to be broad acceptance of the principles of emergency nurse

initiated triage internationally.  Some studies examining the use of emergency
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physicians as alternatives to nurses as the primary trieurs in emergency

departments have been published, but appear primarily concerned with systems to

facilitate either triage away from the emergency department, or to expedite the care

of low acuity patients.92,93

The literature reveals that a number of emergency department triage scales are

used internationally.  Of note are the Manchester Triage System (MTS) used in the

United Kingdom, the Emergency Severity Index (ESI) used in the United States of

America and the Canadian Emergency Department Triage and Acuity Scale

(CTAS).

Both the MTS and CTAS are five point scales originally based on ATS but have

since undergone significant refinement.  The ESI is also a five point scale, but takes

a novel approach to the allocation of a triage score, that is quite distinct to the

principles used for ATS, MTS and CTAS category allocation.

7.3.1 Manchester Triage System

The Manchester Triage System is a five-point triage scale based on the ATS.  The

MTS was introduced in the United Kingdom in 1996 and is used across the United

Kingdom.  The MTS was developed using a consensus approach by the

Manchester Triage Group following a period of research and debate concerning the

merits of and approaches to triage in the United Kingdom during the late 1980s and

early 1990s.94-98

The Manchester Triage Group was convened in 1994 and was initially comprised of

a group of experts in emergency care from a range of disciplines, including

medicine, nursing and prehospital care.99  The group aimed at establishing

consensus with respect to a common triage nomenclature, common triage

definitions, a ‘robust’ triage methodology, a triage training package and a triage

audit guide.99  The system developed by the Manchester Triage Group differs from

the ATS in that a series of flow charts for various presentations based on ‘key

discriminators’ are used to determine a triage category rather than indicative

guidelines.  Trieurs seek a limited number of discriminant symptoms and signs

relevant to specific presentations that guide MTS allocation.  The flow charts

indicate a ‘standard priority’ on the basis of the discriminators, however this

standard priority may be changed by the trieur.  The major discriminators used in

the MTS are presentation specific life threats, pain characteristics, haemorrhage,

conscious level, temperature and ‘acuteness’ - which refers to the duration and
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change of the presenting problem over time prior to presentation (eg recent onset,

rapidly developing problems versus chronic, stable problems).

The MTS is used for the evaluation of emergency department performance in a

manner similar to the use of the ATS.  Waiting time thresholds for MTS categories 1

and 2 are identical to the ATS.  The waiting time thresholds (‘target time’) for MTS

categories 3, 4 and 5 are double the equivalent ATS category (Table 7-8).

Table 7-8  Manchester Triage System urgency categories and target waiting
times99

Numeric Code

(where used)

Colour Code

(where used)

Urgency category Target Time

(minutes)

1 Red Immediate 0

2 Orange Very Urgent 10

3 Yellow Urgent 60

4 Green Standard 120

5 Blue Non Urgent 240

The MTS has been demonstrated to be a sensitive tool for detecting patients in

need of critical care and who are ill on arrival at an emergency department.100

However, broader studies examining the validity and reliability of the MTS in

working emergency departments are yet to be published in the international

emergency medicine literature.

7.3.2 Canada

The international literature describes two Canadian triage scales, the first being a

five-point triage scale used at the St Paul’s Hospital, Vancouver.101  The categories

used in this triage scale are as follows: Class 1 (minimal), Class 2 (moderate), Class

3 (complex), Class 4 (extensive) and Class 5 (critical).  This triage scale uses lists of

sentinel diagnoses rather than optimal time to emergency care to guide allocation of

a triage category.  Wuetz and colleagues examined this scale in detail prior to

developing the Emergency Severity Index for use in the USA (see below 7-50).  The

Vancouver scale appears to be based as much on patient complexity as clinical

urgency.
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The second triage scale is the Canadian Emergency Department Triage and Acuity

Scale (CTAS).102  The CTAS originated from a five point triage scale developed by

the Canadian Association of Emergency Physicians based upon the ATS.72

Like the ATS, the primary objective of CTAS is to define the optimal time to see a

physician.  The CTAS was developed using a large database of triage information

accrued at the Saint John Regional Hospital.  Sentinel diagnoses associated with

death, critical illness and other common ED problems were correlated with their

‘usual presentations then time to nurse, doctor, length of stay and disposition’.102

Pain scales, pulmonary function criteria and other parameters were added to the

triage model to assist triage of conditions that could be placed in more than one

triage category.  Examples of the CTAS discriminators are presented in Appendix 1.

The waiting time performance thresholds for the CTAS, termed ‘Fractile Response’

are presented in Table 7-9.  The target waiting times and fractile responses are very

similar to those specified for the ATS at the time of the introduction of the ATS in

1994 and are yet to undergo formal validation.  As noted above, the waiting time

thresholds for the ATS were significantly downgraded for all but ATS 1 following an

Australia wide review of the ATS in 1997 (Table 7-7).37,67

Table 7-9  Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale waiting time thresholds102

CTAS Threshold (minutes) Fractile Response (%)

1 0 100

2 15 95

3 30 90

4 60 85

5 120 80

The CTAS has been shown to have good between and within group reliability when

used by 10 physicians and 10 nurses for the triage of 50 written patient profiles

containing presenting problem, mode of arrival, vital signs and a verbatim triage

note.  Beveridge reported weighted kappa of 0.80 (95%CI 0.79-0.81) and a

probability of agreement for two random observers for a random patient profile of

0.54.  Within group nurse and doctor reliability did not significantly differ (For nurses

alone,κ = 0.84, 95%CI 0.83-0.85, P = 0.60, and for doctors alone, κ = 0.83, 95%CI
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0.81-0.85, P = 0.57), indicating that ‘this scale is understood and interpreted in a

similar fashion by nurses and physicians’ despite variation in the backgrounds of

nurses and physicians and a lack of formal training in the use of the CTAS.103

Similar to studies with the ATS, agreement rates were highest for CTAS category

1.103

7.3.3 United States of America

Triage by experienced emergency nurses has been an accepted practice in the

United States (US) since the mid 1970s.55,104  During the 1990s there was

increasing recognition of the need to standardise the various three and occasionally

four level triage systems that had been in use in US emergency departments over

the preceding 20 years (e.g. Table 7-10).105,106  Three level systems had been

shown to correlate poorly with independent markers of severity (e.g. admission,

death or representation) and interrater and intrarrater reliability had been

demonstrated to be poor.105,107-111

Another impetus for standardisation was the need to audit the impact of managed

care guidelines on emergency department patients,112-119 and particularly to allow

audit of the safety and appropriateness of guidelines for triage away from the

emergency department.59,120-122  A further key consideration was the evaluation of

emergency department casemix and analysis of the cost of patient care.111,123,124

Table 7-10  Triage severity scoring system

Triage Class Severity Clinical Descriptor

    Class I (emergent) Immediately life or limb threatening

    Class II (urgent) Requires prompt care, but will not cause

loss of life or limb if left untreated for

several hours

    Class III (nonurgent) Requires evaluation and treatment but

time is not a critical factor; does not

include patients with complaints of

severe pain or loss of function

These imperatives required identification or development of a triage scale with both

excellent interrater and intrarater reliability that also demonstrated high correlation
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with emergency department resource use.  In 1999, Fernandes, Wuerz, Clark and

Djurdjev examined the interrater and intra-rater reliability of the five point triage

scale in use at the St Paul’s Hospital, Vancouver and concluded that there was

‘substantial’ (κ = 0.757) interrater agreement between nurses in the allocation of

triage categories using this scale.101  The authors went on to advocate the use of a

five-point triage scale in preference to three-point scales citing less variability and

greater flexibility with the use of a five-point scale.

Wuerz subsequently developed a closely related 5 point scale called the

‘Emergency Severity Index’ (ESI) with colleagues at the Brigham and Women’s

Hospital in Boston and implemented the scale in two major academic hospitals in

the United States.125,126  The ESI is obtained using a simple 4 question algorithm

(Figure 7-1).
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Figure 7-1  Emergency Severity Index triage score allocation algorithm124

Question 1

Is the patient intubated, not breathing, pulseless or unresponsive?

• YES Triage category 1, no further questions

• NO Go to question 2

Question 2

Is there a high risk to the patient if not attended to promptly (e.g. ?AMI/Arrhythmia)?

Or is the patient confused, lethargic or disorientated?

Or is the patient in severe pain/distress?

• YES Triage category 2, no further questions

• NO Go to question 3

Question 3

Estimate the TOTAL number of different X-rays, blood tests, injections/IVs, procedures,

catheters and consultations with other specialities this patient is likely to need.

• NONE Triage category 5, no further questions

• ONE Triage category 4, no further questions

• MORE THAN ONE Go to question 4

Question 4

Does the patient have unstable vital signs?

(i.e. Is the heart rate greater than 90 bpm or respiratory rate greater than 20 bpm or

temperature less than 36 °C or greater than 38 °C, or O2 saturation less than 90% on air or

peak flow less than 200 L/m?)

• YES Triage category 2, no further questions

• NO Triage category 3 no further questions

The ESI triage allocation is made on a fundamentally different basis to other 5 level

triage scores used in Canada, the UK and Australasia.  For the vast majority of

patients (i.e. category 3 and 4 patients), the ESI is based upon estimated complexity

and resource utilisation rather than a direct estimate of the optimal time to receiving

medical care that forms the basis of triage score allocation for the MTS, CTAS and

ATS.
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The ESI has been shown to have good to very good interrater reliability (weighted

kappa between 0.73 and 0.80) and correlates well with resource use, admission

rate and patient outcome.124-127  However, although there is a strong correlation

between urgency and resource utilisation of the emergency population as a whole,3

there is no definite relationship between patient complexity, as evidenced by the

number of investigations or procedures required, and the urgency of an individual

patient.  For example, a severe allergic reaction may require no investigations but

may require more urgent care than an impacted fractured neck of femur in an

elderly patient requiring multiple investigations and a major procedure.  This means

the ESI may result in the inappropriate uptriage of high complexity but low urgency

patients at the expense of lower complexity but higher urgency cases.

Research comparing the performance of the ESI with the performance of triage

scales that attempt to directly estimate urgency (such as the ATS, MTS or CTAS)

would assist evaluation of whether the ESI is an appropriate tool for the day to day

prioritisation of patients presenting to Australasian emergency departments.

7.3.4 Triage in other nations

The principles of emergency department triage now appear widely accepted, with

limited research appearing in the Medline listed literature from countries as diverse

as France, Sweden, Denmark, Saudi Arabia, China, Singapore and Hong Kong.128-

133  None of these countries appear to have developed novel triage systems since

the development of the 5 level triage systems outlined above.  In many countries,

the introduction of formal emergency department triage systems appears to be due

to ‘the influence of doctors from USA, Australia and Canada’.129

7.3.5 International triage scale conclusions

In conclusion, there has been a gradual adoption of 5 point triage scales for

emergency department triage amongst English speaking countries.  Two of the

scales, the MTS and CTAS were originally based on the ATS and both aim to

assign a score on the basis of clinical urgency.  Both scales make use of

sophisticated, presenting problem specific, discriminant triage systems to allocate a

triage score rather than simple guidelines.  The ESI differs significantly from these

triage scales.  The majority of triage allocations using the ESI appear based on

assessment of patient complexity rather than clinical urgency.  Comparison of the
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ESI with urgency based approaches to the day to day prioritisation of emergency

department patients is suggested.

7.4 Trauma triage

7.4.1 Trauma systems

Trauma has been described as ‘the greatest threat to life for individuals under 45

years of age’.134  In the United State of America, over 70 million people are injured

and over 140 000 die from trauma related causes each year.134  The primary goal of

the emergency care of the injured patient is to provide effective resuscitative

interventions while minimising the time from injury to definitive care.135-138  Patient

outcomes improve when trauma services are organised into a trauma system,135,137-

144 and particularly if time to definitive intervention for patients requiring a definitive

surgical procedure is minimised.136,143,145,146

A Trauma System may be defined as ‘a system providing coordinated care of an

injured person from the point of injury to rehabilitation’.138  Regionalised Trauma

Systems first emerged in North America during the 1970s, based upon models of

care developed during combat in the Vietnam War.141,142,147-149  These models were

initially characterised by the trauma centre, a sophisticated, dedicated hospital

capable of providing all aspects of care to the seriously injured.  The trauma centre

based system relies upon the rapid delivery of patients with complicated injuries to a

regional trauma centre directly from the site of injury.146,150,151

A number of alternative models of trauma care delivery have been developed.

These include models where trauma remains the domain of highly specialised and

dedicated trauma centres, but where systems are put in place to better screen

patients requiring the services of the trauma centre.152  Examples include systems

where haemodynamically stable patients are initially assessed and screened at the

nearest emergency department to the trauma scene in order to determine the

requirement for specialised trauma care.150,153,154

Others models have been developed where trauma is considered as part of the

overall spectrum of acute illness and injury, albeit with some specialised care

requirements.155  In these models, trauma patients are managed using the same

communication, transport, emergency care, theatre, intensive care, and

rehabilitation systems as those used to manage other patients with time critical, or

serious illnesses (e.g. acute myocardial infarction, ruptured abdominal aortic
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aneurysm).  Such models rely upon specialised organisation of the components of

care rather than specialisation of the components of care themselves.155  There is a

paucity of literature objectively comparing the relative benefits of different types of

trauma systems.  However, there is good evidence that organisation per se does

improve the delivery of care to the injured patient.155

The approach to trauma system development in Australasia is based on the

principle that trauma triage ‘should be integrated with critical care triage generally in

Australasia’.156  Trauma systems have been developed as part of a regionalised

system of emergency care for all seriously ill patients, based upon well-developed

referral and retrieval links between geographically isolated emergency departments

with limited facilities and major metropolitan hospitals.137  New South Wales has had

a State-wide trauma plan since 1992 which includes the bypass of smaller

emergency departments for selected trauma patients.  Other Australian states have

since developed similar plans.138  In Western Australia, a State Trauma Advisory

Committee was convened in 1995 to oversee the development and implementation

of a State Trauma Plan, encompassing trauma hospital role delineation, trauma

education and training, coordination of trauma research, implementation of trauma

information systems and implementation of trauma service key performance

indicators.

Regardless of what type of trauma system is implemented, triage is required at a

number of points along the continuum of care of the trauma patient.  Two significant

triage decisions that have been the focus of trauma triage research are:

1. Prehospital scene triage to determine the appropriate destination for the trauma

victim, and,

2. Triage in order to determine the level of response from the receiving trauma

hospital.

The latter may be integrated with prehospital scene triage, or may be undertaken in

consultation with the receiving hospital during transit, or more commonly, upon the

initial assessment of the patient at the receival point of the receiving hospital

(emergency department, theatre or intensive care unit).  These two important triage

decisions will be considered separately, although similar, and often identical

decision-making tools have been developed for these two distinct decisions.
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7.5 Prehospital trauma scene triage

As outlined above, the trauma centre model of care in particular, relies upon is the

rapid delivery of appropriately triaged seriously injured patients to a regional trauma

centre directly from the site of injury.146,150,151  Valid and reliable prehospital triage is

required, and should be sufficiently sensitive to identify injured patients requiring

trauma centre intervention, yet specific enough to avoid the unnecessary

transportation of a minimally injured patient to a trauma centre.151,156-159

Two broad categories of triage systems, checklists and scoring systems, dominate

the published research into prehospital trauma triage.  Limited research has been

conducted in to the use of other approaches.  Each approach will be considered

separately.

7.5.1 Checklists

A widely used prehospital trauma triage system is a system based upon a

combination of physiological, anatomical and mechanism of injury variables, such

as that published by the American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma

(ACSCOT), or variations of this checklist system (Table 7-11).160  The ACSCOT

criteria were first published in 1990, and have been progressively revised since that

time.  The original list appears to have been based upon criteria identified by

Champion in the development of the Triage Index.161  Significant innovations since

1990 have included the recommendation for ‘on-line medical control assistance’

with the triage decision for patients whose only marker of severe injury is the

mechanism of their injury (1993), and the separation of the criteria into two tiers

(1998), reflecting the fact that some criteria have greater sensitivity and specificity

for major trauma than others.
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Table 7-11  American College of Surgeons Committee on Trauma prehospital
trauma triage criteria160

Physiological criteria

• Traumatic cardiac arrest

• Profound shock (blood pressure less than 90 mmHg systolic with or without a

pneumatic antishock garment in place)

• Persistent post traumatic unconsciousness without improvement during the time

of observation

• Profound hypothermia

Anatomical criteria

• Neurologic injuries consisting of skull fractures (open or depressed),

decerebrate or decorticate posturing, or limb paralysis

• Penetrating trauma to the head, neck or torso

• Severe burns, or a combination of trauma with burns of 10%, or inhalation

injuries

• Partial or complete amputations above the wrist or ankle

• Traumatic airway compromise

• Pelvic instability

• Flail chest

• Two or more proximal long bone (femur or humerus) fractures

Mechanism of injury

• Ejection from vehicle, death in the same patient compartment, extrication time >

20 minutes, high speed rollover, evidence of high speed (> 40 mph)

• Falls from > 20 feet

• Vehicle deformity > 20 inches

• Intrusion of > 12 inches into patient compartment

• Auto vs pedestrian or auto vs bicycle with significant impact, pedestrian thrown

or run over

• Motorcycle crash > 20 mph and/or separation of rider from bike
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The combination of the ACSCOT criteria have at least 70 percent sensitivity for

most published indicators of major trauma, such as an Injury Severity Score (ISS)

score greater than 15, intensive care admission, or death from trauma.  Specificity

however, is less than optimal, with published specificity rates consistently below

50%.150,152,162,163

The experience in Australia with the use of guidelines based upon ACSCOT criteria

is similar to that of North America, with good sensitivity (>70%) being reported, but

poor specificity (<50%).150,162  Despite the known overtriage rates, these guidelines

formed the basis of the first trauma hospital bypass system used in NSW.164

Of the ACSCOT criteria, physiological criteria have consistently been demonstrated

to have the highest positive predictive value for major trauma.165  The addition of

anatomical criteria, excluding isolated long bone fractures, improves sensitivity but

is associated by a loss in specificity of similar magnitude to the gain in sensitivity, in

the absence of other criteria (Table 7-12).165,166  Table 7-12 also illustrates that

mechanism of injury (MOI) criteria may not be a useful trauma triage criterion.  The

MOI criteria, when used alone, have a very high false positive rate that results in a

poor positive predictive value and ‘excessive’ overtriage.163,166-169

Table 7-12  Stepwise changes in the sensitivity and positive predictive value
of ACSCOT trauma criteria160

Criteria Sensitivity Positive Predictive Value

Physiological criteria 0.65 0.42

Addition of anatomical

criteria

0.83 0.27

Addition of mechanism of

injury

0.95 0.18

Unfortunately, attempts to base triage systems on physiological and anatomical

criteria alone have not proved successful due to unacceptable undertriage of elderly

patients with serious injuries.170  Alternative strategies that appear to improve

specificity without sacrificing sensitivity include allowing paramedic judgment in the

case of patients meeting mechanism of injury criteria alone, and most recently, the

ACSCOT recommendation that a ‘two-tier’ trauma response system should be

used.165
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In a ‘two-tier’ system, the trauma centre emergency physician initially reviews the

trauma patient meeting only long bone fracture or mechanism of injury criteria, in

order to determine whether a full trauma team response is required.167,171  This type

of trauma system is discussed below (page 7-64).

7.5.2 Trauma scoring systems

A wealth of literature examining trauma scoring systems as triage criteria in the

prehospital setting has been published over the last 20 years.  This is explained

partly by the attractive simplicity of such systems, but may equally reflect the ease

with which scoring system data may be extracted and analysed from ubiquitous

trauma registries.  A significant issue with the evaluation of this literature, and

particularly the assessment of the specificity and predictive value of trauma scores

is the fact that most of the literature is taken from trauma registry populations, and

use the admitted patient populations as the denominator for specificity calculations.

This denominator is clearly not valid, as it necessarily excludes injured patients who

are not admitted to hospital.  This introduces a significant bias whereby the

specificity and positive predictive value of many trauma scores for major trauma

may be over estimated.172-174

• Trauma Score

One of the earlier scoring systems devised is the Trauma Score.  The Trauma

Score is an integer scoring system between one and 16, based upon the weighted

summation of the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), systolic blood pressure, respiratory

rate, respiratory effort and capillary refill.175  The Trauma Score may be considered

the final form of the earlier Triage Index, a measure of injury severity based on the

same ‘five simple variables’ as the Trauma Score, and developed by the same

author.161,176  The Trauma Score has been shown to be useful for patient triage, for

predicting patient outcome, and as a means of normalising case mix when

comparing prehospital care and transport modalities.151,177,178  Excellent agreement

(95.3%) has been demonstrated between paramedics and ‘a highly trained nurse

observer’ in the prehospital setting.177

Major trauma is generally defined as a Trauma Score of 12 or less.179,180  However,

it should be noted that physiological scores like the Trauma Score are clearly

dependent upon the degree of physiological compensation present at the time that
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the score is calculated, and therefore vary significantly with the time elapsed since

the injury, and the impact of prehospital resuscitation.181

• Revised Trauma Score

The Revised Trauma Score (RTS) was an attempt to improve the performance of

the Trauma Score when used for isolated severe injuries (especially head injuries

and penetrating injuries), and to simplify data collection.182  The RTS uses the three

Trauma Score parameters that correlate best with morbidity and mortality (GCS,

systolic blood pressure and respiratory rate) and then multiplies the coded score by

a weighting derived from the USA National Major Trauma Outcome Study (MTOS).

This result in a non-integer score between 0 and 7.84.183  An electronic score

calculator or reference table is required to use the score in the prehospital setting.

The score has been used as a trauma centre team activation criterion, and appears

a useful ‘red flag’ for junior medical staff.184,185

The Revised Trauma score is little better than the original Trauma score in its

usefulness to predict disability following head injury, and may be no better than

Glasgow coma score alone.184  As with other purely physiological scores, a

significant number of severely injured patients may have essentially normal vital

signs and GCS and hence normal Revised Trauma scores.  Such patients are at

risk of mistriage if the RTS is used as a single triage criterion.179,181

• Injury Severity Score and Abbreviated Injury Scale

The Injury Severity Score (ISS) is defined as the sum of the squares of the

abbreviated injury scale (AIS) for the three worst regional injuries of six major

anatomical regions (head and neck, face, thorax, abdomen, extremities and boney

pelvis, integument).186  The Abbreviated Injury Scale assigns an integer value of

between 1 (minimal) and 6 (lethal) to the injury in each region.187  Any single lethal

injury is assigned an overall ISS of 75.  Major trauma is commonly defined as an

ISS of greater than 15.186  The ISS has good predictive power, but can only be

applied accurately retrospectively, once the full extent of injury is known.188,189

• CRAMS scale

The CRAMS (Circulation, Respiration, Abdomen, Motor, Speech) scale is calculated

by allocating a score of 0 (severely abnormal) to 2 (normal) to each of the five

variables and summing the score for each variable, giving a maximum score of 10.
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Major trauma is defined as a score of less than 6 or 8 (depending on the author).

The scale may be considered a refinement of the five level Trauma Index, one of

the first attempts to provide prehospital paramedics with a trauma triage tool.161  The

CRAMS scale, although being somewhat subjective, is easy to teach, and easy to

apply and published results demonstrate similar performance as a prehospital

trauma triage criterion to other published physiological criteria.190-192

• Prehospital Index

The Prehospital Index (PHI) is a triage-oriented trauma severity scoring system,

very similar to the Trauma Score and RTS, comprising four components: systolic

blood pressure, pulse, respiratory status, and level of consciousness, each scored 0

to 5.193  Performance is, not surprisingly, similar to other purely physiological scales,

such as the Trauma Score and RTS with a reported sensitivity of 60% for the need

for surgery within 24 hours and 95% sensitivity for death.194,195

• Trauma Triage Rule

The Trauma Triage Rule (TTR) uses a combination of anatomical injury, blood

pressure, and elements of the Glasgow Coma scale to identify adult major trauma

patients in a manner similar to CRAMS.  The TTR appears to have similar predictive

value to the Revised Trauma Score, the Prehospital Index, and the CRAMS

scale.196,197

• Shock Index

The Shock index (SI, heart rate/systolic blood pressure; normal range, 0.5 to 0.7)

has been compared to the use of conventional vital signs in both trauma and non

trauma critical illness patients in the emergency department.  When compared to

vital signs, a SI of 0.9 or greater on arrival in the ED, despite apparently stable vital

signs on arrival, identifies a significantly higher proportion of patients requiring triage

to immediate treatment, requiring admission to hospital, or requiring intensive care

on admission.  The SI seems to offer a means of identifying subtle physiological

derangements often missed by other physiological scoring systems but does not

appear to have been evaluated, as either an isolated prehospital trauma triage

criterion, or in combination with other commonly used physiological variables.198
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• Trauma Score - Injury Severity Score

The Trauma Score - Injury Severity Score (TRISS) determines the probability of

survival (Ps) of a patient from the ISS and RTS using the following formulae:

Ps = 1 / (1 + e-b)

where 'b' is calculated from:

b = b0 + b1(RTS) + b2(ISS) + b3(Age Index)

The coefficients b0 - b3 are derived from multiple regression analysis of the Major

Trauma Outcome Study (MTOS) database.199   Age Index is 0 if the patient is below

54 years of age or 1 if 55 years and over.  The b0 to b3 are coefficients which are

different for blunt and penetrating trauma.  If the patient is less than 15, the blunt

coefficients are used regardless of the mechanism of injury.

Table 7-13  Trauma Score - Injury Severity Score calculation coefficients

Coefficient Blunt Penetrating

b0 -0.4499 -2.5355

b1 0.8085 0.9934

b2 -0.0835 -0.0651

b3 -1.7430 -1.1360

The TRISS probability for survival is clearly not calculable in the prehospital setting

and so can not be considered a tool for prehospital triage, but has proved useful in

evaluating the trauma care of both children and adults,146,200 and the evaluation of

the impact of prehospital helicopter transport systems upon trauma outcomes.201,202

In conclusion, trauma scores appear useful in retrospective audit, casemix analysis

and appear to be useful as flags for the inexperienced.203,204  Despite many

attempts, no single scoring system appears to have sufficient sensitivity and

specificity to avoid either a significant number of missed major injuries or the

overtriage of the minimally injured.143,205-207  This result, after 30 years of concerted

effort, reinforces the fact that trauma is a complex illness and that skilled,

experienced assessment by ‘well-trained field personnel’ is the most important tool

in the accurate prehospital triage of trauma patients.208  No simple score, it appears,

can substitute for this.209
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7.5.3 Paramedic judgement

Despite concerns that paramedics do not triage trauma patients ideally,210 there is

little evidence that the plethora of prehospital trauma triage instruments devised and

tested over the last 30 years offer significant advantages over the judgment of an

experienced and well-trained paramedic.209

Paramedic judgment of the likelihood of death of trauma victims or the need for

immediate operative intervention has been shown to be as accurate as the Trauma

Score, the Prehospital Index, and the CRAMS scale.209,211,212  Paramedic disposition

decisions from the scene were ‘always accurate’ in a study of 192 paediatric blunt

trauma patients,213 and in another study, paramedic judgment had a sensitivity of

91% and a specificity of 60% for ‘predicting the need for trauma centre care’.214

It has also been demonstrated that standard ACSCOT out-of-hospital triage criteria

benefit from inclusion of advanced paramedic ‘injury severity perception

information’,215 and paramedic judgement has been shown to improve the poor

specificity of ACSCOT mechanism of injury criteria.165

In summary, there appear to be limits to what can reasonably be expected from the

prehospital triage of the trauma victim.  All systems of prehospital triage studied,

including paramedic judgment alone, are effective at identifying a subgroup of

critically injured patients who require immediate trauma care.  Recent changes to

ACSCOT recommendations appear to acknowledge that the prehospital triage of

patients who do not appear immediately to be critically injured is imperfect.  Rather,

such patients require detailed reassessment upon arrival at an emergency

department, preferably by an appropriately trained emergency physician or trauma

specialist, in order to determine on a case by case basis the level of trauma system

response required.

7.6 Hospital trauma team activation

The use of a dedicated team to coordinate the initial management of the trauma

patient upon arrival at a trauma centre (Trauma Team) is an accepted principle of

trauma management.216,217  The use of a team approach has been demonstrated to

reduce median elapsed time from initial nursing assessment in the Emergency

Department to completion of resuscitation and arrival in the operating theatre for

blunt trauma patients.217-219  Ideally, the trauma team should be comprised of an

emergency physician, senior members of emergency department staff, and a

consultant trauma surgeon and anaesthetist.217,219,220  Either the emergency
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physician or consultant trauma surgeon should lead the process of initial

stabilisation and resuscitation, assessment and prioritisation of interventions.  In

selected cases, such as uncontrolled internal or external haemorrhage, patients

may be taken immediately to the operating theatre for surgical intervention.136,145

Usually however, immediate surgical intervention is not required, and in many

cases, surgical intervention will not be required at all.221  This has led to a

questioning of the appropriateness of using a full trauma team response for all blunt

trauma victims arriving at a trauma centre and the search for more time and

resource effective methods for identifying patients who require a full trauma team

response.  The aim of these alternative systems is to enhance identification of those

patients likely to need immediate or early surgical intervention and to reduce the

number of whole of hospital trauma team activations for patients unlikely to need

immediate or early surgical intervention.222

7.6.1 Two-tier trauma team activation

A great deal of research has focused upon the use of trauma scoring systems, or

the use of checklists (e.g. ACSCOT criteria) in a manner similar to, or concurrently

with, the use of the scoring system/criteria for prehospital trauma triage.  Findings in

the hospital setting have been similar to that with the use of such systems in the

prehospital setting.  Both trauma scores and ACSCOT type checklist criteria have

been demonstrated to have excellent sensitivity for major trauma patients requiring

significant interventions, or likely to die.223  However, specificity is consistently less

than 50% for the need for urgent resuscitation or surgical intervention.  This means

hospital trauma team activations may be considered false negative activations on at

least 50% of occasions of activation.221,223,224  This level of overtriage has been

described as ‘an inefficient use of scarce hospital resources’,225 and has lead to the

conclusion that, apart from a small number of obviously critically injured patients,

the appropriateness or otherwise of activation of the trauma team response should

rely upon assessment of the trauma victim by an experienced emergency physician

upon arrival at the trauma centre’s emergency department.222  This is known as a

‘two-tier’ trauma team activation system.155,171,225  The two-tier trauma team

activation system appears to be widely used in Australasian emergency

departments.226

The two-tiered response may be integrated with prehospital triage systems and has

been shown to effectively predict likelihood of serious injury, mortality, need for
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emergency surgery, and need for rehabilitation and importantly, allows more

efficient use of surgical personnel.171  True positive activation rates of above 75%

for major trauma have been reported using the two-tier approach from a number of

trauma services.222,223,225,227

7.6.2 Paediatric trauma triage

Seriously injured children are best managed at dedicated paediatric tertiary care

facilities.228  The principles of prehospital triage, minimising delay to definitive care

by the use of a trauma team approach and specialised trauma care systems for

paediatric trauma are identical to those used for the management of the adult

trauma victim.229

The evaluation of the blunt trauma paediatric trauma victims is notoriously difficult,

particularly with respect to occult spinal or intra-abdominal injuries.230-232  The use of

ACSCOT style checklists show similar or better sensitivity in the paediatric

population to that seen in the adult population (greater than 90%),232,233 at the

expense of even higher overtriage rates than those seen in the adult setting,

particularly if mechanism of injury criteria are used.153,232-234  Physiological trauma

scores perform poorly as prehospital criteria and trauma team activation criteria in

children.  This may partly be explained by the capacity of children to temporarily

physiologically compensate for severe injuries.232

Physiological compensation may also partly explain why paramedic judgement

appears to be less accurate in children when compared with adults.213,232  Other

factors include more limited exposure to paediatric trauma (due to the lower

incidence of major paediatric trauma) and lower levels of training in specific

paediatric trauma assessment and management skills.232,235  Notwithstanding these

concerns, paramedic judgment has been shown to be as good as other commonly

used trauma triage tools in paediatric patients.213

In response to overtriage and instances of undertriage, specialised paediatric

centres have developed two-tier trauma team activation systems similar to those

used in adult trauma systems.230,236

7.7 Trauma triage conclusions

In summarising this review of trauma triage, it is apparent that all trauma systems

rely upon the efficient triage of trauma victims to appropriate centres of care and

efficient triage for the activation of services needed to resuscitate and definitively
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manage trauma victims.  Prehospital trauma triage demands high sensitivity,

however no single triage tool has been devised that achieves high sensitivity without

a significant sacrifice in specificity and excessive rates of overtriage, nor appears to

have major advantages over the use of paramedic judgement.

In the hospital setting, the two-tier response has developed, where highly skilled

emergency physicians assess the need for a hospital wide trauma team response

for all patients not clearly in need of critical care on presentation to a trauma centre.

The two-tier response system appears to be a safe and resource efficient method

for dealing with the complexities of trauma triage and appears likely to remain the

most useful trauma triage system in the medium term.

7.8 Prehospital triage

This discussion will now turn from the special case of trauma triage to consideration

of the prehospital triage of the entire spectrum of patients brought to the attention of

prehospital emergency medical systems.  The discussion of trauma triage raises a

number of issues relevant to the consideration of prehospital triage generally.

In parallel with similar movements in the development of trauma care systems, there

have been many calls over the last 30 years to improve the integration of general

prehospital and hospital emergency care systems in Australasia, North America and

Europe.8,237-239  Prehospital care has been described as ‘a team sport in which all

contribute to the successful outcome of patients’.240

Integration may involve the process of dispatch of prehospital care services, the

adoption of clinical guidelines, protocols and documentation systems/technologies

that may be used in both the prehospital and hospital setting, and improved

communication processes between the prehospital system and hospitals.241,242

Any attempt at integration between the prehospital and hospital care systems must

consider the central role played by paramedics in the delivery of prehospital care.

The emergence of the paramedic role in prehospital care will now be reviewed.

7.8.1 Paramedic systems

The invention of the role of paramedic some 30 years ago substantially changed

prehospital care.  A prehospital paramedic system may be defined as a prehospital

transport system designed to facilitate rapid advanced life support, resuscitation and

rapid transport to hospital of patients who might otherwise die.243  One catalyst for

the development of paramedic systems was a trial in Belfast in 1966 involving the
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delivery of cardiac intensive care to the patient’s home in an effort to deal with the

number of cardiac arrests from myocardial infarction (MI) occurring prior to arrival at

a hospital. The Belfast trial demonstrated that the non-traumatic cardiac arrest

patient could be resuscitated outside the hospital environment by a mobile coronary

care unit.  During a 15-month period 312 patients with suspected MI were treated,

with 10 having cardiac arrest either around the time the unit was on scene, or in

transit. All 10 were resuscitated and admitted to hospital, with five discharged alive.

Prior to this initiative, the successful out-of-hospital resuscitation of cardiac arrest

was extremely rare.244  Since this early trial, the paramedic scope of practice has

been broadened, prehospital transport systems have improved and coordination of

paramedic services has become increasingly sophisticated.

The essential elements of a paramedic system are firstly a means of patient

reporting, such as the ubiquitous ‘dial 911’ systems (or ‘000’ in Australia).  A system

of rapid expert call evaluation is required in order to determine, as best as possible,

the service level required by the reported patient.  Should a decision to task a

paramedic team to the patient be made, a prompt means of tasking a paramedic

team is required, taking into such factors as travel modality (eg rotary wing, fixed

wing or road vehicle), proximity of the various available paramedic teams to the

patient and specific skills that may be required (eg underwater search).  The

paramedic service provided to the patient may include advice prior to team arrival at

scene, triage and clinical assessment at scene, basic and advanced life support,

first aid and specific therapeutic interventions for time critical conditions.243  The

paramedic service usually then provides transport to an appropriate medical facility.

The efficacy of a paramedic system is dependant upon a range of factors, including

dispatch processes, paramedic skill and training, and social and geographic

factors.243  These factors affect the precise configuration of the paramedic system in

any particular jurisdiction.  Geographic factors play an important role in the choice of

vehicle.  Rotary wing vehicles are commonly used in jurisdictions where patients

may be difficult to access by other means, such as mountainous terrain, coastal

archipelagos or inaccessible rainforest, all of which may be found in close proximity

to each other on the Australian eastern seaboard.  Fixed wing vehicles play an

important role in servicing remote communities (eg central and Western Australian

desert communities), whereas road transport vehicles are commonly used in

metropolitan areas where road system allows short road transport times.  Road
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transport vehicles are used almost exclusively within metropolitan Perth, Western

Australia.

There is significant variation in the dispatch processes, paramedic skills, equipment,

training and expectations concerning paramedic interventions either at scene or en

route between different jurisdictions, and in paramedic triage processes.  Some of

the research concerning these aspects of paramedic service delivery will now be

reviewed.

• Prehospital care dispatch processes

One focus of prehospital research has been the examination of attempts to improve

the specificity of prehospital care system utilisation by improving dispatch

processes.  Such research aims to reduce the utilisation of the prehospital care

system by patients not requiring prehospital care, who may be diverting prehospital

care resources from those in greatest need of that care.160,245-249  Approaches to

improve dispatch processes include the use of physicians or nurses rather than

paramedics to triage calls.  A range of triage tools, including dichotomous decision

trees, dispatch criteria lists, and computer assisted algorithms to determine the

intensity of the prehospital care response (advanced life support, basic life support,

hospital care, no hospital care) have also been examined.250-254  No single particular

approach has been shown to be overwhelmingly superior, however there is a

consensus that the use of some form of clinical guideline improves reliability and

auditability of dispatch decision making.254  It is apparent however that a degree of

‘over-utilisation’ of prehospital care services, when compared to the service level

required by patients upon arrival at hospital, appears unavoidable if an acceptable

margin of safety in the prehospital dispatch process is to be maintained.246,255-258

• Paramedic skills

Paramedics receive training in a range of resuscitation skills useful for the

prehospital care of the severely ill or injured patient.  Advanced airway skills

included the use of a Guedal airway and face-mask, use of the laryngeal mask

airway and endotracheal intubation.259,260  Other skills include temperature control,

initiation of intravenous fluids and the administration of adrenaline and other

resuscitative drugs.261-263  The prehospital administration of thrombolytic therapy has

also been studied.264,265  However, few studies have examined the efficacy of

paramedic interventions with sufficient rigour to determine whether specific
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paramedic prehospital interventions significantly influence long term patient

outcomes.266

The poor evidence base is highlighted by a recent review of 5,842 publications on

prehospital Emergency Medical Services (EMS) since 1985, which found that only

54 were based on randomised controlled trials (RCTs).267  The author further

illustrated the paucity of rigorous research into prehospital care by finding that RCTs

on topics such as constipation and urticaria exceeded the entire existing scientific

EMS database.267  Even in the area where there is the strongest evidence

supporting paramedic systems, that concerning prehospital management of cardiac

arrest, not all favours the continuation of paramedic practice in its current form.267  A

detailed discussion reviewing the evidence base for specific paramedic

interventions in the prehospital management of cardiac, other medical conditions

and trauma is beyond the scope of this thesis, however there is now acceptance

that rigorous research is required to validate specific paramedic interventions and

that paramedics must themselves engage proactively in the conduct of research to

validate their role in prehospital care systems.268

• Time critical medical conditions

One important factor that has emerged in attempting to interpret the existing

evidence base concerning the efficacy of paramedic skills is the independent

influence of timeliness of care upon long term patient outcomes for certain time

critical conditions. There are a number of time critical clinical conditions where

patient outcome is correlated with the time delay from the onset of the condition to

definitive care.  From the discussion of trauma triage and the early trial of mobile

coronary care above, it is evident that recognition of these time critical conditions

has had a significant impact upon both the degree of integration of prehospital and

hospital care systems, and in particular the development of prehospital triage

processes.130,269-273  Examples of time critical conditions are major trauma, acute

myocardial infarction and stroke.

As discussed above (see page 7-76), there is considerable evidence indicating that

delays to definitive care for the injured patient must be minimised.  This evidence

lead to the development of prehospital trauma triage systems designed to minimise

delays to definitive care for trauma patients.  An important finding of the research in

to prehospital trauma triage systems is recognition of the critical role of paramedic

judgement in effective prehospital trauma triage.209,211,212
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The outcome of acute myocardial infarction can be significantly improved if delays

to definitive care, such as thrombolysis or primary angioplasty, can be

minimised.46,274-277  There have been many calls for integrated prehospital and

hospital clinical intervention and disposition guidelines in order to reduce avoidable

delays to thrombolysis.46,274-277  The triage of patients suitable to receive

thrombolytic therapy to appropriately equipped centres of care has been recognised

as a critical element of such strategies.46-48  Prehospital electrocardiograph

assessment and forewarning of potential thrombolysis candidates has also been

advocated.278-281  Although not standard practice in Australasia, it has also been

demonstrated that paramedics can safely and effectively administer thrombolytics in

the prehospital setting when the decision to give thrombolytics is made in

conjunction with either an emergency physician’s or general practitioner’s

interpretation of the electrocardiogram.282

The increasing evidence for thrombolytic therapy for ischaemic stroke, has seen the

neurology community commence streamlining and reorganising stroke assessment

and care systems during the early 21st Century, in a manner similar to the

reorganisation of trauma care systems in the 1970s and coronary care systems

during the 1980s.  Acute stroke is now being referred to as a  ‘Brain Attack’ and the

use of a dedicated Stroke Team has been advocated to facilitate prompt

identification of potential thrombolysis candidates.283,284  The integration of

prehospital stroke assessment with hospital stroke management is also being

examined.285,286

Recognition of these time critical conditions has lead to considerable debate about

the benefits of prehospital resuscitation versus the cost of the delay that may be

experienced as a result of implementing prehospital resuscitative procedures,287-289

and the proposal of ‘total prehospital care time’ based performance indicators for

prehospital care systems.290,291

7.8.2 Triage in the prehospital environment

In practical terms, recognition of time critical conditions means paramedics must

balance the use of their potentially life saving technical skills in the field, which may

be time consuming, with the imperative to minimise delay to definitive care for those

patients with time critical conditions.287  Paramedics must also decide upon the most

appropriate destination for the patient from amongst a range of hospital services

that vary in both scope and quality.  The time imperative also means that the
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paramedic must consider how much time and in how much detail the patient is

assessed in the field.  Too long an assessment may delay transfer to definitive care,

whereas too brief an assessment may result in a time critical condition being missed

and the patient being transported to an inappropriate destination.  Central to these

decision making processes is the assessment of clinical urgency.

A definition for urgency in the prehospital setting is ‘how quickly a patient should be

extracted, transported, seen or treated’.8  This definition is very similar to the

practical definition of urgency used in emergency departments, where urgency is

expressed as an estimate of the optimal time to receive medical care.  An

understanding of the nature of the relationship between urgency and time assists

determination of what can reasonably be expected of a triage system in the

prehospital environment.  An illustration of the relationship between urgency and the

time based estimation of urgency is discussed below.

• Urgency versus time

There is considerable evidence that urgency has an inverse exponential relationship

with the estimation of time to receive care.  This includes thrombolysis myocardial

salvage curves, trauma and acute nontrauma survival and outcome statistics, and

detailed evaluations of the relationships of triage category allocations with

independent indicators of urgency.3  It should be noted also that the assumption of

an inverse exponential relationship between urgency and time is implicit in the

waiting time thresholds published for the ATS, CTAS, ITS and MTS.

Figure 7-2 is an illustration of the relationship between urgency and the

corresponding optimal time to receiving emergency medical care (or time to prompt

prehospital intervention and transfer to definitive care).  Urgency is presented as a

continuous variable ranging from 0 to a maximum value of 1, which is plotted in the

figure against optimal time to receive emergency medical care in minutes.  The ATS

waiting time thresholds are included in the figure.  The formula used to derive the

shape of the curve is given in Appendix 2 and is based on ATS waiting times.

The figure assists understanding of the finding that most urgency rating scales,

including the ATS, have higher reliability for more urgent categories when compared

to the reliability for lower urgency categories.1,5,60,103,111,124  A feature of the inverse

exponential relationship between urgency and time is that, in absolute terms,

median ATS 1 patients are much more urgent than median ATS 3 patients, whereas

the difference in urgency between median ATS 3 patients and median ATS 4
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patients is quite small in comparison.  The difference in urgency between each ATS

category also suggests that it should be easier to distinguish an ATS 1 patient from

an ATS 2 patient than to distinguish an ATS 3 patient from an ATS 4 patient.

When considering both what is desirable and achievable in the integration of

prehospital and hospital triage systems, the illustration suggests that very high

agreement rates for ATS 1 (and to a lesser extent ATS 2) should be considered

necessary, in order that delay to definitive care for the most urgent patients is

minimised.  Importantly, very high agreement rates for ATS 1 (and to a lesser extent

ATS 2) should also be considered achievable in that such patients should be

relatively easy to identify.  However high agreement rates for lower ATS categories

are probably less critical and in any case are likely to be more difficult to achieve.

Figure 7-2  Illustration of the relationship between urgency and waiting time

• Determinants of urgency in the prehospital environment

In order to understand how trieurs in the prehospital setting estimate an individual

patient’s position along the urgency/time curve, it is necessary to examine the

variables that determine urgency.  These include clinical and environmental

variables, age, treatability and the presence of comorbidities.
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Clinical variables include the nature of the illness or injury.  Illnesses such as

anaphylaxis and status epilepticus are intrinsically more urgent than ankle sprains

or otitis externa.  The severity of the illness must also be considered.  This is

dependent upon the extent of injury, the threat to life or limb, the degree of

incapacity or pain and the risk of permanent disability.

An additional factor is the remediability of the injury or illness.  A severe brain injury

is very serious but is not presently remediable by rapid prehospital intervention.

This may be contrasted with an acute airway obstruction.  Acute airway obstruction

may be rapidly fatal unless a prompt and relatively simple intervention is initiated in

the field.

The impact of time upon the likelihood of a successful intervention is another

important factor in determining the urgency of illness or injury.  The initiation of

thrombolysis for acute myocardial infarction is critically time dependent, whereas a

procedure to reduce a fractured zygoma is not.

In addition to the above clinical variables, certain patient characteristics such as

their age and the presence of concurrent illness or injury may impact upon the

effectiveness of interventions upon the patient and the patient’s likelihood of

recovery.

Environmental variables influence the ability to apply resources to the patient.  In

certain prehospital environments it may be very difficult to access the patient or

apply interventions to them.  By definition, during a disaster, resources are

overwhelmed by demand.  This limits the availability of resources to individual

patients and may result in the relegation of some very seriously injured patients to

lower urgency categories.38

It is also important to note that urgency is a dynamic concept.  Urgency changes

both with changes in the environment in which the patient is being managed and

very importantly, changes with time.  Simple interventions, such as the application

of splint (e.g.femoral fracture) or the relief of pain may change the urgency of

condition from a very urgent condition, to a relatively non-urgent condition.

• Ideal prehospital urgency scale requirements

The complex synthesis of the above variables and the dynamic nature of urgency,

make the measurement of urgency very difficult.  Urgency must be continually

reassessed as patient circumstances change.  The changes of urgency with time
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also make very difficult to assess the accuracy and precision of urgency

measurement systems.  Most independent objective measures of patient status,

such as mortality, physiological variables, morbidity or the need for medical

interventions must be applied retrospectively and may not reliably reflect the

urgency status at the time the urgency measurement was made.

Despite these difficulties, there is a consensus as to the requirements for a good

prehospital urgency measurement system.8  Essential characteristics include:

1. Simplicity and brevity
An urgency scale should be simple and quick to use.  Ideally, the scale should

require no specific additional equipment or training experience or knowledge above

that generally available for the prehospital practitioner.

2.  Feasibility
The scale should be able to be put into practice without making excessive demands

on the resources of the health care system using the scale.

3. Flexibility
A good scale should be useable in a wide variety of triaging circumstances and

preferably be useful for illness, multiple system, and single system injuries of all

types.  Ideally the same system should be applicable in the disaster and military

setting as well as in conventional emergency medicine practice.

4. Validity and meaning
The scale should have genuine predictive value in relation to the timeliness and

intensity of service required for the groups of patients within each subdivision of the

scale.

5. Repeatability
The scale should demonstrate a high degree of interrater reliability.

6. Utility
Ideally, the urgency measuring system should provide an independent and reliable

means of determining the case mix and illness severity of the population being

triaged and be useful for the triage of that population.

All attempts at producing urgency scales for the purposes of triage are attempts at

resolving the tension between the requirements of simplicity and ease of use, and

the demands of the other desirable characteristics, such as validity and reliability.
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Additional issues include determination of who is the most appropriate person to

undertake prehospital triage, and particularly what skills and training are necessary

to maximise the reliability and utility of prehospital triage.8

• Approaches to prehospital triage

A number of differing approaches have been developed that attempt to address the

conflicting requirements described above.8  Many systems have one or more

features of the approaches described below:

1. The recipe approach
This approach relies upon the identification of specific clinical criteria (eg vital signs,

GCS), often identified as being significant by multivariant analysis, from which

scores are obtained by a rigid mathematical synthesis of these specific criteria.  This

approach may not take into account all available or relevant clinical information in

each case.  An example of such as system is the Trauma Triage Rule (described on

page 7-61)

2. Scoring systems
This system relies upon specific lists of conditions (eg fractured femur) to which

specific scores are applied.  An example is the Abbreviated Injury Scale.188  Such

systems are often quite complex, yet are limited only to the conditions contained

within the list.  Simpler scoring systems such as the RTS may exclude important

information from the assessment process.

3. Algorithm approach
These approaches rely upon decision trees.  The triage assessment is guided by a

series of decision gates.  The use of such systems has been shown to result in high

levels of agreement between different trieurs.124  Unfortunately however, although

agreement is high, accuracy may be impaired due to the fact that such systems do

not take into account all relevant variables, but are limited only to the variables that

are specifically evaluated by the decision-making process.  An excellent example is

the Emergency Severity Index (described on page7-50)

4. Checklists
These systems provide the user with a set of specific sentinel criteria (eg death in

vehicle) upon which to base triage decisions, such as the ACSCOT criteria

(described on page 7-57).160  Checklists are commonly used for the triage of

trauma, where specific physiological and historical criteria are used to indicate a
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high risk of serious injury.  Unfortunately, most trauma checklists have been shown

to lack specificity.150,152,162,163

5. All available information approach
This approach allows highly skilled and experienced trieurs to make use of all

available clinical and environmental information they consider relevant to the triage

process in a flexible manner and allows trieurs to incorporate new information as it

becomes available and the effects of medical interventions.  Examples include the

Ipswich Triage Scale and the Australasian Triage Scale (ATS).  Although very

flexible and effective in the hands of experienced clinical staff a real risk with such

unstructured systems, is a lack of reliability, particularly in the hands of trieurs with

limited training and experience.292

It is apparent from the above review of prehospital triage approaches that a wide

range of triage systems are used in the prehospital setting internationally to

determine the urgency and destination of prehospital transport.  Some of these

approaches have been adapted for the purpose of allowing paramedics in the field

to identify patients not requiring emergency care so that such patients can be

refused transport to emergency services .  Despite a considerable range of ‘triage

away’ guidelines it is apparent that no single approach has been identified which is

not associated with a significant rate of mistriage of serious illness and injury away

from emergency medical care.293-295  An important factor in the failure of ‘triage

away’ systems appears to the fact that many serious conditions are only

diagnosable after detailed clinical assessment by highly trained specialists assisted

by highly specific investigations and technologies available in hospitals.295  Triage

away systems will not be reviewed in detail.

In Australia, a number of different prehospital urgency scales have been used to

assist prioritisation for transport to emergency services, however at the time of

writing, there have been no major steps taken in any State to introduce guidelines to

allow paramedics to triage patients away from emergency services.  Tasmania has

used a two category ‘urgent’ and ‘non-urgent’ system for the assessment of the

urgency.  Queensland and Victoria use 3 category systems although the labels for

the tiers and criteria for prioritisation within the systems differ.  Victoria currently

uses an ACSCOT style checklist set of ‘time critical guidelines’ for urgency

assessment at scene for both medical and trauma patients (Table 7-14).
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Table 7-14 Victorian Ambulance Service time critical definitions used for
prehospital triage

Time critical
level

Definition

Actual* At the time the vital signs survey was taken, the patient was in
actual physiological distress.

Emergent At the time the vital signs survey was taken, the patient was
not physiologically distressed, but does have a “pattern of
actual injury/illness” which is known to have a high probability
of deteriorating to actual physiological distress.

Potential At the time the vital signs survey was taken, the patient was
not physiologically distressed, and there was no significant
“pattern of actual injury/illness”, but does have a “mechanism
of injury/illness” known to have the potential to deteriorate to
actual physiological distress.

*Patients meeting the following are regarded as having, or potentially having, a
clinical problem of major significance, i.e. are Time Critical

Adult Vital
Signs

Pulse < 60 or >100
Respiratory Rate < 10 or > 30
Hypotension < 100mmHg
Conscious state GCS < 13 GCS

Injuries
(Pattern)

See Figure 7-3  Victorian Ministerial Taskforce on Trauma and
Emergency Services Prehospital Trauma Triage Criteria

Illnesses Chest pain of a cardiac nature
Acute Stroke
Suspected Meningococcal disease
Possible Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm
Undiagnosed Severe Pain
Need for possible hyperbaric treatment e.g. acute
decompression illness or cyanide poisoning
Hypothermia or heat stress

The Victorian guidelines are used to assist triage decisions concerning type of

vehicle (eg mobile intensive care ambulance, helicopter) and transport destinations.

South Australia (SA) uses a four-tier system that includes a category to describe

unsalvageable patients in the context of a disaster however the priority for transport

is determined by paramedic judgement alone.
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The ACT currently uses a five tier system that, similar to SA, includes a category to

describe unsalvageable patients in the context of multiple casualty incidents.  In

addition, ACT paramedics use a set of locally devised clinical guidelines based

upon clinical syndromes, vital signs and response to prehospital interventions, in

order to distinguish patients with time critical conditions who require urgent transport

to hospital from those who may be transported to hospital without the use of lights

and sirens.

Both New South Wales and Western Australia have used 5 category systems since

the early 1990s.  Western Australia trialed the ITS in 1990, changing to the ATS in

1995.  In WA the implementation of the ATS was a natural transition from the use of

the ITS.  The ATS is used in WA to guide prehospital triage during periods of

hospital ambulance diversion and to assist in the understanding of demand for

ambulance services.  There have been calls in Australia for the examination of the

ATS as a national prehospital triage standard.36

In relation to prehospital trauma triage, most Australian jurisdictions continue to use

ACSCOT derived criteria to underpin trauma hospital bypass criteria such as those

presented in Figure 7-3.296  An important refinement in the last 5 years in both

Victoria and New South Wales has been the identification of ‘at risk of major trauma’

in addition to the ‘major trauma’ to reduce the risk of overtriage.  This is consistent

with the international trend towards a two tiered approach to trauma triage based

upon two tier ACSCOT type criteria.232  In both jurisdictions, the presence of any

one of the physiological or anatomical abnormalities included in the criteria

constitutes major trauma for the purpose of primary triage (Figure 7-3).  The

presence of only high-risk mechanism of injury or a co-morbid factor places the

patient at risk of major trauma. This group of ‘at risk’ patients should be triaged to a

designated trauma service for assessment but whether this needs to be a major

trauma service or other emergency service is at the discretion of the attending

ambulance officer.296,297  This refinement explicitly acknowledges the importance of

paramedic judgement in the prehospital triage of the injured patient.

In Western Australia, the St John Ambulance Service relies upon paramedic

judgement rather than explicit guidelines for the prehospital triage of major trauma

patients and Western Australia has no specific policy of trauma hospital bypass.

Paramedics receive training in the recognition and prehospital management of

trauma during initial paramedic training and paramedics are expected to maintain

their prehospital trauma triage and management skills via regular refresher courses.
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Figure 7-3  Victorian Ministerial Taskforce on Trauma and Emergency
Services Prehospital Trauma Triage Criteria
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7.9 Literature review conclusions

This introduction described the evolution of triage systems from battlefield casualty

prioritisation tools to integral components of civilian emergency medical care

systems.  The recognition of a number of time critical medical conditions and

injuries over the last 30 years has resulted in increasing efforts to integrate

prehospital and hospital care systems and the development of the paramedic

system to deliver potentially life saving interventions in the field.  With increasing

recognition of the importance of minimising delays to definitive care, paramedics

must rapidly decide how much treatment to offer a patient in the prehospital setting,

taking into account the time required to give treatment and any delays that may be

incurred as a consequence of initiating prehospital treatment.

The assessment of urgency is crucial to triage decision-making in the prehospital

setting, and although desirable characteristics of prehospital triage systems are

relatively easy to define, 30 years of research indicates that combining these ideals

in working prehospital triage tools is difficult. All existing prehospital triage tools are

a compromise between conflicting yet desirable characteristics, including simplicity,

reliability and validity.  Regardless of the specific triage system used, the most

important variable appears to be the training, skill, experience and judgement of the

paramedic trieur.

There is considerable variation in triage practices in the prehospital environment in

Australia and little research has been undertaken to validate the triage systems

used.  The ATS is now used in a number of Australian States and Territories for

prehospital triage following its introduction in Australasian emergency departments.

The inverse exponential nature of urgency versus time suggests that high

agreement rates between prehospital and hospital trieurs for ATS 1 (and to a lesser

extent ATS 2) are both desirable and achievable.  However high agreement rates

for lower ATS categories are probably less critical and are likely to be more difficult

to achieve.

Extending and validating the use of the ATS in the prehospital environment for both

nontrauma and trauma triage, offers the prospect of better communication and

integration of prehospital and emergency department services and reductions in

delays to definitive care for time critical conditions, such as myocardial infarction,

stroke and trauma.  Validation and integration of prehospital and emergency

department triage therefore offers the prospect of improving patient outcomes.
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Additional benefits may be obtained, including a greater understanding of the

prehospital casemix, and the development of new tools to measure the quality of

prehospital care.  These potential applications of the ATS in the prehospital setting

will be discussed in detail following presentation of the research component of this

thesis.
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8 Aims

8.1 Principal aims

The aim of this thesis is to examine the utility of Australasian Triage Scale (ATS) in

the prehospital setting, and in particular the feasibility of integrating paramedic ATS

allocations with emergency department clinical practice.  In order to achieve this

aim, a number of questions concerning paramedic utilisation of the ATS must be

answered.  An important initial question is, ‘do paramedics and nurses have a

similar understanding of the use of ATS?’

Two major approaches are used to address this question.  The first is comparison of

paramedic and nurse triage distributions, which allows identification of major

differences in the urgency thresholds used by paramedics and nurses to distinguish

between individual urgency categories.  Following this, the validity of paramedic

ATS allocations is assessed by comparing the discrimination of a range of indicators

of urgency across the ATS categories by paramedics with nurse discrimination of

the same indicators of urgency.  The indicators include admission and death rates,

need for critical care admission and a range of indicators of trauma urgency and

severity.  These analyses assist determination of whether the urgency thresholds

used by paramedics, where they differ from nurse urgency thresholds, are more or

less valid than the urgency thresholds used by nurses.

Another crucial question is, ‘to what extent are individual prehospital ATS

allocations made by paramedics comparable to individual emergency department

ATS allocations made by nurses?’ taking into account the differences in

understanding of the ATS revealed by the triage distribution and validity analyses.

This question is examined by assessment of the reliability of individual paramedic

and nurse ATS allocations using standard statistical techniques.

Examination of these two questions forms the largest part of this thesis.  The

analysis of triage distributions, validity and reliability of Australasian Triage Scale

(ATS) allocations made by paramedics and nurses is conducted on a large sample

of dual real occasions of triage conducted by paramedics in the prehospital setting

and nurses in metropolitan Perth emergency departments.
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8.1 Factors influencing the validity and reliability of prehospital Australasian
Triage Scale allocations

Two possible causes of discrepancies between prehospital and emergency

department triage decisions that are unrelated to paramedic understanding of the

ATS are differences in the availability of information on which to base ATS

allocations and changes in the clinical condition of patients between prehospital and

the emergency department ATS allocations.8  Evaluation of the influence of these

factors upon discrepancies between prehospital and emergency department ATS

allocations is assisted by an analysis of ATS allocations undertaken by paramedics

and nurses presented with identical information.  Written patient profiles may be

used to provide a sample of the paramedic and nurse populations with identical

information on which to base ATS allocations.1,5,60,63,103  A specific aim of this thesis

is comparison of the paramedic and nurse triage distributions obtained with written

patient profiles.  In addition, the reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS category

allocations using written patient profiles will be examined.  The findings of these

examinations should assist interpretation of the real triage distribution and reliability

analyses.

The extent to which changes in the clinical condition of patients result in

discrepancies in ATS allocations has significant implications for the utility of

prehospital ATS allocations at receiving hospitals.  A large proportion of patients

experiencing a change in clinical condition, particularly if associated with large

discrepancies between prehospital and emergency department ATS allocations,

reduces the utility of paramedic ATS allocations to emergency departments.  A

specific aim of this thesis is therefore an examination of the impact of changes in

clinical condition upon the reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations.  This

is achieved by direct comparison of reliability of ATS allocations in situations where

a change in clinical condition can be clearly identified with ATS allocations where no

change in clinical condition can be clearly identified.

8.2 Trauma

The primary goals of the emergency care of the injured patient are the initiation of

effective resuscitation while minimising the time from injury to definitive care.136-138

Patient outcomes improve when trauma services are organised into a trauma

system, 137,139,141 and particularly if time to intervention for patients requiring a

definitive surgical procedure is minimised.143,145,146  It is reiterated that the approach
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to trauma system development in Australasia is based on the principle that trauma

triage ‘should be integrated with critical care triage generally in Australasia’.156

New guidelines for the use and training in the ATS recommend that ‘major

multitrauma’ patients requiring a ‘rapid organised team response’ should be

allocated at least to ATS 2.60  This suggests that the ATS, applied by experienced

and skilled nurses or paramedics, could be used as a trauma triage tool.

Demonstration that the ATS is a valid and reliable trauma triage tool in the hands of

both paramedics and nurses may allow use of the ATS as a trauma bypass or

trauma team activation criterion.  This may result in better integration of prehospital

and emergency department care, and shorter times from injury to definitive care for

seriously injured patients.  Thus an additional specific aim of this thesis is to

evaluate the reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations for major trauma

patients and also to estimate the likely performance of trauma triage criteria based

upon prehospital paramedic ATS allocations.

8.3 An alternative to the Australasian Triage Scale

Explicit decision trees have been used as assist triage decision making in a range of

prehospital settings, including telephone triage, paramedic dispatch, and to guide

prehospital scene patient care.251,252,254  Decision trees underpin the Manchester

triage system (MTS) and the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale (CTAS), although a

reasonably large booklet is required to accommodate the multiple, presenting

problem specific, decision trees developed for each system.99,298  The complexity of

the MTS and CTAS systems make it difficult to envisage their implementation in the

prehospital environment without the assistance of sophisticated enabling

technologies.

In contrast to such systems, the Emergency Severity Index (ESI) is a very simple,

single page four question decision tree.  The system has been shown to have good

reliability when used by triage nurses and good validity with respect to patient long

term outcome and resource utilisation in United States emergency

departments.124,126  However, studies formally examining the validity of the ESI with

respect to urgency and for the prioritisation of patient care are yet to appear in the

Medline indexed literature.

The simplicity of the ESI lends itself to evaluation as a prehospital triage instrument.

However, the third of the four questions posed in the ESI decision tree (see Figure

9-2), which is likely to require determination in all but a small proportion of seriously
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ill patients, requires estimation of the number of investigations, procedures and

consultations likely to be required by the patient.  The question appears more

concerned with the complexity of the emergency patient’s presentation than the

actual assessment of urgency.  The question also appears to require knowledge of,

or experience of, internal emergency department processes outside of the typical

training and experience of Australasian paramedics.

Prior to evaluating the ESI in the field, it is necessary to determine whether the

system is a valid tool for the prioritisation of patient care on the basis of urgency,

and to determine whether paramedics are able to use the system, given the nature

of the third question.  One technique that can be used to assist evaluation of the ESI

as a measure of urgency is to compare the triage distributions obtained with the ESI

and that obtained with a well validated indicator of urgency, such as the ATS, when

used for the triage of the same patient population.  Comparison of the reliability of

the ESI in the hands of paramedics when compared to emergency nurses can be

used to determine whether paramedics have the prerequisite knowledge and skills

to interpret the ESI appropriately.  Therefore a final aim of this thesis is the

comparison of the ESI and ATS triage distributions for written patient profiles and

examination of the reliability of paramedic and nurse ESI allocations.
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9 Methods
In order to achieve the aims of this thesis, five distinct approaches are used.  These

are:

1. Comparison of ATS allocations for 100 written patient profiles by a volunteer

sample of paramedics and emergency department nurses.

2. Comparison of 201050 real occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale

allocations by paramedics and emergency department nurses in metropolitan

Perth, Western Australia (WA) between 1995 and 2000 recorded in

administrative databases.

3. Analysis of real time triage discrepancies between paramedics and emergency

department nurses for 212 real occasions of triage at one hospital in

metropolitan Perth WA, during 2002.

4. Analysis of the triage of 675 major trauma presentations in metropolitan Perth

WA, during the years 1999 and 2000.

5. Comparison of Emergency Severity Index and Australasian Triage Scale

allocations for 100 written patient profiles by a volunteer sample of paramedics

and emergency department nurses.

In addition, a cross sectional survey of paramedic and nurse occupational

experience and triage training and experience was conducted in tandem with the

written patient profile studies.  When considered against the specific aims of the

thesis, each approach has particular strengths and limitations.  In this Methods

section of this thesis, the methods of data acquisition used in each approach and

the rationale for their employment will first be presented in the light of their strengths

and limitations.  The statistical approaches used, and the rationale for each will be

discussed after description of all five data acquisition methodologies.  Where

possible, similar or identical analytical techniques are used to evaluate validity and

reliability of ATS allocations despite the differing methods of data acquisition

inherent in each approach.
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9.1 Comparison of written patient profile Australasian Triage Scale
allocations made by a volunteer sample of paramedics and emergency
department nurses

The purpose of written patient profile triage is to examine the reliability of paramedic

and nurse ATS allocations when presented with identical information.  The

availability of information and the clinical condition of patients may change between

the prehospital and emergency department setting.  Comparison of written patient

profile ATS allocations allows estimation of the maximum possible agreement rate

between nurses and paramedics, within the limitations of the methods used.  One

significant limitation is the reliance on text, so the that the method does not allow the

evaluation of differences in information acquisition, the use of non text triage cues,

such as visual information, or the impact of variation of information availability

between the prehospital and hospital setting.  Despite these limitations, written

patient profiles have been widely used to assist in the evaluation of the Ipswich

Triage Scale (ITS), the ATS and a related triage scale, the Canadian Triage and

Acuity Scale (CTAS).1,5,60,63,103

The comparison of written patient profile ATS allocations for this thesis was

conducted as a cross sectional survey of individual paramedics working for the St

John Ambulance Service of Western Australia and emergency department triage

nurses working at mixed paediatric and adult emergency departments in

Metropolitan Perth during April - June 2001.  A previously validated set of 100

written patient profiles describing patients presenting to Australian emergency

departments was administered by mail to individual paramedics working for the St

John Ambulance Service of Western Australia and in person to emergency

department triage nurses working at mixed paediatric and adult emergency

departments in Metropolitan Perth during April - June 2001.1,5

9.1.1 The written patient profiles

The 100 patient profiles used in this thesis were developed by Fitzgerald for the

evaluation of the ITS and have subsequently been used for the evaluation of the

ATS in the emergency department setting.1,5  The 100 patient profiles were chosen

from a set of 260 profiles of patients attending the emergency departments of 26

Australian teaching hospitals.  The 260 patient profiles were initially triaged by a

panel of five experts (two doctors and three nurses) in order to determine a

consensus ITS allocation.  The 100 patient profiles finally chosen included cases
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from all five ITS groups, and comprised approximately equal numbers of both ‘clear-

cut and arguable cases’.1

• Modifications for administration to both paramedics and nurses

All 100 patient profiles describe patients actually attending an emergency

department, therefore, some modifications were required to allow the patient profiles

to be used to compare paramedic and nurse triage decisions (Appendix 3).

The modification principles were:

1. All profiles were changed with the minimum possible modification into present

tense plain language syntax.

2. All abbreviations were changed to full text words.

3. Time and day of presentation was removed from the main text and listed

separately at the start of the profile.

4. The mode of presentation to the emergency department (ambulance/private

vehicle) was removed.

This was considered essential to allow comparison between ambulance and nursing

triage decisions.  Rather than give a mode of presentation, paramedics were asked

to assume that they had been asked to attend the patient and take them to a

hospital emergency department and nurses were asked to assume that the patient

had presented by ambulance to an emergency department.

The semantic content of the triage profile was otherwise left unchanged.

Examples of the modifications are given below.

• Survey question 16

Original form
A 25 year female presented at 1142 hrs, walk in patient - C/o recurring L sided abdominal

pain over last 6/12.presented to A&E with it 2/12 ago.  Ultrasound performed, result NAD.

Today patient states that pain started again 3/7 ago, has been progressively worsening and

is now quite severe - fainted 3/7 ago and started vomiting and vomited again last night.

Does not feel febrile.

Form following modification
1142 hrs.  A 25 year female complaining of recurring left sided abdominal pain over the last

6 months.  She had previously presented to a local emergency department with it 2 months
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ago.  Ultrasound was performed, which found no abnormality.  Today the patient states that

the pain started again 3 days ago, has been progressively worsening and is now quite

severe.  She fainted 3 days ago and started vomiting and vomited again last night.  She

does not feel febrile and is able to walk unaided.

• Survey question 64

Original form
23 year old female arrived at the E.D.at 1950 hrs a Tuesday by private car and accompanied

by her boyfriend.  She had been seen by her LMO last week for a generalised rash and

complains of ‘more spots today’.  She admits to no new food or medications and no known

allergies.

Form following modification
1950 hrs on Tuesday.  A 23 year old female accompanied by her boyfriend.  She had been

seen by her general practitioner last week for a generalised rash and complains of ‘more

spots today’.  She admits to no new food or medications and has no known allergies.

9.1.2 Written patient profile administration and follow up

• Paramedics

Letters inviting voluntary participation in the study were sent to 60 randomly

selected paramedics following approval of the study by the Medical Director of St

John Ambulance Service and the Ambulance Officer Union.  A condition of approval

was that the letters were sent from St John Ambulance Headquarters to prevent any

means of identification of participating paramedics.  This condition precluded any

specific follow-up of non-responders to the invitation.  In an effort to enhance

response rates, reminder posters were displayed at the Ambulance entrances of all

metropolitan emergency departments for the duration of study period and an

additional reminder was circulated via a paramedic newsletter published by St John

Ambulance service.

• Nurses

The nurse educators of the emergency departments of participating hospitals

delivered the survey instruments in person to 60 emergency department nurses.

Nurse managers were requested to ensure the range of seniority and triage

experience of participating nurses were similar to that of their entire nurse

population.  Nurse educators were requested to follow up non-responders in person.
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• Survey of occupational experience and triage experience and training

In conjunction with the comparison of written patient profile ATS allocations, a

survey of participating paramedics and nurses was conducted that allowed

comparison of paramedic and nurse occupational experience and triage training.

The cross sectional survey of professional experience, triage experience and triage

training was attached to the written patient profile triage package.  Participants were

requested in writing to complete the survey prior to commencing the written patient

profile ATS allocations.  The survey questions are listed in Appendix 3.

Occupational experience and triage training were compared between paramedics

and nurses and were also compared with the current published ATS occupational

experience and triage training guidelines.60

9.2 Comparison of real occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale
allocations by paramedics and emergency department nurses

The evaluation of ATS allocations made during real occasions of triage forms the

main body of research of this thesis and directly informs the feasibility of using

paramedic ATS allocations to guide emergency department clinical practice.  The

evaluation of ATS allocations made during real occasions of triage allows direct

comparison of paramedic utilisation of the ATS in the field with nurse ATS utilisation

in the emergency department.  Both the validity and reliability of real occasions of

triage paramedic ATS allocations are examined using this method, with validity

analyses being undertaken in comparison to nurse performance with respect to a

range of indicators of urgency, and reliability is examined in relation to nurse ATS

allocations.  An important limitation is that this technique makes no allowances for

the variation in availability of information in the prehospital setting compared to the

emergency department.  In addition, the technique can not assess the impact of

changes in the clinical condition of patients between paramedic ATS allocations in

the field and nurse ATS allocations in the emergency department.  However, the

approach does give a very good guide as to what may be expected in day to day

practice, where these limitations in comparability between paramedic and nurse

ATS allocations may have to be accepted.

The comparison of real occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale allocations by

paramedics and emergency department nurses was undertaken retrospectively

using a linked database containing records concerning the prehospital triage of
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patients by paramedics and emergency department triage by triage nurses.  The

data sources and their linkage will now be described in detail.

9.2.1 Record linkage process

In its broadest sense, “record linkage” is the bringing together of information from

two or more records that are believed to relate to the same “entity”.299  For the

purpose of this study “linkage” refers to the bringing together of information

pertaining to discreet prehospital and hospital emergency department care events

for an individual patient contained in prehospital care records and emergency

department attendance records.  The linked database used for the real time

comparisons was created by linking patient care records obtained from the

Prehospital Care Database (PCD) of the Department of Emergency Medicine,

University of Western Australia, with emergency department attendance records

contained in the Perth metropolitan wide patient admission transfer and discharge

information system used by public hospitals known as TOPAS.

• Prehospital Care Database

The Prehospital Care database is a database maintained by the University of

Western Australia since 1998 and contains records concerning all ambulance

transfers by St John Ambulance Service, the sole prehospital care provider in

Metropolitan Perth from 1991 onwards.  The database custodian is the University’s

Western Australian Prehospital Care Research Unit (WAPCRU).  This research unit

was established as part of the Department of Emergency Medicine in 1998 as a

collaborative project between St John Ambulance Service and the University of

Western Australia.  The research unit utilises the database and record linkages to

other health information systems for a variety of projects relevant to prehospital and

hospital care.  The Prehospital Care database contains patient demographic

information obtained from billing records, and detailed transport and clinical

information obtained from hard copy ambulance ‘case sheets’ used to record the

times, interventions and clinical status of patients transported by the service.

Paramedic triage records for the six year period between 1 January 1995 and 31

December 2000 were used to conduct the study.  Paramedic triage records

extracted from the PCD were first examined for completeness.  Incomplete,

ambiguous or duplicate records were excluded from linkage (Table 9-1).   The PCD

contained records of all ‘to hospital’ patient transportations, including transportations
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to nonemergency department destinations, such as booked interhospital transfers to

inpatient wards or outpatient clinics.  It is not possible to identify which PCD records

are emergency attendances by examination of the PCD records.  Identification of

emergency attendances was only achieved after linkage to the emergency

department attendance records.

Table 9-1  Prehospital Care Database ambulance transport records excluded
from linkage to emergency department attendance records

Usable ambulance records 377136 98.71%

  Unusable record error type:

    No unique identifier 331 0.09%

    Duplicate identifier 2 0.00%

    Age not calculable 3368 0.88%

    Surname link field not calculable 1234 0.32%

Total unusable ambulance records 4935 1.29%

Total ambulance records 382071 100.00%

• TOPAS

TOPAS is a comprehensive hospital patient admission, discharge and registration

system developed in-house in Western Australia, based on an Oracle version 7

proprietary product known as OraCare.  TOPAS is used for the above purposes in

all public emergency departments in metropolitan Perth.  The TOPAS emergency

department module contains patient demographic and billing information, limited

emergency department clinical information, including nurse ATS allocation,

presenting problem (free text), admission diagnosis (free text), patient referral

source, mode of arrival and disposition.  In addition, limited information concerning

the date and time the patient attended, is seen by a medical practitioner and

discharged from the emergency department is collected.  The system has largely

been superseded as a source of accurate time tracking and clinical information by

an alternative system (EDIS, HAS solutions) in metropolitan Perth emergency

departments since 1999, but is still used as the primary source of patient

demographic, billing and registration information.
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All public hospital emergency departments in the Perth metropolitan area were

requested to provide emergency department triage records from TOPAS for all

patients presenting by ambulance in the six year period between 1 January 1995

and 31 December 2000.  All hospitals agreed to provide TOPAS records for the

study, however, one suburban hospital (similar to hospitals A and F described

below) was unable to provide TOPAS records due to a combination of technical

difficulties and insufficient information technology resources.  Two hospitals (C and

F) supplied data for a significantly shorter time period than that requested (see

Table 9-7).  Brief descriptions of the hospitals that provided TOPAS records are

presented in Table 9-2 and Table 9-3.  Case mix information has been separated

from Hospital code and location information to reduce the likelihood of hospital

identification.

Table 9-2  Hospitals providing TOPAS records, named in random order

Hospital Code Hospital description

A Suburban hospital

B Central metropolitan teaching hospital

C Central metropolitan teaching hospital

D Central metropolitan teaching hospital

E Central metropolitan teaching hospital

F Suburban hospital
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Table 9-3  Casemix of hospitals providing TOPAS records in descending order
of size

Total hospital beds Typical emergency

presentations per annum

during study period

Emergency department

casemix

720 54000 Adult

550 34000 Adult

410 40000 Mixed adult and

paediatric

280 40000 Paediatric

120 22000 Mixed adult and

paediatric

110 25000 Mixed adult and

paediatric

• Emergency department triage record preparation

Ambulance presentations were identified in TOPAS on the basis of the use of an

‘Ambulance’ code in the mandatory ‘mode of arrival’ field in TOPAS.  Following

extraction of ambulance presentation records, the records were initially screened for

duplicate records (nil identified apart from hospital F, which supplied identical

duplicates of all records) and the availability of fields used for data linkage (see

Table 9-5 below).  Complete information for linkage purposes was available in all

hospital records.  The data in the fields used for data linkage were then translated to

a standardised format to facilitate data linkage.  The format is presented in Table

9-5.  Of note, significant variation in the use of space characters, capitalisation and

spelling were noted in both the ‘first name’ and ‘surname’ fields.  All ‘name’ field

characters were capitalised and all ‘name’ field space characters were removed

prior to linkage.

Metropolitan Perth emergency department registration clerks routinely estimate age

where a date of birth is not known at the time of patient registration and enter a date

of birth of 1 July of the year of age estimate.  This is routinely updated to the true

date of birth when this can be subsequently verified.  No excess 1 July date of births
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were detected in any dataset, indicating that the vast majority of dates of births to be

valid dates of birth (excluding manual data entry errors).

• Confidentiality

Confidentiality was a prime consideration during the conduct of this study.  The

study has been conducted in accordance with the NHMRC Statement of Ethical

Conduct in Research Involving Humans 1999.

Approvals for access to the information required to conduct this study were obtained

from all relevant information providers.  In all cases, as a minimum, a formal written

request specifying precisely the information requested, accompanied by a written

research proposal suitable for consideration by an institution’s Ethic’s committee

and a statement describing how the project will be conducted in accordance with the

NHMRC Statement of Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans 1999, was

sent to both the Head of the organisation, and where applicable, the Head of the

Emergency Department.

Institutions varied in their requirements for the granting of access to information.  In

one case a formal Ethic’s Committee review was undertaken (Hospital A).  In all

other cases either the application was evaluated under an institution’s Ethics ‘Fast

Track’ process, with summary approval being given by the Chair of Ethics without

recourse to the full Ethics Committee, or the Head of the institution summarily

granted approval.  The approvals are listed in Table 9-4.
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Table 9-4  Approvals for information access for the preparation of the real
occasions of triage linked dataset

Institution Information accessed Dates Approval type

Hospital A Name identified

electronic emergency

department records

1/1/1995-

31/12/2000

Written approval from

Ethics Committee

Hospital B Name identified

electronic emergency

department records

1/1/1995-

31/12/2000

Written approval from Chair

of Ethics Committee and

Director of Emergency

Medicine

Hospital C Name identified

electronic emergency

department records

1/1/1998-

31/12/2000

Written approval from

Director of Emergency

Medicine

Hospital D Name identified

electronic emergency

department records

1/1/1995-

31/12/2000

Written approval from

Director of Clinical Services

and Director of Emergency

Medicine

Hospital E Name identified

electronic emergency

department records

1/1/1995-

31/12/2000

Written approval from

Director of Clinical Services

Hospital F Name identified

electronic emergency

department records

1/1/1995-

31/12/2000

Written approval from Chief

Executive and Director of

Emergency Medicine

Prehospital

Care

Research

Unit

Name identified

Prehospital Care

Research Unit records

1/1/1995-

31/12/2000

Written approval from the

Director of the Western

Australian Prehospital Care

Research Unit and Written

approval from the Ethics

Committee of the University

of Western Australia

• Linkage strategy

In order to achieve the aims of this study, linkages of very high accuracy are

required.  A paramedic ATS allocation can only be compared to nurse ATS
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allocation for the same patient.  Examination of the validity of Paramedic ATS

allocations also depends on very accurate linkages between Paramedic ATS

allocations and emergency department information system data.  However, neither

evaluation requires a near complete set of real time paramedic triage data records.

Rather, both evaluations can be conducted satisfactorily with a large sample of

Paramedic ATS allocations, provided that sufficient allocations in each ATS

category are linked to enable meaningful analysis.

In accordance with these requirements, a linkage strategy was implemented that

aimed at ensuring extremely high accuracy of record linkages, at the expense of

sample size.  It will be shown that a very large sample was obtained using this

strategy, with sufficient allocations in each ATS category to conduct analysis.

Linkage of records between the PCD and TOPAS was carried out manually using

SPSS for Windows Version 10.1.300  The linked dataset enabled comparison of

Paramedic ATS allocations recorded in the PCD with emergency nurse ATS

allocations and other emergency presentation information recorded in TOPAS.

• Prehospital Care Database and emergency department triage record linkage

A manual, iterative, probabilistic approach was used to link the PCD records to

TOPAS records.  Three linkage iterations were performed.  The linkage definitions

used for the three iterations are presented in Table 9-5.  A number of additional

linkage definitions were tested, but were accompanied by either, or a combination

of, unacceptably low linkage rates, unacceptable duplicate linkage rates or

excessive mismatched linkage rates (i.e. > 1% mismatches on visual inspection).

Successful linkages at each iteration were excluded from subsequent linkage

iterations.  All duplicate linkages at each iteration were excluded from the final set of

records used for analysis and from further linkage iterations.

Linkage iterations were conducted on each source hospital dataset separately, with

the PCD dataset restricted to that hospital’s attendances only.  Iterations were done

in descending order of precision, to reduce the likelihood of duplicate or mismatched

linkages by excluding as many valid links as possible from linkage via less precise

linkage criteria.  It should be noted that no attempt was made to link across midnight

date transitions.  Rather, linkages were limited to same day transport and

emergency presentation dates only.  This may be expected to have slightly lowered

the overall linkage rate however the risks of linking to a genuine presentation of the
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same patient presenting to the same emergency department on consecutive days

was considered too great to justify attempting linking across midnight.

Table 9-5  Linkage definitions used for the preparation of the real occasions of
triage linked dataset

Linkage

iteration

Linkage definition Example

1 Date {YYYYMMDD}

First 4 letters of surname {SMIT for

‘Smith’}

First name initial {B for ‘Bill’}

Gender {M/F}

Age {036 for 36 years}

19980624SMITBF036

2 Date {YYYYMMDD}

First 4 letters of surname {SMIT for

‘Smith’}

First name initial {B for ‘Bill’}

Gender {M/F}

Age decade{03 for 36 years}

19980624SMITBF03

3 Date {YYYYMMDD}

First 4 letters of surname {SMIT for

‘Smith’}

Gender {M/F}

19980624SMITF

Table 9-6 summaries the results of each iteration of the linkage process.
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Table 9-6  Ambulance and TOPAS record linkage summary

Hospital A B C D E F Total

Total records 8466 32234 7694 124595 68861 12294 254144

3218 15153 3019 52750 25295 4312 103747Linkages

iteration 1 38.0% 47.0% 39.2% 42.3% 36.7% 35.1% 40.8%

3420 9331 2668 40775 27358 4755 88307Linkages

iteration 2 40.4% 28.9% 34.7% 32.7% 39.7% 38.7% 34.7%

588 2041 222 9240 5530 841 18462Linkages

iteration 3 6.9% 6.3% 2.9% 7.4% 8.0% 6.8% 7.3%

30 105 26 405 156 39 761Duplicates

interation 1 0.4% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2%

21 57 20 301 202 28 629Duplicates

interation 2 0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%

11 41 5 213 92 15 377Duplicates

interation 3 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.1%

62 203 51 919 450 82 1767Total excluded

duplicates 0.7% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7% 0.7%

1178 5505 1735 20911 10228 2304 41861Unlinked

records 13.9% 17.1% 22.6% 16.8% 14.9% 18.7% 16.5%

7226 26525 5909 102765 58183 9908 210516Total linked

records 85.4% 82.3% 76.8% 82.5% 84.5% 80.6% 82.8%

18 6545 0 2700 214 0 9477Missing ATS

0.2% 24.7% 0.0% 2.6% 0.4% 0.0% 4.5%

7208 19980 5920 100065 57969 9908 201050Records

available for

analysis
85.1% 62.0% 76.9% 80.3% 84.2% 80.6% 79.1%
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Table 9-6 demonstrates reducing additional linkage yield and stable or declining

duplicate linkage rates with each iteration.  The number of records with missing ATS

allocations excluded from further analysis is also presented in the table.  The

percentage of linked records for each hospital ranged between 80.6 and 85.4%

(overall average 82.5%), except hospital C, where the linkage rate was 76.8%.

Many of the excluded duplicate records appeared to be cross linkages between two

or more genuine presentations of the same patient to a single emergency

department on the same date.

Australasian Triage Scale data was incomplete at 5 of the seven hospitals, with

hospital B missing some 24.7% of ATS allocations amongst the linked dataset.  This

resulted in a slight under-representation of hospital B data in the final set of data

available for analysis (Table 9-7).

Table 9-7  Summary of Hospital TOPAS records linked to ambulance transport
records

Sample dates Total records Records used

Start date End date N % N %

A 01/02/1995 12/31/2000 8466 3.3% 7208 3.6%

B 01/01/1995 12/30/2000 32234 12.7% 19980 9.9%

C 01/01/1998 12/31/2000 7694 3.0% 5920 2.9%

D 01/01/1995 12/31/2000 124595 49.0% 100065 49.8%

E 01/01/1995 12/31/2000 68861 27.1% 57969 28.8%

F 07/01/1997 12/31/2000 12294 4.8% 9908 4.9%

Total 254144 100.0% 201050 100%

Table 9-8 compares the triage distribution of the linked records of the TOPAS

dataset with the triage distribution of all TOPAS records with a mode of arrival of

ambulance and where an ATS allocation was available.  The triage distribution of

the final linked dataset is shown to be very similar to the total hospital dataset triage

distribution, with slight under-representation only of ATS 1 patients (Table 9-8).  The

slight under-representation of ATS 1 patients may be due to limited access to

accurate demographic information concerning high urgency, possibly unconscious
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patients in both the prehospital setting and the emergency department, resulting in a

greater likelihood of linkage failure.

Table 9-8  Relative proportion of Australasian Triage Scale allocations for
linked emergency attendance records

ATS All records ATS

allocations

Linked records ATS

allocations

Relative proportion of

linked to total records

1 8635 3.6% 6883 3.4% 0.80

2 54065 22.6% 45044 22.4% 0.83

3 107021 44.7% 89749 44.6% 0.84

4 66309 27.7% 56517 28.1% 0.85

5 3382 1.4% 2857 1.4% 0.84

Total 239412 100% 201050 100% 0.84

• Linkage verification

Linkages were verified by manual inspection links.  A random sample of 1000

category 1 linkages were evaluated using simultaneous display of entire surname,

first name, gender, age, postcode and date (i.e. Smith Smith Bill Bill etc) in groups

of 40 records.  No apparent mismatched linkages were identified.  One thousand

randomly selected category 2 and 1000 randomly selected category 3 linkages were

evaluated in an identical manner.  No apparent mismatched category two linkages

were identified, however 5 possible category 3 linkage mismatches were identified.

In three cases the actual surname, first name and postcode were mismatched, in

two cases there were differences in the spelling of phonetically dissimilar surnames

and the post code was mismatched.  The overall mismatch rate is considered

unlikely to exceed 0.5%.  This quite low error rate probably reflects the rigorous

exclusion of records with ambiguous data, the exclusion of duplicate linkages and

the use of an iterative approach.

The use of successive interations with exclusion is a commonly used technique to

reduce the risk of incorrect record linkage.299  Exclusion improves linkage accuracy

by simply setting aside a large potential source of records with which incorrect

linkages could be made.  With the linkage technique used in the preparation of this
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dataset, only 7.3% of potentially linkable records were available for linkage following

exclusion of the 92.7% already linked records at the commencement of the third

iteration, removing a very large potential source of incorrect linkages.

• Linkage failure analysis

It is apparent that a reasonably representative, large sample of high quality linked

triage episodes was obtained with the linkage process used.  However, the linkage

failure rate (16.5%) was higher than that anticipated.  A sample of linkage failures

was therefore examined to determine the reasons for linkage failure.

Methods
A sample of 200 ED linkage failures were evaluated by simultaneous visual

inspection of PCD and TOPAS records.  Visual inspection was carried out

comparing unlinked hospital records with PCD records for the same, preceding and

next day.  The data errors that resulted in linkage failure were tabulated.  The

linkage failure error types are defined in Table 9-9.

Table 9-9  Definitions used for the classification of linkage errors identified by
visual inspection

Error type Error definition

Age ED age (years) different from ambulance age (years)

Name only ED surname is phonetically similar to ambulance surname

but contains differences in spelling in the first four

characters that would prevent linkage

Name and age The presence of both name and age errors defined above

No record No ambulance record within +/- one day of the emergency

record with at least a phonetically similar surname, age +/-

2 years of ED age and identical gender

Surname ED surname bears no phonetic relationship to ambulance

surname although all other category one linkage fields are

identical

Unexplained All category one linkage fields identical on visual inspection
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Sampling strategy
A total of 200 linkage failures, taken in relative proportion to the representation of

the ED in the final dataset were evaluated (Table 9-10).   For each data set,

evaluation was commenced at 31 March and continued until half the allocated

linkage failures had been identified.  Evaluation was then recommenced at 29

September and continued until the total target number of linkage failures presented

in Table 9-10 were identified.

Table 9-10  Number of records from each hospital used for linkage failure
analysis

Hospital N

A 15

B 40

C 40

D 50

E 40

F 15

Total 200
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Results

Linkage failures are summarised in Figure 9-1.

Figure 9-1  Reasons identified for failure of linkage between ambulance
transport records and emergency attendance records
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The analysis demonstrates that the most common reason for linkage failure was the

absence of a PCD record with which to link a TOPAS record.  It is estimated that

approximately 3000 of the 4935 excluded PCD records (see Table 9-1) were

emergency presentation ambulance records, which may account for up to 7% of the

total linkage failures.  A possible explanation for the majority of ‘no record’ linkage

failures is clerical error in the ‘mode of arrival’ field in TOPAS resulting in

inappropriate inclusion of some nonambulance presentations in the TOPAS dataset.

This may be explained by clerical staff using the ‘ambulance’ code for a range of

alternative vehicles, such as hospital transport vehicles and private nursing home

contract vehicles, used to transport stretcher bound patients to emergency

departments.  A clerical error in data entry in one of the linking fields in either the

ambulance or TOPAS datasets was found in all but 9 other cases of linkage failure

(4.5%).

If it is assumed that the ‘no record’ rate of 68% of linkage failures is due to

inappropriate inclusion of nonambulance TOPAS records, the denominator for

calculation of the successful linkage rate may be lowered by as much as 11%.  This

means the successful link may be closer to 93% of genuine ambulance

presentations rather than 83%, and may be as high as 98% of genuine ambulance

presentations where linkable data is available.

Limitations
The four variable, iterative probabilistic linking strategy employed for this study,

whilst adequate for the creation of a sufficiently large linked dataset for the planned

analyses, can not be considered an ideal linking strategy.  It is reiterated that the

strategy resulted in the deliberate exclusion of presentations crossing midnight and

that many repeat presentations of patients on the same day were excluded due to

the risk of duplicate linkages.  Neither of these exclusions are expected to cause

significant biases in the results.

Proprietary multiple variable probabilistic linking software (e.g. AutoMatch,

Matchware Inc.) has been demonstrated to provide very high record linkage rates

when used to link public health system care records.299,301  This software, when

used by professional data linking staff of the Health Department of Western

Australia, has been shown to achieve high quality linkage rates of over 95% for

Prehospital Care Database records to nonemergency care TOPAS records where

linkable data is available.  It is likely that a small incremental benefit in linkage rates

may have been achieved if appropriately trained staff used such software.
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However, the small number of additional linkages would be unlikely to affect the

findings of this thesis.

• Data linkage conclusions

The linkage process used produced a large and reasonably representative sample

of linked ATS allocations over the five year study period with a rate of mismatched

linkages estimated to be less than 0.5% and likely to contain over 85% of bone fide

ambulance presentations, perhaps as high as 93%.  The use of a manual iterative

linking process, with exclusion of duplicate linkages, appears a useful technique for

the creation of a linked dataset where the first priority is accuracy of record linkage,

and inclusion of the maximum possible record linkages is a secondary

consideration.

9.3 Analysis of real time triage discrepancies between paramedics and
emergency department nurses

The purpose of this methodology is to assist the understanding of the impact of

changes in the clinical condition of patients between prehospital and hospital triage

decisions upon the feasibility of using paramedic ATS allocations to guide

emergency department clinical practice.

This is a prospective observational methodology comparing the prehospital clinical

condition of patients, as recorded in the ambulance case record, with the clinical

condition of the patients at the time of emergency nurse triage, as recorded in the

initial nursing assessment and triage documentation.  Using this information, the

reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations in cases where no change in

clinical condition was identified is compared to the reliability of paramedic and nurse

ATS allocations where a change in clinical condition was identified.  Although this

technique deals with the problem of change in clinical condition between prehospital

and emergency department ATS allocation when attempting to interpret the findings

of the linked database analysis, the technique can not deal with differences in the

availability of information in the prehospital and hospital setting.  However, this

limitation is partially addressed by comparison of the findings where no change in

clinical condition is identified with the findings with the use of written patient profiles

(described above page 9-87) where information availability is essentially identical.
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9.3.1 Study population

All ambulance presentations to Hospital B during the one week period 22/3/2002

0:00 hours to 28/3/2002 24:00 hours were included in the study.

The prehospital clinical condition of the patient as recorded in the ambulance case

sheet by the paramedic was compared with the clinical condition of the patient at

the time of triage in the emergency department.  The data collected at arrival to

hospital consisted of transport time to hospital, vital signs, presenting problem,

interventions and the occurrence of clinical events between prehospital and

emergency department ATS allocations.

For the purposes of the study, a change in clinical condition was defined as either a

transition across predetermined vital sign limit-of-normal boundaries (Table 9-11), or

the occurrence or cessation of a clinical event relevant to the patient’s clinical

condition.  Due to the wide range of possible clinical events, these were not defined

prior to the study, but are individually listed in the results.  Only the most clinically

significant change in condition for each patient was included in the analysis.  In

many cases, this was associated with changes in other measured variables (e.g.

apnoea associated with depression of GCS).

Table 9-11  Adult vital signs limits-of-normal used for identification of
changes in clinical condition between prehospital and emergency department
Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Vital sign Lower limit Upper limit Units

Respiration <10 >20 Breaths per minute

Systolic <100 >160 mm Hg

Pulse <50 >100 Beats per minute

GCS 15 - /15

Temp 35.5 37.5 C

Pain score - 0 /10

9.4 Analysis of the triage of major trauma presentations

The analysis of the triage of major trauma presentations assists examination of the

feasibility of using paramedic ATS allocations to guide trauma system referral
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processes and the activation of hospital trauma services.  The methodology used is

a retrospective comparison of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations for major

trauma patients using a linked dataset.  Trauma registry records from 1999 to 2000

from the four designated trauma receiving hospitals in metropolitan Perth were

linked to the 201050 record dataset described above (page 9-90).  The feasibility of

using prehospital ATS 1 or 2 as two-tier trauma system activation criteria are

assessed by comparison of paramedic utilisation of the ATS for injured patients in

the field with nurse ATS utilisation in the emergency department.  Both the validity

and reliability of paramedic ATS allocations are examined, with validity analyses

being undertaken in comparison to nurse performance with respect to a range of

indicators of injury severity and urgency.  Reliability is examined directly in relation

to nurse ATS allocations.   The use of ATS 1 or 2 as two-tier trauma system

activation criteria are evaluated by estimation of the sensitivity, specificity, positive

and negative predictive value of prehospital ATS 1 or 2 allocations for the

identification of major injury.  The trauma data sources and their linkage to

ambulance ATS allocations will now be described.

9.4.1 Trauma registries

Hospitals B, C, D and E are the designated tertiary referral centres for major trauma

in the Perth metropolitan area.  Each hospital maintains a trauma registry and

employs a full time trauma nurse, whose responsibilities include collection of the

clinical, laboratory, procedure, complications and outcome information for all

patients meeting the definition of major trauma described below.  Data is collated on

standardised data collection sheets from the observation of trauma care in progress

or retrospectively from clinical records and compiled using identical Microsoft

Access databases at each site.

The trauma registries define major trauma patients as patients admitted for at least

24 hours who are either:

1. A patient with an Injury Severity Score greater than or equal to 16.

2. A patient admitted to the hospital who subsequently dies as a result of traumatic

injury or direct complications of that injury (this group includes patients that die

within 24 hours of admission).

3. A patient admitted to the hospital intensive care unit as a result of traumatic

injury or direct complications of that injury.
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Limited information, including major diagnosis, major procedure and importantly,

nurse ATS allocation are recorded in the trauma registries for all other trauma

admissions of greater than 24 hours duration.  These patients are termed ‘minor

trauma’ patients within the trauma registry databases.

Patients over the age of 65 who died following an isolated fractured neck of femur

were excluded from sub group 2 of major cases and were considered ‘minor’ trauma

patients for the purposes of this study.  Inclusion of deaths in isolated fractured neck

of femur patients in the elderly was considered likely to significantly skew death rate

analyses.

9.4.2 Linkage to trauma registry records

• Approvals

Approval for this study was obtained from the Chair of each participating hospital’s

Trauma committee, who are the designated data custodians of the trauma registries

at each hospital.  Only major trauma patients identified during the years 1999 –

2000 were included.  Prior to this period there were significant differences in data

definitions and data recording practices at the four trauma receiving hospitals.

Approvals for creation of the 201050 record linked data set used for the overall

comparison of real occasions of triage have already been described (Table 9-4,

page 9-96).

• Linkage process

A three variable deterministic link was used to link the paramedic triage records that

been successfully linked to TOPAS records to the trauma registry records at each

hospital.  The linkage key comprised TOPAS account number, patient medical

record number and patient date of birth.  On the basis of daily TOPAS patient

presentation printouts, trauma registry nurses manually record these fields and

other basic patient demographic information in the Trauma Registries.  Linkages in

all cases were verified by visual inspection.

Six hundred and seventy five of 859 (78.6%) major trauma records identified as

arriving by ambulance in the mode of arrival field of the trauma registries were

successfully linked to paramedic triage information via the deterministic link

described above.  No dubious linkages were identified.  The total number of records

linked from each hospital is presented in Table 9-12.
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Table 9-12  Summary of Trauma Registry record linkages to ambulance
attendance records

Hospital Number of

records

Percentage Earliest linkage Latest linkage

B 151 22.4% 19/02/1999 06/11/2000

C 33 4.9% 02/02/1999 25/12/2000

D 302 44.7% 07/01/1999 09/12/2000

E 189 28.0% 02/01/1999 29/12/2000

Total 675 100% 02/01/1999 29/12/2000

9.5 Comparison of Emergency Severity Index and Australasian Triage Scale
allocations by paramedics and nurses

The simplicity of the Emergency Severity Index (ESI) lends itself to evaluation as a

prehospital triage instrument.  Prior to evaluating the ESI in the field, it is necessary

to determine whether the system is a valid tool for the prioritisation of patient care

on the basis of urgency, and to determine whether paramedics are able to use the

system.

This methodology is a comparison of written patient profile ESI allocations made by

a volunteer sample of paramedics and emergency department nurses with the

written patient profile ATS allocations made by a volunteer sample of paramedics

and emergency department nurses described above (see page 9-87).

The same set of 100 written patient profiles used for evaluation of ATS allocations

was administered by mail to a separate group of paramedics working for the St John

Ambulance Service of Western Australia and delivered in person to a separate

group of emergency department triage nurses working at mixed paediatric and adult

emergency departments in Metropolitan Perth during April - June 2001 (Appendix 3)

to those recruited for the evaluation of ATS allocations.  The preparation,
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administration and followup of the questionnaire was identical to the process used

for the evaluation of ATS allocations (see page 9-87).

Again it should be noted that letters inviting voluntary participation in the study were

sent to 60 randomly selected paramedics following approval of the study by the

Medical Director of St John Ambulance Service and the Ambulance Officer Union.

A condition of approval was that letters were sent from St John Ambulance

Headquarters to prevent any means of identification of participating paramedics.

This condition precluded any specific followup of nonresponders to the invitation.

Follow up was attempted by the display of reminder posters at the Ambulance

entrances of all metropolitan emergency departments and the inclusion of an

additional reminder in a paramedic newsletter.

The nurse educators of the emergency departments of participating hospitals

delivered the survey instruments in person to 60 emergency department nurses.

Nurse managers were requested to ensure the range of seniority and triage

experience of participating nurses were similar to that of their entire nurse

population.

9.5.1 Decision intrument

Paramedics and nurses were requested to base their ESI triage score allocations

solely on the outcome of a four-question triage decision tree instrument (decision

tree) based upon the ESI.124  The decision tree instrument is presented in Figure

9-2.
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Figure 9-2  Emergency Severity Index triage decision tree adapted for use with
written patient profiles

Answer each question either YES or NO as best you can.

Answer the questions below to reach a triage decision.  Commence at QUESTION

1 for EACH triage scenario and follow EXACTLY the instructions that are indicated

beside your answers.  Answer each question as best you can.

• Question 1

Is the patient likely to need intubation, not breathing, pulseless or unresponsive?

YES Triage category 1, no further questions

NO Go to question 2

• Question 2

Is there a high risk to the patient if not attended to promptly (e.g. ?AMI/Arrhythmia)?

Or is the patient confused, lethargic or disorientated?

Or is the patient in severe pain/distress?

YES Triage category 2, no further questions

NO Go to question 2

• Question 3

Estimate the total number of different X-rays, blood tests, injections/IVs, procedures, catheters and

consultations with other specialities this patient is likely to need.

NONE Triage category 5, no further questions

ONE Triage category 4, no further questions

MORE THAN ONE Go to question 4

• Question 4

Is the patient likely to have unstable vital signs?

(i.e. Is the heart rate likely to be greater than 90 bpm or respiratory rate greater than 20 bpm or

temperature less than 36°C or greater than 38°C, or O2 saturation less than 90 % or peak flow less

than 200 L/m?)

YES Triage category 2, no further questions

NO Triage category 3 no further questions
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9.6 Data analysis

Similar statistical analyses are applied to many of the data collected in the conduct

of this thesis, despite some differences in the various methodologies outlined above

to obtain the data.  The statistical approaches used, and the rationale for each is

outlined below.

9.6.1 Triage distributions and the marginal homogeneity of Australasian
Triage Scale allocations between paramedics and nurses

Australasian Triage Score distribution comparison is a useful means of comparing

the marginal homogeneity of ATS allocations.  When analysing the entire 201050

record dataset, marginal homogeneity refers to extent to which the proportion of

allocations to each ATS category, by paramedics as a group, is similar to the

proportion of allocations to each ATS category by nurses as a group.  A difference

in the proportion of patients allocated to ATS 1, 2 or 3 compared to the proportion of

patients allocated to ATS 4 or 5 is good evidence of difference in the threshold used

to allocate patients to ATS 3 (or above) as opposed to ATS 4 (or below).  An

understanding of such ATS category threshold differences, between paramedics as

a group and nurses as a group, is an essential prerequisite to the evaluation of the

reliability of individual ATS allocations between individual paramedics and nurses

(see below).  Australasian Triage Score distribution comparisons are used

extensively for the assessment of marginal homogeneity and ATS threshold

differences throughout this thesis.  With the use of written patient profiles, where

more than one rating is available for a particular patient profile, differences in ATS

thresholds are further assessed by cross tabulation of the modal ATS allocations of

paramedics and nurses for each of the 100 written patient profiles.

9.6.2 Validity analyses

Validity may be defined as the extent to which the ATS allocations measure urgency

in a useful way.1  Changes in urgency with time make accurate assessment of the

validity of ATS allocations difficult.  Most independent objective measures of patient

status, such as mortality, physiological variables, morbidity or the need for medical

interventions must be applied retrospectively and thus may not reliably reflect the

urgency status at the time the ATS allocation was made.  Despite this caveat, it is

reasonable and conventional to attempt some evaluation of the validity of urgency
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ratings by comparison with objectively measured variables.1,3,124,126,302  The variables

used in this thesis are admission rate, critical care admission rate, death rate,

trauma scores and a number of specific indicators of the urgency and severity of

trauma.  These are discussed below.

• Admission rate

Admission rate per triage category has been used as an independent indicator of

the appropriateness of ATS allocation.4,60,69,72  The Australasian College for

Emergency Medicine (ACEM) has previously published indicative guidelines for

ATS category admission rates for emergency department ATS distributions.7  The

ambulance population triaged by paramedics is clearly a subset of this population

and no specific admission rate guidelines for this subpopulation of emergency

department presentations have been developed.  However, metropolitan Perth’s

emergency population admission rates per ATS category fell within ACEM

guidelines during the study period (Table 9-13).  The majority of admissions are

ambulance presentations (varying between 54-78% by hospital).  It is therefore

considered reasonable to compare paramedic ATS admission rates with nurse ATS

admission rates for ambulance cases, to assist assessment of the validity of

paramedic ATS allocations.  Admission rate for the purpose of this study is defined

as the sum of all admissions, transfers to another hospital for admission, and deaths

in the emergency department (other than the dead brought only for the purposes of

certification of death) divided by the total number of presentations.
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Table 9-13  Perth metropolitan hospitals A-F year 2000 nurse Australasian
Triage Scale admission rates

ATS Total Admissions Admission rate ATS

guidelines7

1 2620 2145 81.9% 75-90

2 24749 15538 62.8% 60-70

3 73828 35949 48.7% 45-55

4 95219 24506 25.7% 20-30

5 23727 1954 8.2% 5-10

Total 220143 80093 36.4% N/A

• Critical care admission rate

Critical care admission may be used as an indicator of severity of illness/injury in a

similar way to overall admission rate.1,3  Critical care admission implies a higher

severity of illness or injury than that of the general admitted population.3,5  For the

purposes of this study, critical care admission was defined as an admission where

the departure destination from the emergency department was either an intensive

care unit or coronary care unit.  Critical care admission rates were compared

between paramedics and nurses for each ATS category in order to assess the

validity of paramedic ATS allocations.

• Emergency department death rate

Although death does not necessarily indicate mistriage, emergency department

death rates have been used as indicators of urgency in previous studies.1,3  Death in

the emergency department rates were compared between paramedics and nurses

for each ATS category.  Deaths in the emergency department were identified by a

TOPAS departure destination of ‘morgue’.

• Trauma scores

A comparison of Revised Trauma Scores (RTS), Injury Severity Scores (ISS) and

TRISS probabilities was undertaken to assess discrimination by paramedics and

nurses between patients with greater physiological derangement on presentation
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(RTS), severity of injury (ISS) and probability of survival (TRISS) and patients with

less evidence of physiological derangement, severity of injury and greater

probability of survival.5  Similar to the approach used with admission, critical care

admission and death rates, the degree of discrimination achieved by nurses for

each trauma score was used as reference standard for the degree of discrimination

achieved by paramedics in assessing the validity of paramedic ATS allocations for

trauma patients.

• Indicators of major trauma

In addition, six indicators of major trauma were devised, based upon variables

routinely collected for major trauma admissions (Table 9-14).  The indicators were

chosen to represent both the urgency and severity of injury and are based upon

indicators of major trauma used in previous studies.103  A major procedure was

defined as a procedure requiring entry into the cranium (including ICP monitoring) or

a body cavity, or operative management of any open fractures or closed fractures

above the wrist or ankle.  The proportion of patients allocated to ATS 1 or 2 by

paramedics and nurses with a positive indicator was compared.

Table 9-14  Indicators of major trauma used for assessment of the validity of
paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Indicators of injury severity

   Required ICU admission

   Required mechanical ventilation

   Required blood transfusion

   Required a major procedure

Indicators of urgency

   Major procedure performed in less than 24 hours

   Required > 3L total fluids in ED
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9.6.3 Reliability analyses

Reliability is generally considered to refer to the consistency or repeatability of a

rating system.103  With ordinal ratings systems like the ATS at least two measurable

sources of disagreement between ratings may be distinguished.  Raters may differ

in their personal thresholds for assigning patients to specific ATS categories; and/or

raters may differ in their personal definition of urgency.

Each rater’s personal definition of urgency can be thought of as a weighted

composite of several variables (e.g. potential threat to life or limb associated with

the specific presenting problem, severity of the presenting symptom, the degree of

physiological derangement associated with the presentation and the subjective

degree of distress caused by the symptom).

Different raters may define or understand urgency as different combinations of

these variables.  For example, to one rater, urgency may mean 50% risk to life and

limb and 50% symptom severity; to another it may mean 33% risk to life or limb,

33% symptom severity, and 33% degree of associated physiological arrangement

as measured by vital signs.  Thus definitions of what ‘urgency’ means may differ

between raters.  Analysing the overall level of agreement between raters allows

some assessment of the magnitude of these definitional differences.

The specific proportion of agreement of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations and

the specific proportion of agreement within (+/-) one ATS allocation are used as the

standard statistics to report agreement rates in this thesis, as used in previous

ordinal emergency department triage scale studies.60  Consistent with the cited

literature, weighted kappa (κ) is also calculated after the manner described by

Fleiss.303

Spread, calculated as the proportion of cases in the modal triage category plus or

minus one category and concurrence, calculated as the proportion of cases in the

modal triage category, are also reported to allow comparison with the Australasian

written patient profile literature.124

Although not strictly a measure of agreement, a correlation coefficient provides an

easily interpreted measure of the strength of a relationship between a series of

ratings made by two individual raters or an individual’s ratings with an independent

standard. Given that the ATS is an ordinal scale, Spearman’s rank order correlation

coefficient rho (r) is used to evaluate the correlation of ATS allocations between

paramedics and nurses in selected circumstances (e.g. comparison of modal
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agreement rates or evaluation of agreement rates with respect to changes in clinical

condition).

In the analysis of written patient profiles, the relative proportion of allocations to

each ATS category for each patient profile can be used to estimate the probability of

agreement between two randomly selected trieurs’ ATS category allocation for a

randomly selected patient profile, termed, for the sake of brevity in this study, the

‘likelihood of agreement’ (Āt1,t2).  The likelihood of agreement is calculated using the

method described by Beveridge.103  A brief description of the calculation of this

statistic is outlined below.

For each individual patient profile, the relative proportions of allocations to each

ATS category by all respondents within either the paramedic or nurse group may be

used to calculate estimates of the probability of a randomly selected paramedic or

nurse allocating the particular patient profile to each ATS category.  The probability

of two randomly selected trieurs from different populations (either paramedic or

nurse) agreeing in their ATS category allocation for a particular patient profile is

then estimated by summing of the product of the relative proportions for each ATS

category obtained for each population.  Similarly, the probability of two randomly

selected trieurs from the same population agreeing in their ATS allocation can be

estimated by summing the square of the relative proportions for each ATS category

for that population.  Averaging the probability of agreement for all patient profiles

gives an estimate of the probability of agreement between two randomly selected

trieurs for a randomly selected patient profile.  This is the statistic termed the

‘likelihood of agreement.’  A detailed description of the calculation of this statistic is

given in Appendix 4.

From the description above, it is apparent that the likelihood of agreement may be

interpreted as an estimate of the probability of a randomly selected trieur from one

population agreeing with a randomly selected trieur from another population for a

randomly selected patient profile.  The statistic takes an identical form for within and

between group analyses.  This means that direct comparisons of within group and

between group agreement can be performed rather than having to rely on whole of

group estimates as is conventionally reported with concurrence, spread or kappa.  It

is also apparent that the likelihood of agreement more closely approximates the real

life situation when compared to kappa, concurrence or spread.  In practice,

randomly selected patients are triaged by single randomly selected paramedic and

single randomly selected nurse,.  Likelihoods of agreement for the written patient
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profiles can therefore be used, following adjustment for differences in the overall

triage distribution obtained for the set of patient profiles used to calculate the

likelihood of agreement and the real emergency patient triage distribution, to

formulate predictions concerning the expected level of agreement between

paramedics and triage nurses for real occasions of triage.

9.6.4 Subgroup analyses

A number of subgroup analyses were conducted with the data contained in the

201050 record linked database to determine if the reliability of ATS allocations

varied with specific patient populations or other variables.  The subgroup analyses

were:

• Hospital size and location

This analysis was conducted to evaluate differences in reliability related to specific

differences in the use of the ATS by triage nurses in differing types of hospitals.

• Hospital casemix

This analysis was conducted to determine whether the reliability of ATS allocations

differed significantly between children (less than 14 years of age at date of triage)

and adults and between illness and injury presentations.

• Year of study

This analysis was conducted to determine whether reliability improved with

increased experience in the use of ATS over time.

• Transfers from other hospitals

This analysis allowed comparison between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations

for a group of patients more likely to be stable when triaged by paramedics

(following stabilisation at the referring hospital) than when triaged in nonhospital

settings and where access to triage information for paramedics is likely to be more

comparable to that available to nurses than that available to paramedics for

nonhospital transfers.

9.6.5 Trauma subpopulation

Specific proportions of agreement between paramedics and nurses were calculated

for each triage category and within one ATS category (+/- one ATS category) and
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between group reliability was assessed using weighted kappa(κ) in an identical

manner to that used for the entire study population.

An estimate of the relative performance of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations

and Perth metropolitan trauma team activation criteria (Perth criteria, Table 9-15)

was calculated using the entire trauma registry database (i.e. all trauma admissions

greater than 24 hours) at hospital B for 1999-2000 and the nurse and paramedic

triage distributions for all linked ambulance injury presentations to hospital B during

1999-2000.  This allowed estimation of sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative

predictive values using total (both admitted and discharged) patients as a

performance calculation denominator.

The estimates serve as guides for comparative performance only.  A significant

caveat is the fact that the trauma registries exclude a small proportion of injury

admissions of less than 24 hours duration that may be expected to slightly effect the

performance of all criteria.  In addition, the number of patients not admitted, who

met Perth criteria is unknown.  This means that the Perth criteria specificity and

positive predictive value estimates are almost certain to be overestimates.

Table 9-15  Perth metropolitan hospital trauma team activation criteria

Historical

   Motor vehicle roll over

   Death in Vehicle

   Fall greater than 5m

Physiological

   Hypotension

   Tachypnoea at scene

Observational

   Requiring greater than 2L intravenous fluid, declining Glasgow Coma Score
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9.6.6 Data management and statistical testing

The data used for the conduct of this study is held in a password protected

encrypted Microsoft Access database in accordance with NHMRC Statement of

Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans 1999.  Statistical testing was

undertaken with the advice of the University of Western Australia Department of

Mathematics and Statistics.  The letter P denotes statistical probability.  The

relevant statistical test is indicated by a subscript following the letter P.  Throughout

this thesis ‘CI’ refer to the 95% confidence interval and the letters ‘IQ’ refer to the

interquartile range.  Statistical testing was carried out using SPSS for Windows

Version 10.1.300

9.6.7 Stylistic considerations

‘Paramedic’ or ‘paramedics’ is used to denote Grade III Paramedic ambulance

officers employed by St John’s Ambulance in metropolitan Perth.  Only ambulance

officers who had reached Grade III Paramedic classification were permitted to

conduct prehospital triage using the ATS during the study period.

‘Nurse’ or ‘nurses’ is used to denote Emergency Department clinical nurses trained

in triage and conducting triage in metropolitan Perth emergency departments during

the study period.

In the interests of readability, interpretation of most results is presented with the

results rather than separately as part of the discussion as would normally be

expected with research manuscripts prepared for submission to peer reviewed

journals.  This allows direct evaluation of the interpretation with respect to the

results, rather than having to review results again when interpreted in the context of

the discussion of each study.
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10 Results
The results of the studies undertaken are presented in the same order as the aims

of the thesis were described.  Firstly, the question ‘do paramedics and nurses have

a similar understanding of the use of ATS?’ is addressed by the comparison of

paramedic and nurse triage distributions, which allows examination of the marginal

homogeneity of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations.  Following this, the validity of

paramedic ATS allocations is compared to the validity of nurse ATS allocations,

taking into account the differences in understanding of the ATS revealed by the

triage distribution analysis.  The reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations is

then presented, including the analyses of factors that may influence reliability, such

as change in clinical condition.  The findings for the trauma population are

presented concurrently with the study population as a whole.  Finally, the

performance of the ESI is examined as an alternative to the ATS.  Before these

analyses can be presented however, the experience and training of the trieurs who

undertake triage in Western Australia, obtained by the cross sectional survey of

paramedics and nurses conducted as part of the study of the reliability of written

patient profile ATS allocations, and the characteristics of the study population are

described.

10.1 Occupational experience and triage training and experience of
paramedics and nurses

A condition of the study of the ATS reliability using written patient profiles was that

the letters were sent from St John Ambulance Headquarters to prevent any means

of identification of participating paramedics.  This condition precluded any specific

follow-up of non-responders to the invitation.  Following the display of reminder

posters at the Ambulance entrances of all metropolitan emergency departments and

the inclusion of an additional reminder in a paramedic newsletter, 25 paramedics

(42%) returned completed survey instruments.

Forty-four completed survey instruments were returned (73%) by nurse educators

administering the survey of triage nurses.  In 10 cases the selected nurse resigned

from the department prior to returning the survey, in two cases the instrument was

not completed but returned and in six cases, the instrument was never returned

despite personal reminders from nurse educators.
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All 25 paramedics were Paramedic Grade III.  Twenty six of the 44 nurses (59%)

were level 1 (registered nurses) and 18 (41%) were level 2 (clinical nurses), all of

whom worked at mixed adult and paediatric emergency departments in the Perth

metropolitan area.  The occupational experience and training of the participants is

summarised in Table 10-1.

Table 10-1  Occupational experience and training of paramedics and nurses
participating in the triage of written patient profiles

Paramedic Nurse

Median IQ range Median IQ range

PMann-

Whitney U

Occupational experience

(years)

9 (6-16) 5 (1-10) 0.001

Triage experience (years) 6 (5-9.5) 3 (0.5-7.5) 0.04

Formal ATS training

(hours)

2 (1-4) 2 (0.5-5) 0.48

Informal ATS training

(hours)

2 (0-10) 4.5 (0-16) 0.07

N 25 44

Paramedics reported longer occupational experience and longer triage experience

than nurses.  This probably reflects higher nursing staff turnover rates but may also

reflect differences in triage training policies.  All nurses, following completion of

basic training, are trained in triage.  A minimum of four years occupational

experience is required to attain the employment level of Paramedic Grade III, the

minimum standard required by the ambulance service to undertake triage.  The

median periods of general experience would appear to meet the guidelines

specified in the Triage Education Resource Book.60

Paramedics and nurses reported similar amounts of formal training in the use of the

ATS, however nurses reported significantly more informal training, usually in the

form of direct supervision of actual occasions of triage.  The median formal training

time reported by both groups of approximately two hours is substantially less than

the eight hours currently recommended in the Triage Education Resource Book.60

Similarly the reported median informal training estimates were substantially less
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than the 24 hours currently recommended.60  A common written comment by

paramedics was that they consider informal comparison of actual occasions of

triage with triage nurses as an important form of continuous informal training.

10.2 Study population

Following the data linkage process described above (page 9-90), 201050 linked

records were available for the analysis of real occasions of triage.  The entire

201050 record set will be referred to as the ‘study population’ in the presentation of

the results and subsequent discussion.  The age and gender distribution of the

study population is presented in Figure 10-1.

Figure 10-1  Age and gender of real occasions of triage study population

The study population had a small excess of males.  The male age distribution was

slightly younger than the female age distribution (PMann-Whitney U < 0.001).  Both

gender distributions exhibited a trimodal pattern, with peaks in infancy (injury 18.8%

less than 5 years of age), early adulthood (injury 43.8% between 15 and 25 years of

age) and old age (injury 10.0% over 60 years of age).
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Table 10-2  Age and gender of real occasions of triage study population

N % Mean age

(yrs)

Median age

(yrs)

IQ range

Male 101265 50.4% 53 56 32-74

Female 99785 49.6% 60 68 38-82

Total 201050 100.0% 56 62 35-78

The age range and gender mix of the study population appears to be reasonably

representative of ambulance presentations to Perth emergency departments (Table

10-2).  The trimodal pattern of presentation of both males and females apparent

from Figure 10-1 provides a portrait of emergency service utilisation throughout life.

In early childhood, illness is much more common than injury, whereas injury

presentations peak in young adults.  The great majority of presentations in later life

are illness presentations.  The age and gender distributions are consistent with a

shorter life expectancy for Western Australian males.  The size and heterogeneity of

the study sample allow a number of discreet analyses to be undertaken in addition

to the analysis of the population of a whole.  An important subgroup is the portion of

the study population linked to the WA trauma registries.

10.2.1 WA trauma registry study population

Six hundred and seventy five major trauma admissions were available for analysis.

This set of trauma admissions will be referred to as the ‘trauma subpopulation’ in

the presentation of the results and subsequent discussion.  There was a significant

excess of young males (Figure 10-2, PMann-Whitney U < 0.001) in the trauma

subpopulation, typical of the Western Australian Trauma Registry population.60  The

471 males (70%) had a median age of age 33 years (IQ range 20-54) and the 204

females (30%) had a median age of 52 years (IQ range 24-77).
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Figure 10-2  Age and gender of major trauma admissions study population

10.3 Triage distributions

The triage distributions of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations for the study

population, essential for the assessment of marginal homogeneity, are presented in

Figure 10-3.

Paramedics allocated more patients to ATS 1, 2 and 5 at the expense of ATS 3 and

4 (Table 10-3).  However, paramedics allocated a similar proportion of patients to

high urgency categories to nurses with Paramedics allocated 70.8% of patients to

ATS 1, 2 and 3 (CI 70.6-71.0) and nurses 70.5% (CI 70.3-70.7).  The triage

distribution comparison indicates that paramedics use similar urgency thresholds to

nurses in distinguishing between ATS 1, 2 and 3 although the excess of ATS 1 and

2 allocations at the expense of ATS 3 by paramedics when compared to nurses

suggests a degree of overtriage to ATS 1 and 2.
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Figure 10-3  Australasian Triage Scale allocations by paramedics and nurses
for real occasions of triage

Table 10-3  Australasian Triage Scale allocations by paramedics and nurses
for real occasions of triage

Paramedic NurseATS

N % CI N % CI

1 8393 4.2% (4.1-4.3) 6883 3.4% (3.3-3.5)

2 53536 26.6% (26.4-26.8) 45044 22.4% (22.2-22.6)

3 80370 40.0% (39.8-40.2) 89749 44.6% (44.4-44.9)

4 37383 18.6% (18.4-18.8) 56517 28.1% (27.9-28.3)

5 21368 10.6% (10.5-10.8) 2857 1.4% (1.4-1.5)

Total 201050 100.0% 201050 100.0%
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There also appears to be differences in the use of ATS 4 and ATS 5 between

paramedics and nurses.  If nurse triage is used as the standard, paramedics appear

to downtriage a substantial proportion of ATS 4 patients to ATS 5.  This suggests a

difference in the setting of the ATS 4 : ATS 5 urgency threshold between

paramedics and nurses.  Confirmation of this hypothesis requires evaluation of the

validity of both paramedic and nurse ATS allocations and evaluation of the reliability

of individual paramedic and nurse ATS allocations presented below (see page 10-

130).

10.3.1 Written patient profiles

In assessing whether there is a difference in the urgency thresholds for ATS 4 and 5

between paramedics and nurses, the triage distribution obtained for the written

patient profiles, where identical information was made available to paramedics and

nurses upon which to base ATS allocations, assists interpretation.  The triage

distributions for the written patient profiles are presented in Figure 10-4.

Figure 10-4  Average Australasian Triage Scale triage allocations by
paramedics and nurses for written patient profiles
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Paramedics and nurses allocated similar proportions of patient profiles to ATS

categories 1, 2 and 3. However, paramedics allocated more patient profiles to ATS

5, at the expense of ATS 4 (Table 10-4).  This finding supports the hypothesis that

there is a genuine difference between paramedics and nurses for the setting of the

ATS 4 and 5 threshold.

Table 10-4  Average Australasian Triage Scale allocations by paramedics and
nurses for written patient profiles

ATS Paramedic Nurse

% cases CI % cases CI

1 6.7 (5.7-7.7) 6.1 (5.4-6.8)

2 14.8 (12.8-16.8) 13.2 (11.5-14.8)

3 25.4 (22.7-28.0) 25.2 (22.9-27.5)

4 21.1 (19.8-22.5) 31.5 (29.3-33.7)

5 32 (28.2-35.8) 24 (21.2-26.9)

N 25 44

10.3.2 Trauma

Figure 10-5 demonstrates similar trauma subpopulation triage distributions for

paramedics and nurses.  Nurses assigned a slightly higher proportion of major

trauma patients to ATS 1& 2 (75%, CI 72-78) compared to paramedics (70%, CI 67-

74).  Paramedics allocated 17 major trauma admissions (2.5%) to ATS 5.  The

allocation of some major trauma admissions to ATS 5 by paramedics alone

suggests that the setting of the ATS 4 : ATS 5 threshold used by paramedics may

be inappropriate, however, analysis of the effects of differences in the availability of

information and changes in the condition of the patient between the prehospital and

emergency department setting need to be examined before this hypothesis can be

confirmed (see page 10-158).  In addition, it is necessary to examine in greater

detail the validity of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations.  The results of this

examination will now be presented.
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Figure 10-5  Australasian Triage Scale allocations by paramedics and nurses
for major trauma admissions

10.4 Validity of paramedic Australasian Triage Scale allocations

The analysis of the validity of paramedic ATS allocations will commence with the

findings for the entire study population as a whole, and focuses upon the admission

rate, critical care rate and death rate discrimination of paramedic ATS allocations

compared to the discrimination of nurse ATS allocations.  This will be followed by

presentation of the findings for the trauma subpopulation, which allows comparison

of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations against a range of indicators of severity

and urgency specifically relevant to the trauma subpopulation.

10.4.1 Admission rate

Of the entire linked database population of 201050 patients, 115564 admissions,

transfers or deaths were identified (57.5%).  Nurse admission rate discrimination

between ATS categories was better than paramedics admission rate discrimination

for all ATS categories (Figure 10-6).  The lower paramedic admission rates for ATS
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1 and 2 suggest that the higher proportion of paramedic ATS allocations to ATS 1

and 2 demonstrated in Figure 10-3 and Table 10-3 is due to overtriage by

paramedics in the prehospital setting.

Admission rate discrimination between ATS3, ATS 4 and 5 by paramedics was

poor, with a slightly higher admission rate recorded for paramedic ATS 5 than ATS

4 (Table 10-5).  This indicates that, if nurse ATS allocation is used as the standard,

the discrepancy in triage distributions between paramedics and nurses for ATS 4

and 5 is due to undertriage of a significant number of genuine ATS 3 and

particularly genuine ATS 4 patients.

Despite the differences in individual ATS category allocations, the percentage of

total admissions allocated to ATS categories 12&3 (74.1%, CI 73.8-74.3) by

paramedics was only slightly lower than that allocated by nurses (78.1%, CI 77.8-

78.3).

Figure 10-6  Admission rates for paramedic and nurse real occasions of triage
Australasian Triage Scale allocations
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Table 10-5  Admission rates for paramedic and nurse real occasions of triage
Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Paramedic NurseATS

N % CI N % CI

1 7307 87.1% (86.3-87.8) 6212 90.3% (89.6-91.0)

2 35128 65.6% (65.2-66.0) 31975 71.0% (70.6-71.4)

3 43165 53.7% (53.4-54.0) 52032 58.0% (57.7-58.3)

4 18863 50.5% (50.0-51.0) 24497 43.3% (42.9-43.8)

5 11101 52.0% (51.3-52.6) 848 29.7% (28.0-31.4)

Total 115564 57.5% (57.3-57.7) 115564 57.5% (57.3-57.7)

10.4.2 Critical care admissions

Of 183658 patients (91.3% of the 201050 patient study set) where departure

destination was unambiguously recorded, 4109 critical care admissions were

identified (2.2%).  Paramedics allocated a slightly lower proportion of critical care

admissions (93.8%, CI 93.1-94.6) to ATS 1, 2 or 3 than nurses (99.0%, CI 98.7-

99.3).

The critical care admission rates demonstrate an essentially identical discrimination

pattern (despite differences in magnitudes) to total admission rates (Figure 10-7).

Nurses were shown to have superior discrimination between ATS categories

compared to paramedics for all ATS categories.  The critical care admission rates

suggest some paramedic overtriage to ATS 1 and 2 and undertriage to ATS 5.

Changes in the urgency of critical care patients between the prehospital setting and

the emergency department may account for part of the overtriage to ATS 1 and 2.

However, major changes in the clinical state of ATS 4 and 5 patients are unlikely.  If

nurse ATS allocation is used as the standard, the finding of a higher critical care

admission rate for ATS 4 and 5 indicates that there is genuine undertriage of some

higher ATS category critical care admissions by paramedics to ATS 4 and 5 (Table

10-6).
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Figure 10-7  Critical care admission rates for paramedic and nurse real
occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Table 10-6  Critical care admission rates for paramedic and nurse real
occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Paramedic NurseATS

N Admission

rate %

CI N Admission

rate %

CI

1 626 7.9% (7.3-8.5) 634 9.8% (9.1-10.6)

2 2314 4.7% (4.5-4.9) 2578 6.2% (5.9-6.4)

3 915 1.3% (1.2-1.3) 855 1.0% (1.0-1.1)

4 152 0.5% (0.4-0.5) 41 0.1% (0.1-0.1)

5 102 0.5% (0.4-0.6) 1 0.0% (0.0-0.1)

Total 4109 2.2% (2.2-2.3) 4109 2.2% (2.2-2.3)
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10.4.3 Deaths

Of 183658 presentations where death in the department could be identified or

excluded, 543 deaths were identified.  In keeping with the findings for overall

admission rates and critical care admission rates, nurse death rates were slightly

higher than paramedic death rates for ATS 1 and 2 (Figure 10-8, Table 10-7).

Paramedics allocated a similar proportion of total deaths to ATS 1 2 or 3 (94%, CI

92-96) to nurses (95%, CI 93-97).

Figure 10-8  Emergency department death rates for paramedic and nurse real
occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale allocations
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Table 10-7  Emergency department death rates for paramedic and nurse real
occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Paramedic NurseATS

N % CI N % CI

1 363 4.6% (4.1-5.0) 355 5.5% (5.0-6.1)

2 91 0.2% (0.1-0.2) 112 0.3% (0.2-0.3)

3 56 0.1% (0.1-0.1) 49 0.1% (0.0-0.1)

4 18 0.1% (0.0-0.1) 25 0.0% (0.0-0.1)

5 15 0.1% (0.0-0.1) 2 0.1% (0.0-0.2)

Total 543 0.3% (0.2-0.4) 543 0.3% (0.2-0.4)

10.4.4 Trauma scores

The findings for the trauma dataset are consistent with those found for the entire

study population.  Trauma score discrimination for paramedic and nurse major

trauma admission ATS allocations is presented in Table 10-8.  The table

demonstrates that paramedic and nurse ATS 1 or 2 similarly discriminated between

a group of patients with greater physiological derangement on presentation (RTS),

severity of injury (ISS) and probability of survival (TRISS) and a group of patients

with less evidence of physiological derangement, severity of injury and greater

probability of survival.
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Table 10-8  Median trauma scorings for paramedic and nurse Australasian
Triage Scale 1 or 2 and Australasian Triage Scale 3, 4 or 5 major trauma
admissions

Trauma scoring Paramedic Nurse

RTS Median IQ range Median IQ range

     ATS 1 or 2 7.8 6.7-7.8 7.8 6.9-7.8

     ATS 3, 4 or 5 7.8 7.7-7.8 7.8 7.8-7.8

     PMann-Whitney U <0.001 <0.001

ISS

     ATS 1 or 2 22 17-29 22 17-29

     ATS 3, 4 or 5 17 16-23 17.5 16-24

     PMann-Whitney U <0.001 <0.001

TRISS

     ATS 1 or 2 0.96 0.81-0.99 0.96 0.81-0.99

     ATS 3, 4 or 5 0.97 0.95-0.99 0.96 0.95-0.99

     PMann-Whitney U <0.001 <0.001

10.4.5 Indicators of major trauma

Nurses allocated similar, although slightly higher, proportions of patients with

indicators of major trauma to ATS 1 and 2 compared to paramedics (Table 10-9).

The six percent difference in intensive care admissions for the trauma

subpopulation was comparable to the difference in the proportion of total critical

care admissions allocated for ATS 1 and 2 for the entire study population between

paramedics and nurses (6.6%).

Given the acknowledged difficulty of prehospital triage of the trauma patient, the

finding of a similar pattern of discrimination of indicators of severity and similar

discrimination of trauma scores between paramedics and nurses suggests that

paramedics ATS allocations may be useful for the identification of major trauma.
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Table 10-9  Proportion of patients with indicators of major trauma allocated to
Australasian Triage Scale 1 or 2 by paramedics and nurses

Indicator of major

trauma

Paramedic ATS1 or 2 Nurse ATS1 or 2 Total

Required ICU admission 270 82% (78-86) 291 88% (85-92) 330

Required mechanical

ventilation

243 84% (80-84) 262 91% (87-94) 289

Required blood

transfusion

150 85% (80-90) 158 90% (85-94) 176

Required a major

procedure

259 62% (58-67) 296 71% (67-76) 416

Major procedure

performed in less than

24 hours

129 72% (66-79) 141 79% (73-85) 178

Required > 3L total fluids

in ED

311 78% (74-82) 348 87% (84-91) 398

10.4.6 Summary of validity findings

ATS allocations by paramedics to ATS categories 1, 2 and 3 appear reasonably

valid however admission, critical care, and death rate analysis indicate superior

nurse discrimination between ATS categories 1, 2 and 3.  There is some overtriage

of less urgent patients to ATS 1, 2 and 3 by paramedics in the prehospital setting.

However, urgency changes with time.  In some cases, the overtriage may reflect a

change in clinical condition of the patient between prehospital and emergency

department ATS allocations, possibly as a consequence of paramedic interventions.

This hypothesis is specifically examined in the analysis of the effect of change in

clinical condition presented below (page 10-158) and indirectly examined by the

analysis of hospital transfers (page10-152).

In relation to the trauma indicators, paramedics have been shown to allocate similar

proportions of patients with indicators of major trauma to ATS 1 and 2 compared to

emergency triage nurses.  This suggests that paramedic ATS 1 or 2 allocations may

be suitable for incorporation into trauma triage systems.
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The ATS 4 and 5 admission rate analysis indicates poor paramedic discrimination

between ATS 4 and ATS 5 for all independent indicators of validity when compared

to nurses.  This supports the hypothesis that paramedics use a different urgency

threshold in discriminating between ATS 4 and ATS 5 compared to nurses.  If nurse

triage is used as the standard, paramedics appear to downtriage a substantial

proportion of ATS 4 patients to ATS 5.

This difference in ATS 4 : 5 urgency threshold has implications for paramedic

education and training that will be discussed in detail later (11-181).  The threshold

difference also reduces the maximum level of reliability paramedics and nurse ATS

allocations that can be expected in the following examination of the reliability of

paramedic and nurse ATS allocations.

10.5 Reliability of paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocations

In presenting the results concerning the reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS

allocations, the following order will be used.  Firstly, the reliability of paramedic and

nurse written patient profile ATS allocations will be presented in order to assist

assessment of the maximum reliability that could be expected when paramedics

and nurse have access to identical information upon which to base ATS allocations.

Real occasion of triage reliability will then be examined for the whole study

population, followed by the assessment of reliability within the trauma

subpopulation.  This will be followed by an examination of the impact of factors

influencing reliability, including hospital type, hospital casemix and the effect of

changes in clinical condition between the prehospital and hospital setting.  Finally,

the reliability obtained with the Emergency Severity Index obtained with written

patient profiles will be compared to that obtained with the ATS.

10.5.1 Reliability of Australasian Triage Scale allocations for written patient
profiles

The concurrence and spread of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations is presented

in Table 10-10.  Paramedic concurrence was similar to nurse concurrence (Table

10-10, PMann-Whitney U = 0.58) and 50% or greater for 86 and 93 profiles for

paramedics and nurses respectively.  This is comparable to the performance by

nurses, using the same set of written patient profiles, reported by Jelinek (89

profiles).5  Paramedic spread was slightly lower than nurse spread (Table 10-10,

PMann-Whitney U < 0.001).  Paramedic spread was greater than 95% for 79 profiles,
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whereas nurses spread was greater than 95% for 93 profiles, comparable with that

reported by Jelinek (96 profiles).60,304

Table 10-10  Concurrence and spread of paramedic and nurse Australasian
Triage Scale allocations for written patient profiles

Profession Median

concurrence

IQ range Median spread IQ range

Paramedic 0.60 0.52-0.76 1.00 0.96-1

Nurse 0.62 0.52-0.70 1.00 0.98-1

A cross tabulation of paramedic and nurse modal ATS allocations is presented in

Figure 10-9.  The figure illustrates how nurses have distributed modal paramedic

ATS allocations.  Actual modal agreement rates are presented in Table 10-11.

Table 10-11  Australasian Triage Scale category modal agreement between
paramedics and nurses for written patient profiles

ATS Paramedic Nurse Modal agreement

1 5 5 100%

2 12 14 86%

3 23 25 92%

4 12 34 35%

5 22 22 100%

Total 74 100 74%
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Overall modal agreement was very high, (ρ = 0.90, κ = 0.91), and particularly so for

ATS categories 1 2 and 3 (ρ = 0.92, n = 44).  The lower level of agreement for ATS

4 and 5 (ρ = 0.61, n = 56) is consistent with a difference in urgency category

definition between paramedics and nurses for ATS categories 4 and 5.  Nurses

downtriage some paramedic ATS 3 allocations to ATS 4 (crosshatched columns).

However, the greatest difference is the uptriage of paramedic ATS 5 allocations to

ATS 4 by nurses (white columns).

Figure 10-9  Cross tabulation of paramedic and nurse modal Australasian
Triage Scale allocations for written patient profiles

Weighted kappa indicates a high degree of agreement between paramedics (κ =

0.85, CI 0.84-0.86), between nurses (κ = 0.85, CI 0.84-0.86), and for the entire

paramedic and nurse study population (κ = 0.83, CI 0.81-0.85).  These findings are

comparable to those found in a study of 10 emergency physicians and 10 nurses

triaging 50 written patient profiles using the Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale

(CTAS), the five level emergency department triage scale based on the ATS that is
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used in Canadian emergency departments (nurses alone, κ = 0.84, CI 0.83-0.85;

doctors alone, κ = 0.83, CI 0.81-0.85; nurses and doctors, κ = 0.80, CI 0.79-0.81).103

The likelihoods of agreement both within and between the study groups are

presented in Table 10-12.  The median probabilities of agreement for the 100

individual patient profiles are also included.  In keeping with weighted kappa, the

single ATS category likelihoods of agreement are comparable to emergency

physician and nurse likelihoods of agreement reported by Beveridge using CTAS

(Ānurse,nurse = 0.60, Ānurse,doctor = .57, Āany,any = 0.54).103

Table 10-12  Australasian Triage Scale likelihood of agreement between
paramedics and nurses for written patient profiles

Professional

groups

Identical ATS category Within one ATS category

Āt1,t2 CI Āt1,t2 CI

Paramedic :

Paramedic

0.55 (0.51-0.59) 0.91 (0.90-0.93)

Nurse : Nurse 0.55 (0.51-0.58) 0.96 (0.95-0.97)

Paramedic :

Nurse

0.51 (0.48-0.55) 0.93 (0.92-0.94)

Both paramedics and nurses have within group likelihoods of agreement just above

50%.  Between group likelihood of agreement appears slightly lower than within

group paramedic or nurse likelihood of agreement.  This may be partly due to the

ATS 4 :5 threshold difference between paramedics and nurses identified in the

triage distribution and validity analyses presented above (see page 10-137).

Both within group, and between group, likelihoods of agreement within (+/-) one

ATS category were very high, with between group likelihood of agreement within

one ATS category exceeding 90%.

The variation in likelihood of agreement with modal ATS category was examined by

calculating likelihoods of agreement for patient profiles grouped according to the

nurse modal ATS category.  The likelihoods of agreement at either end of the ATS

scale, (nurse ATS Modes 1&5) are significantly higher than the likelihoods of

agreement within the scale (nurse ATS modes 2,3&4).  This may reflect the
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diminished choice of ATS category for patient profiles with very high or very low

urgency (Figure 10-10 and Figure 10-11).  This ‘end effect’ has previously been

noted in a study used to prepare written patient profiles for the ATS Triage

Education Resource Book.60
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Figure 10-10  Likelihood of agreement variation with modal nurse Australasian
Triage Scale category for written patient profiles

Figure 10-11  Likelihood of agreement within one Australasian Triage Scale
category variation with modal nurse ATS category for written patient profiles

Modal nurse ATS category
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In summary, it is apparent that agreement rates similar to those found in previous

studies of 5 level triage scales with triage nurses were achieved using written

patient profiles despite the difference in the ATS 4 : 5 threshold between

paramedics and nurses.  The likelihoods of agreement analysis suggests that

specific proportion of agreement rates approaching 50% for the same ATS category

and 90% within one ATS category should be achievable between paramedics and

nurses for real occasions of triage.  The analysis of the reliability of real occasions

of triage is presented immediately below.

10.5.2 Reliability of real occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale
allocations

Specific proportions of agreement for the study population are presented in Figure

10-12 and Table 10-13.  The overall specific proportion of agreement of 45% is

similar to that predicted by the likelihood of agreement obtained for written patient

profiles (47%, when weighted for the average triage distribution of paramedics and

nurses).  Identical ATS specific proportions of agreement are lower than expected

from the likelihood of agreements calculated for the written patient profiles for ATS

1, 4 and particularly ATS 5.  The lower ATS 1 agreement rate may reflect the

paramedic overtriage to ATS 1 discussed above (see page 10-126).  Specific

proportions of agreement for ATS 2 and 3, which account for 66.8% of all ATS

allocations in the study population were slightly higher than the likelihood of

agreement estimates obtained for the written patient profiles.  The poor agreement

rate for ATS 4 and particularly ATS 5 is at least partly due to paramedic undertriage

of higher urgency category patients, as identified in the admission, critical care,

death rate and cross tabulation analyses (see page 10-137).

The higher ATS 5 likelihood of agreement for written patient profiles may be due to

a greater number of genuine ATS 5 written patient profiles than would be

encountered in the routine work of paramedics.  Two examples are survey question

81, an elderly man requesting reading glasses and question 87, a boy with long

term bed wetting (Appendix 3).  Such cases would not be expected to present by

ambulance to an emergency department.  It is apparent from the validity analyses

that relatively few genuine ATS 5 cases present by ambulance to an emergency

department in metropolitan Perth.

Weighted kappa statistics are also presented in Table 10-13.  Using the terminology

of Landis and Koch, kappa indicates ‘moderate’ agreement overall (κ = 0.50), a
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finding consistent with the Spearman correlation coefficient between paramedic and

nurse ATS allocations (ρ = 0.50).305  Kappa for ATS 1 indicates ‘almost perfect’

agreement, with all other categories showing ‘moderate’ agreement except ATS 3

(‘fair’ agreement).

Figure 10-12  Specific proportions of agreement between paramedic and
nurse real occasions of triage Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Specific proportions of agreement within one ATS category were all above 90%

except ATS 5 (Table 10-14) and similar to that expected on the basis of written

patient profile triage likelihoods of agreement between paramedics and nurses

except ATS 5.  Again the poor agreement rate within one ATS category of ATS 5

allocations is consistent with poor validity of paramedic ATS 5 allocations and the

use of a different ATS 4 : 5 threshold by paramedics.
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Table 10-13  Identical Australasian Triage Scale category paramedic and
nurse agreement rates for real occasions of triage

ATS Specific proportion of

agreement
κ Likelihood of

agreement

1 0.63 (0.62-0.64) 0.85 (0.84-0.87) 0.82

2 0.50 (0.50-0.51) 0.56 (0.55-0.58) 0.46

3 0.50 (0.50-0.51) 0.25 (0.24-0.26) 0.44

4 0.36 (0.36-0.37) 0.51 (0.49-0.52) 0.42

5 0.10 (0.09-0.10) 0.49 (0.47-0.50) 0.70

Total 0.45 (0.45-0.45) 0.50 (0.49-0.51) 0.47

Table 10-14  Within one Australasian Triage Scale category paramedic and
nurse agreement rates for real occasions of triage

ATS Specific proportion of agreement Likelihood of agreement

1 0.92 (0.91-0.93) 0.99

2 0.91 (0.90-0.91) 0.91

3 0.94 (0.94-0.95) 0.90

4 0.91 (0.91-0.92) 0.92

5 0.60 (0.59-0.61) 0.98

Total 0.91 (0.90-0.91) 0.92

A crosstabulation of all study population ATS allocations by paramedics and nurses

is presented in Figure 10-13 (next page).  The figure illustrates how nurses have

distributed paramedic ATS allocations.

The figure demonstrates that a significant proportion of Paramedic ATS 1

allocations (solid black) are downtriaged by nurses.  A similar pattern is observed

for Paramedic ATS 2 allocations (diagonal stripe).  These findings are consistent

with the overtriage by paramedics to ATS 1 and 2 identified in the admission, critical
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care and death rate analyses.  Paramedic ATS 1 and 2 allocations accounted for

94.3% (CI 93.7-94.8) of Nurse ATS 1 allocations.

The majority of Paramedic ATS 3 allocations (crosshatched) were also allocated to

ATS 3 by nurses (53.2%, CI 52.9-53.6) with 98.7% (CI 98.7-98.8) assigned to either

ATS 2, 3 or 4.

ATS 4 allocations (horizontal stripe) by paramedics were equally likely to either be

allocated to ATS 4 (45.4%, CI 44.9-45.9) or uptriaged by nurses to ATS 3 (45.1%,

CI 44.6-45.6).  Similar to ATS 3 however, 92.8% (CI 92.5-93.0) were allocated

within one ATS category of ATS 4.

In keeping with the admission, critical care and death rate analysis, analysis of ATS

5 (solid white) demonstrates that nurses uptriaged the vast majority of ATS 5

allocations by paramedics to more urgent ATS categories, agreeing with only 5.5%

(CI 5.1-5.8) of ATS 5 allocations.

In summary, the crosstabulation demonstrated similar findings to the admission,

critical care and death rate analysis.  That is, some overtriage by paramedics to

ATS 1 and 2, good agreement with ATS 3, some undertriage to ATS 4 and

significant undertriage to ATS 5 by paramedics.

Figure 10-13  Cross tabulation of paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage
Scale allocations for real occasions of triage
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10.6 Determinants of reliability

10.6.1 Type of hospital

Weighted kappa indicates that paramedic agreement with central metropolitan

teaching hospital nurses (κ = 0.50, CI 0.49-0.51) is similar to paramedic agreement

with suburban hospitals (κ = 0.50, CI 0.48-0.53, Pχ2  = 0.94).  However, the

paramedic specific proportion agreement with the central metropolitan hospital

nurses (all hospitals except A and F, 0.45, CI 0.45-0.46) is slightly higher than with

nurses at the two suburban hospitals (A and F, 0.41, CI 0.41-0.42, Pχ2 < 0.001).

This may reflect the higher urgency of patients transported to central metropolitan

hospitals when compared to suburban hospitals, for which higher agreement rates

should be both expected and achievable.  Central metropolitan hospital nurses

allocated a slightly higher proportion of patients to ATS 2 (27%, CI 26-27 vs 25%, CI

25-26, Pχ2 < 0.001) and slightly lower proportion of patients to ATS 3 (40%, CI 40-41

vs 43%, CI 42-44, Pχ2 < 0.001) when compared to suburban hospital nurses.

Analysis by hospital type indicates that paramedic agreement with the paediatric

only hospital (κ = 0.33, CI 0.30-0.37) is substantially lower than that with either

mixed adult and paediatric, or adult only hospitals.  Mixed adult and paediatric

hospital kappa (κ = 0.48, CI 0.46-0.50) was slightly lower than adult hospital kappa

(κ = 0.51, CI 0.51-0.52, Pχ2 = 0.03) and specific proportion of agreement rates for

paediatric cases at mixed hospitals (κ = 0.44, CI 0.38-0.49) was also only slightly

lower than that for adult cases at mixed hospitals (κ = 0.48, CI 0.47-0.49, Pχ2 = 0.42).

Examination of admission rates at the paediatric only hospital demonstrates a

source of the lower agreement rate with the paediatric only hospital (Table 10-15).

The table demonstrates much higher admission rates for ATS 1, 2, 3 and 4 when

compared to mixed paediatric and adult hospitals.  These higher paediatric hospital

admission rates suggest systematic downtriage in comparison with other

metropolitan Perth hospitals.
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Table 10-15  Admission rates for paediatric Australasian Triage Scale
allocations by nurses for real occasions of triage

ATS Paediatric only Mixed adult and paediatric Pχ2

Admission

rate %

CI Admission rate

%

CI

1 98% (96-100) 85% (83-87) < 0.001

2 90% (86-93) 70% (68-71) < 0.001

3 80% (78-82) 52% (51-52) < 0.001

4 54% (53-56) 34% (34-35) < 0.001

5 23% (17-28) 20% (18-23) 0.43

Total 64% (63-66) 47% (46-47) <0.001

10.6.2 Injury versus illness

The illness presentation specific proportion of agreement between paramedics and

nurses for the identical ATS category (0.43, CI 0.42-0.43), was slightly lower than

the specific proportion of agreement rate for injury presentations (0.44, CI 0.43-0.44,

Pχ2 = 0.002, Figure 10-14).  There was no statistically significant difference between

illness and injury specific proportions of agreement within (+/-) one ATS category

(0.90, CI 0.90-0.91 vs 0.90, CI 0.90-0.90, Pχ2 = 0.45).
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Figure 10-14  Specific proportion of agreement of Australasian Triage Scale
allocations between paramedics and nurses for injury and illness
presentations

10.6.3 Changes in reliability with time

The reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations significantly improved during

the study period (Figure 10-15).  Between 1995 and 2000, the specific proportion of

agreement improved from 0.41 (CI 0.41-0.42) to 0.47 (CI 0.47-0.48, Pχ2  < 0.001),

the figure predicted by likelihood of agreements for written patient profiles triaged in

early 2001, and kappa improved from 0.47 (CI 0.46-0.49) to 0.54 (CI 0.52-0.55, Pχ2

< 0.001).
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Figure 10-15  Variation with time of specific proportion of agreement of

Australasian Triage Scale allocations between paramedics and nurses for real
occasions of triage

The improvement in specific proportion of agreement was associated with a

reduction in the summed difference in the percentage of ATS allocations for ATS 1,

2 and 3 between paramedics and nurses from 17.5% to 8.9% (Figure 10-16).  The

summed difference in the percentage of ATS allocations for ATS 4 and 5 rose from

14.1% to 18.2%, indicating that the use of an invalid urgency threshold between

ATS 4 and 5 by paramedics continued throughout the study period.  The persisting

differences between the triage distributions suggest that significant improvements in

reliability may be achieved by reducing the differences between paramedics and

nurse ATS category thresholds, even if differences in the availability of triage

information, and differences in the methods used to make a triage assessment

remain unchanged.
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Figure 10-16  Triage distributions of Australasian Triage Scale allocations by
paramedics and nurses in 1995 and 2000 for real occasions of triage

10.6.4 Transfers from other hospitals

The referral source at the receiving hospital was identified as another hospital for

14158 (7.0%) patients and as a nonhospital source for all but 112 other patients

(186892 patients, 93.0%).  Figure 10-17 depicts the nurse ATS distributions for

patients transferred from other hospitals and those transferred from nonhospital

locations.  The hospital transfer distribution is less urgent than the nonhospital

transfer distribution, possibly reflecting stabilisation of hospital transfers in the

referring hospital (PMann-Whitney U < 0.001).
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Figure 10-17  Nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocations for hospital
transferred and nonhospital transferred patients
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Figure 10-18 (next page) compares the triage distribution for paramedic and nurse

ATS allocations for hospital transfers.  The figure demonstrates systematic

undertriage by paramedics in comparison to nurses.  In particular, the overtriage of

ATS 1 and 2 patients for the study population as a whole seen in Figure 10-3 and

replicated in Figure 10-19 (triage distribution of nonhospital transfers only) is not

seen in hospital transfers.  This finding provides indirect support for the hypothesis

that a change in clinical condition may account for some of the paramedic overtriage

to ATS 1 and 2 for nonhospital transfers.

Specific proportions of agreement for nonhospital transfers (P = 0.45, CI 0.45-0.45)

were higher than for hospital transfers (P = 0.41, CI 0.41-0.42, Pχ2  < 0.001).

Weighted kappa (κ = 0.51, CI 0.50-0.52) was also higher (κ = 0.42, 0.39-0.44, Pχ2  <

0.001).  The lower agreement rate for the hospital transfer population may be due to

the downtriage of hospital transfers by paramedics demonstrated by the triage

distribution analysis of hospital transfers above.
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Figure 10-18  Paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale distributions for
hospital transferred patients

Figure 10-19  Paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale distributions for
nonhospital transferred patients
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10.6.5 Reliability of trauma subpopulation Australasian Triage Scale
allocations

Agreement rates between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations for major trauma

are presented in Table 10-16 and shows excellent agreement for ATS 1.  Combined

ATS 1 or 2 specific proportion of agreement was 0.64 (0.60-0.68), within one  (+/-1)

ATS specific proportion of agreement was 0.96 (0.94-0.98).  Weighted kappa

indicates ‘substantial’ agreement (0.62, 0.52-0.72) for combined ATS 1 or 2

between paramedics and nurses.305

Table 10-16  Paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocation
agreement for major trauma presentations

ATS Specific proportion

of agreement

Agreement within 1

ATS

Weighted kappa

1 0.77 (0.72-0.82) 0.96 (0.94-0.98) 0.76 (0.62-0.91)

2 0.47 (0.40-0.53) 0.96 (0.93-0.98) 0.22 (0.01-0.46)

3 0.46 (0.37-0.54) 0.93 (0.89-0.97) 0.64 (0.41-0.86)

4 0.28 (0.13-0.42) 0.79 (0.66-0.92) 0.70 (0.44-0.96)

5 0.00 (0.00-0.00) 0.24 (0.05-0.52) 0.33 (0.05-0.72)

Total 0.57 (0.54-0.61) 0.93 (0.92-0.95) 0.61 (0.51-0.72)

10.6.6 Performance

The performance estimates of major trauma identification are presented in Table

10-17.  Standard Perth criteria are estimated to identify just over half of major

trauma cases, with a maximum positive call out rate of just over one in three calls.

If discharged patients meeting Perth criteria were added to the denominator for this

calculation, the positive call out rate may be significantly lower than one in three

calls.

Table 10-17 suggests that the ATS could be used as the basis of a two-tier trauma

bypass or trauma team activation system.  Both paramedic ATS 1 alone and nurse

ATS 1 alone are estimated to have lower sensitivity but better specificity than Perth

criteria despite the use of all ambulance transported injury presentations, rather

than just those admitted to hospital for 24 hours or more, as a denominator.  This
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would be expected to translate into lower false positive call out rates.  A second tier

whereby immediate senior (e.g. Consultant emergency physician) review of ATS 2

patients is undertaken could be expected to substantially improve sensitivity to close

to that estimated for ATS 1 or 2 (71% for paramedics) without a significant decrease

from the paramedic ATS 1 positive predictive value (72%).

Table 10-17  Major trauma identification performance estimates for
conventional metropolitan Perth major trauma identification criteria and
paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Statistic Perth

criteria*

Nurse

ATS 1 or 2**

Paramedic

ATS 1 or 2**

Nurse

ATS 1**

Paramedic

ATS 1**

Sensitivity 0.54 0.76 0.71 0.46 0.38

Specificity 0.94

(maximum)

0.89 0.79 0.93 0.93

Positive

predictive

value

0.37

(maximum)

0.32 0.18 0.87 0.72

Negative

predictive

value

0.97

(minimum)

0.98 0.98 0.96 0.96

* Uses only trauma admissions as a denominator

** Uses all emergency department ambulance transported injury presentations as a

denominator

In summary, paramedic ATS allocations appear sufficiently reliable to warrant a trial

of their use as part of a two-tier trauma team activation system.  A two-tier system

based upon paramedic ATS allocations could be expected to double the true

positive trauma team call out rate for major trauma at hospital B.
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10.7 Changes in clinical condition

Changes in the clinical condition of patients between the prehospital and hospital

setting may account for some of the ATS allocation discrepancies between nurses

and paramedics.  Of particular interest is whether the overtriage of ATS 1 and 2

patients by paramedics compared to nurses for nonhospital transfers may be

explained by changes in clinical condition.

There were 222 ambulance presentations to Hospital B during the one week study

period.  In 10 cases (4.5%), the ATS allocation was not recorded on the copy of the

ambulance case sheet available in the emergency department, leaving 212 cases

(95.5%) available for analysis.  The median age was 65 years (IQ 39-80).  There

were 8 patients (4%) under 14 years of age.  There were 113 males (53%, median

age 55 years, IQ 30-77) and 99 females (47%, median age 72, IQ 44-83).  There

were 56 injury or poisoning presentations (26%) and 156 spontaneous illness

presentations (74%).

A change in clinical condition between the prehospital scene and emergency

department presentation was identified in 37 cases (17.5%, Table 10-18).

Table 10-18  Changes in clinical condition of Hospital B 2002 ambulance
presentations between prehospital and emergency department Australasian
Triage Scale allocations

Clinical condition N %

Change in clinical condition documented 37 17.5%

     Change in same direction as ATS allocation change 28 13.2%

     No ATS change 6 2.8%

     Change in opposite direction to ATS allocation change 3 1.4%

No change in clinical condition documented 175 82.5%

Total cases 212 100.0%

The transport times for patients where a change in clinical condition was identified

(median 14 minutes, IQ 9-24) was slightly shorter than the transport time of patients

where no change in clinical condition occurred (median 15 minutes, IQ 10-27, PMann-

Whitney U = 0.08).  The nurse ATS distribution of patients where a change in clinical
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condition was identified was skewed towards more urgency ATS categories

compared to patients where no change in clinical condition was identified (Figure

10-20, PMann-Whitney U = 0.04).

Figure 10-20  Australasian Triage Score distribution of Hospital B 2002
patients where a change or no change in clinical condition was identified

Figure 10-21 shows the ATS distributions of paramedics and nurses where no

change in clinical condition was identified.  The total number of patients allocated to

ATS 1 or 2 was 36 patients for both paramedics and nurses (21%, CI 15-27).

Paramedics appeared to downtriage patients where no change in clinical condition

was identified compared to nurses.  This apparent downtriage by paramedics is

similar to that demonstrated for hospital transfers, a group of patients considered

more likely to be stable than nonhospital transfers (see Figure 10-17, page 10-153).
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Figure 10-21  Paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale distribution for
Hospital B 2002 patients where no change in clinical condition was identified

The change in clinical condition was associated with a discrepancy between

paramedic and nurse ATS allocations in the same direction as the change in clinical

condition (e.g. worsening clinical condition associated with more urgent ATS) in 28

cases (76%), and in the opposite direction in 3 cases (8%).  In 6 cases (16%), the

ATS allocations were identical (Table 10-19 and Table 10-20).
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Table 10-19  Changes in clinical condition of Hospital B 2002 ambulance
presentations

Change in clinical condition Same

direction as

ATS change

No ATS

change

Opposite

direction to

ATS change

Total

Event 4 1 0 5

Change in pulse rate 2 0 0 2

Change in systolic blood

pressure

6 0 0 6

Change in respiratory rate 6 1 0 7

Change in Glasgow coma

score

4 3 2 9

Change in pain score 6 1 1 8

Total 28 6 3 37

Table 10-20  Events changing Hospital B 2002 patient clinical condition during
ambulance transport

Event Paramedic ATS Nurse ATS

Apnoeic episode 5 1

Threatened violence 4 2

Seizure 2 1

Cessation of epistaxis 4 4

Resolution of limb paraesthesia associated with

suspected spinal injury

3 4

The change in clinical condition where the change in ATS was in the same direction

as the change in clinical condition was more than twice as likely to be an

improvement (20 cases, 71%, CI 55-88) rather than a deterioration (8 cases, 29%,

CI 12-45, Pχ2 = 0.02) in clinical condition (Table 10-21).
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Table 10-21  Direction of change in Hospital B 2002 patient clinical condition
and direction of change in Australasian Triage Scale allocation between
prehospital and emergency department Australasian Triage Scale allocations

ATS allocationClinical

condition Identical ATS Opposite

direction

Same direction Total

Improved 0 0% 1 33% 20 71% 21 57%

Deteriorated 6 100% 2 67% 8 29% 16 43%

Total 6 100% 3 100% 28 100% 37 100%

In all but 4 cases (2% of the total study population) where the change in clinical

condition was in the same direction as the change in ATS allocation, the

discrepancy between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations was within one ATS

category.

The overall specific proportion of agreement for the change in clinical condition

study population was essentially identical to the specific proportion of agreement for

the 41368 year 2000 real occasions of triage from the study population (Table

10-22).

Table 10-22  Specific proportions of agreement of paramedic and nurse
Australasian Triage Scale allocations for all 2002 Hospital B ambulance
presentations

Agreement 2002 Hospital B Year 2000 all

hospitals
Pχ2

Specific proportion of

agreement

0.49

(0.42-0.56)

0.49

(0.48-0.49)

0.93

Specific proportion of

agreement within one

ATS category

0.93

(0.90-0.97)

0.93

(0.93-0.94)

0.89

N 212 41368
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A change in clinical condition was associated with almost twice the discrepancy rate

between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations (84%, CI 72-96) compared to that

where no change in clinical condition was recorded (44%, CI 37-51, Pχ2 <0.001).

This was associated with a marked reduction in the correlation between paramedic

and nurse ATS allocations (Table 10-23).

The correlation between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations where no change in

clinical condition had occurred was significantly higher than that for the change in

clinical condition study population as a whole, and higher than that recorded for the

best year (2000) for the real occasions of triage study population.  This higher

correlation translated into a slightly higher specific proportion of agreement rate for

patients where no change in clinical condition occurred than that identified for the

entire change in clinical condition study population (Table 10-24).

Table 10-23  Correlation between paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage
Scale allocations for Hospital B 2002 patients

Patients N ρ P

Change in clinical condition 37 0.18 0.92

No change in clinical condition 175 0.65 <0.001

Total 212 0.53 <0.001

Year 2000 study population 41368 0.53 <0.001

Of particular interest is the high agreement rates recorded for ATS 1 and ATS 2.  It

is apparent that agreement between paramedics and nurses for these ATS

categories is significantly higher than that recorded for the entire study population

(see Table 10-13, page 10-146).  This supports the hypothesis that some of the

overtriage to ATS 1 and 2 seen with the entire study population is due to a change

in clinical condition between the prehospital and hospital setting.
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Table 10-24  Specific proportion of agreement between paramedics and
nurses for Hospital B 2002 ambulance presentations where no change in
clinical condition was identified.

ATS

category

Specific proportion of

agreement

Specific proportion of

agreement within one

urgency category

κ

1 0.75 (0.33-1.00) 1.00 (1.00-1.00) 0.96 (0.63-1.00)

2 0.53 (0.36-0.70) 0.95 (0.88-1.00) 0.73 (0.31-1.00)

3 0.62 (0.51-0.73) 0.96 (0.92-1.00) 0.42 (0.00-0.89)

4 0.57 (0.43-0.70) 0.97 (0.92-1.00) 0.64 (0.20-1.00)

5 0.17 (0.04-0.38) 0.75 (0.51-1.00) 0.62 (0.09-1.00)

Total 0.56 (0.49-0.63) 0.95 (0.92-0.98) 0.63 (0.41-0.86)

In summary, this study of the impact of changes in clinical condition has

demonstrated that a change of clinical condition occurs in a significant proportion of

patients in the prehospital setting, and that this is associated with a marked

reduction in the reliability of prehospital and emergency department ATS

allocations.  In most cases, patients improved during transit, supporting the

hypothesis that some of the overtriage of patients to ATS 1 and ATS 2 by

paramedics may be due to a change in clinical condition, rather than differences

between paramedic and nurse utilisation of the ATS.

10.8 Emergency Severity Index

The simplicity of the ESI lends itself to evaluation as a prehospital triage instrument.

Prior to evaluating the ESI in the field, it is necessary to determine whether the

system is a valid tool for the prioritisation of patient care on the basis of urgency.

Comparing the triage distribution obtained with the ESI with that obtained with the

ATS when used for the triage of the same patient population assists assessment of

the validity of the ESI as an indicator of urgency.  In addition, comparison of the

reliability of the ESI in the hands of paramedics when compared to emergency

nurses assists assessment of whether paramedics have the prerequisite knowledge

and skills to interpret the ESI appropriately.
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The response rates for the ESI survey were slightly lower than those recorded for

the ATS survey (10-122).  Twenty two paramedics (37%) and 36 nurses (60%)

returned completed survey instruments.  In 8 cases the selected nurse resigned

from the department prior to returning the survey, in 4 cases the instrument was not

completed but returned and in 12 cases, the instrument was never returned despite

personal reminders from nurse educators.

All ambulance staff respondents were Grade III paramedics.  Twenty (56%) nurses

were level 1 (registered nurses) and 16 (44%) were level 2 (clinical nurses), all of

whom worked at mixed adult and paediatric emergency departments in the Perth

metropolitan area.  The occupational training and experience of the ESI survey

respondents is summarised in Table 10-25.  The occupational experience and

training of the ESI respondents is comparable to the ATS survey respondents

(Table 10-26).

Table 10-25  Occupational experience and training of Emergency Severity
Index survey respondents

Paramedic Nurse

Median IQ range Median IQ range

PMann-

Whitney U

Occupational experience

(years)

8 (5-15) 5 (1-9) 0.01

Triage experience (years) 5 (4-8) 3 (0.5-7.5) 0.10

Formal ATS training

(hours)

2 (1-4) 2 (0.5-5) 0.43

Informal ATS training

(hours)

2 (0-10) 4.5 (0-15) 0.11

N 22 36
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Table 10-26  Comparison of occupational experience and training of
Emergency Severity Index and Australasian Triage Scale survey respondents

ESI ATS

Median IQ range Median IQ range

PMann-

Whitney U

Occupational experience

(years)

7 (4-11) 8 (5-12) 0.60

Triage experience (years) 5 (3-10) 6 (4-8) 0.94

Formal ATS training

(hours)

2 (1-5) 3 (1-7) 0.20

Informal ATS training

(hours)

4 (0-15) 6 (2-13) 0.54

N 58 69

10.8.1 Triage distributions

The combined respondents triage distributions are presented in Table 10-27 and

Figure 9-2.  The ESI triage distribution appears skewed to more urgent categories

compared to the ATS triage distribution.

Table 10-27  Combined paramedic and nurse Emergency Severity Index and
Australasian Triage Scale triage distributions for written patient profiles

Score ESI ATS

% cases CI % cases CI

1 5.6 (5.0-6.2) 6.5 (5.9-7.1)

2 23.6 (22.5-24.7) 13.6 (12.8-14.4)

3 25.1 (24.0-26.2) 25.3 (24.2-26.3)

4 29.6 (28.4-30.8) 27.7 (26.7-28.8)

5 16.1 (15.1-17.0) 26.9 (25.9-28.0)

N 58 69
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Figure 10-22  Comparison of Emergency Severity Index and Australasian
Triage Scale distributions for written patient profiles

Triage category
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10.8.2 Modal score crosstabulation

The cross tabulation of modal ATS and ESI scores is presented in Figure 10-23.

The figure illustrates how modal ATS allocations are distributed against modal ESI

allocations.  The figure demonstrates identical ATS 1 and ESI 1 modal scores (solid

black).  However there are substantial differences in all other categories, including

the uptriage of 9 ATS 3 modes (diagonal stripe) and 5 ATS 4 modes (white

crosshatched) to ESI 2 modes and the uptriage of 12 ATS 5 modes (solid white) to

ESI 4 modes.  One ATS 2 mode (black crosshatched) and three ATS 3 modes were

downtriaged to lower ESI modes.  There is significant correlation and agreement

between the ESI and ATS modal scores (ρ = 0.79, κ = 0.78).  However exact

agreement for modal score was recorded for only 59 of the 100 written patient

profiles.

Figure 10-23  Crosstabulation of 100 modal Australasian Triage Score
andEmergency Severity Index triage category allocations for written patient
profiles
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10.8.3 Comparison of paramedic and nurse Emergency Severity Index triage
distributions

The ESI triage distributions of paramedics and nurses are presented in Figure 10-24

and Table 10-28.  The paramedic triage distribution is similar to the nurse

distribution (Table 10-28), however Figure 10-24 suggests a slight downtriage trend

by paramedics compared to nurses.

Figure 10-24  Comparison of Paramedic and nurse Emergency Severity Index
triage distributions for written patient profiles
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Table 10-28  Average Emergency Severity Index allocations by paramedics
and nurses for written patient profiles

ESI Paramedic Nurse

% cases CI % cases CI

1 5.5 (5.0-6.0) 5.7 (5.0-6.4)

2 22.5 (20.7-24.4) 24.5 (22.8-26.1)

3 24.0 (21.4-26.7) 26.0 (23.7-28.3)

4 30.4 (29.1-31.7) 28.8 (26.6-31.0)

5 17.5 (13.7-21.3) 15.0 (12.1-17.8)

N 22 36

10.8.4 Reliability of Emergency Severity Index allocations between
paramedics and nurses

The modal correlation and agreement between paramedic and nurse ESI

allocations was good (ρ = 0.86, κ = 0.86), although slightly lower than that recorded

for the ATS modal agreement (ρ = 0.90, κ = 0.91).

The concurrence and spread of paramedic and nurse ESI allocations is presented in

Table 10-29.  Both paramedic concurrence and spread were slightly lower than

nurse concurrence and spread.  The concurrence and spread are comparable to

that found for the ATS (see Table 10-10, page 10-138).

Table 10-29  Concurrence and spread of paramedic and nurse Emergency
Severity Index allocations for written patient profiles

Profession Median

concurrence

IQ range Median spread IQ range

Paramedic 0.64 0.54-0.71 1.00 0.94-1

Nurse 0.65 0.60-0.80 1.00 0.98-1

PMann-Whitney U <0.001 <0.001
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Weighted kappa indicates excellent agreement between paramedics (κ = 0.81, CI

0.77-0.85), between nurses (κ = 0.82, CI 0.79-0.85), and for the entire paramedic

and nurse study population (κ = 0.82, CI 0.79-0.84).  These findings are comparable

to the reliability of the ESI reported by Wuetz (κ = 0.80, CI 0.76-0.84) and those

obtained for the entire paramedic and nurse study population for the ATS (κ = 0.83,

CI 0.81-0.85).124

The likelihoods of agreement both within and between the study groups are

presented in Table 10-30 and are again comparable to those found for the ATS (see

Table 10-12, page 10-141).

Table 10-30  Likelihood of agreement between paramedics and nurse
Emergency Severity Index allocations for written patient profiles

Professional

group

Identical ESI category Within one ESI category

Āt1,t2 CI Āt1,t2 CI

Paramedic :

Paramedic

0.52 (0.49-0.56) 0.91 (0.90-0.92)

Nurse : Nurse 0.61 (0.58-0.64) 0.97 (0.96-0.98)

Paramedic :

Nurse

0.52 (0.49-0.56) 0.94 (0.93-0.95)

In summary, this study suggests that the ESI is a reliable triage tool, however it is

apparent that the triage distribution of the ESI differs significantly from the ATS and

the cross tabulation indicates that an ESI score is not comparable to an ATS score,

except perhaps a score of 1.  It remains to be determined whether the ESI is

actually a valid tool for the prioritisation of patients presenting by ambulance to

Australasian emergency departments.
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11 Discussion
The aim of this thesis is to examine the utility of Australasian Triage Scale in the

prehospital setting, and in particular the feasibility of integrating paramedic ATS

allocations with emergency department clinical practice.  There are a number of

potential benefits that may flow from the use of similar triage systems in the

prehospital and emergency department setting.  These include, streamlining of

communication, reductions in delays to medical assessment in the emergency

department and the opportunity to integrate the triage system with ambulance

diversion, trauma bypass and trauma team activation policies.240  An important step

in the implementation of an integrated triage system is demonstration that the triage

system can be used similarly in the prehospital and emergency department settings.

In particular, it is essential that there is comparable use of ATS categories 1 and 2,

where time may be critical to a patient’s outcome.  The findings of this thesis

support further examination of integrating prehospital ATS allocations with

emergency department triage.  This discussion of the research findings of this thesis

is ordered as follows:

Firstly, the training and experience of paramedics and nurses obtained from the

paramedic and nurse surveys will be reviewed.  This will be followed by a

discussion of paramedic understanding of the ATS as demonstrated by triage

distribution and validity analyses.  A discussion of the reliability of paramedic and

nurse ATS allocations and an assessment of the utility paramedic ATS allocations

follow in turn.  A discussion of steps that can be taken to improve reliability,

including a discussion of the possible role of the ESI, is then presented.  Finally, the

possible utilisation of paramedic ATS allocations outside of the day to day

assessment of urgency is discussed.

11.1 Training and experience of paramedics and nurses

There was a less than optimal response rate by paramedics to the invitation to

participate in the survey of occupational and triage experience and training

administered as part of the studies of written patient profile ATS allocations and ESI

allocations.  Follow up of the paramedic group in both studies was hampered by the

fact that direct contact could not be made with the paramedics.  The low response

rate amongst paramedics may have introduced a significant bias.  Responders may

have more interest and skill in triage than nonresponders leading to an overestimate

of paramedic reliability with both the ATS and the ESI.  However, it may be
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observed that the paramedic sample size and the reliability results were similar to

previous written patient profile studies studies of the ATS, ITS, CTAS and

ESI.5,103,124  The response rate from triage nurses is considered satisfactory

although may have been affected by relatively high levels of nursing staff turnover

experienced in Perth Metropolitan emergency departments at the time of the survey.

Despite these caveats, it is apparent that both paramedics and nurses receive

several years of general training and experience prior to commencing triage,

consistent with current ATS guidelines.  However, in both cases, actual triage

training appeared to be significantly less than that recommended in current ATS

guidelines.60  The reporting of training may have been affected by recall and both

paramedics and nurses may have underestimated the duration of formal and

informal training received.

A significant issue is standardisation of training.  The surveys were undertaken prior

to the publication of the Triage Education Resource Book, the first pan-Australasian

standard ATS training resource.60  At the time of the survey, there was significant

variation in the materials used by paramedics and nurses for training.  The

differences in paramedic and nurse utilisation of the ATS identified in triage

distribution and validity analyses of this thesis suggest that there is scope for

standardisation of training to improve paramedic utilisation of the ATS.  The

opportunities for improvement are discussed in detail below (11-181).  For now, it

can be observed that the introduction of the Triage Education Resource Book as a

consistent reference should assist the implementation of standardised triage training

of both paramedics and nurses and it will be interesting to monitor whether the

difference in the ATS 4 : 5 threshold between paramedics and nurses is reduced by

the introduction of this standard training reference.

11.2 Paramedic understanding of the Australasian Triage Scale

11.2.1 Triage distributions

The triage distribution comparison for the real occasions of triage indicates that

paramedics use similar urgency thresholds to nurses in distinguishing between ATS

1, 2 and 3 and allocate an almost identical proportion of the ambulance transported

casemix to the more urgent categories, ATS 1 2 and 3 (71%), as opposed to the

lower urgency categories, ATS 4 and 5 (29%).  The small excess of ATS 1 and 2 at
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the expense of ATS 3 by paramedics when compared to nurses suggests a degree

of overtriage to ATS 1 and 2.

It is apparent that there are significant differences in the use of ATS 4 and ATS 5.  If

nurse triage is used as the standard, paramedics appear to downtriage a significant

number of ATS 4 patients to ATS 5.  Nurses allocated only 1.4% of the study

population to ATS 5.  The allocation of 10.6% to ATS 5 by paramedics is clearly too

high and is not supported by the validity analyses undertaken.  It may be observed

that the triage distributions of paramedics would more closely approximate the

triage distribution of nurses if all paramedic ATS 5 allocations were added to ATS 4.

It is therefore arguable whether paramedics should use ATS 5 at all for triage

allocations in the prehospital setting.  At the very least, paramedics should be aware

that using ATS 5 for more than 1 in 100 triage episodes is almost certainly

excessive.

Almost identical qualitative differences in the triage distributions between

paramedics and nurses to those described above are apparent in the triage

distributions obtained in the study of the triage of written patient profiles, the trauma

subpopulation and the study of changes in clinical condition.  At an individual patient

profile level, the cross tabulation of modal triage categories for the written patient

profiles indicate that paramedics would agree with nurse modal ATS allocations for

ATS 1 and 2 for all but two patient profiles.  Paramedics would also agree with the

vast majority of modal ATS 3 allocations by nurses indicating a similar

understanding between paramedics and nurses concerning the use of ATS 1, 2 and

3.  Again, there are significant differences in the written patient profile, trauma

subpopulation and study of changes in clinical condition triage distributions of ATS 4

and 5 and the cross tabulation of ATS 4 and 5 allocations, confirming a difference in

the ATS 4 : 5 urgency threshold between paramedics and nurses.

Although the identification of a difference in the ATS 4 : 5 threshold has implications

for training, the practical implications of a difference in the ATS 4 : 5 threshold are

quite small.  Category 5 is a very small proportion of the real ambulance transported

patient casemix (see Figure 10-3, page 10-127) and given that the vast majority are

likely to be uptriaged only one ATS category, there would appear to be ample time

to reevaluate paramedic ATS 5 allocations during emergency department nursing

assessment.  As a minimum, an assumption upon arrival at an emergency

department that most paramedic ATS 5 allocations are actually ATS 4 would seem
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reasonable and, based on the entire study population triage distribution, correct in

close to 90% of cases.

11.2.2 Validity

The validity of ATS allocations, as indicated by admission rate, critical care

admission rate, death rate and trauma indicators appears slightly higher for nurses

than paramedics for ATS 1, 2 and 3.  Urgency does change with time however and

the use of these indicators of validity is necessarily imprecise, being outcomes

remote from the time of urgency assessment.8,240  It should be noted that some of

the difference in admission, critical care and death rates may be explainable by

changes in the clinical state of patients between triage in the prehospital setting and

arrival in the emergency department.  This hypothesis is discussed below (see page

11-177).  In addition, nurses may use mode of arrival as a triage discriminator.1

The greater discrimination of nurse ATS allocations may also reflect the relative

ease with which triage information may be elicited in the controlled and optimised

environment of the triage cubicle and the resuscitation bay, compared to a

bedroom, roadside or in the back of an ambulance.  It is apparent from the analysis

of the triage of written patient profiles that paramedics use the ATS similarly to

nurses for high urgency ATS categories when presented with identical information.

Techniques that may be employed to improve information availability in the

prehospital setting are discussed below (see page 11-183).

Paramedics showed poor discrimination of all the indicators of urgency used in this

thesis in their allocations to ATS 4 and ATS 5 when compared to nurses.  This

finding is consistent with the triage distribution analyses.  The poor discrimination of

the indicators of urgency, including trauma indicators, between ATS 4 and 5 indicate

that the ATS 4 : 5 urgency threshold used by paramedics has poor validity and

again calls into question whether ATS 5 should be used by paramedics.

In relation to the trauma indicators, paramedics have been shown to allocate similar

albeit slightly lower proportions of major trauma patients to ATS 1 and 2 compared

to emergency triage nurses and paramedic ATS allocations.  This suggests that

paramedic ATS 1 or 2 allocations may be suitable for incorporation into trauma

triage systems.  The possible use of the paramedic ATS allocations in trauma

system activation is discussed in detail below (page 11-196).

In conclusion, paramedics use the ATS with similar validity to emergency

department triage nurses for ATS 1, 2 and 3.  There is some overtriage by
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paramedics to ATS 1 and 2 for real occasions of triage for both the general

ambulance transported population and for the major trauma population.  This is

apparent in slightly lower discrimination rates for all indicators of ATS allocation

validity compared to nurses, including both general indicators (such as admission

rates) and trauma indicators (such as major procedure rates).  Paramedics

consistently downtriage a significant proportion of both trauma and nontrauma

patients inappropriately to ATS 5 during real occasions of triage.  The validity

analyses suggest that ATS 5 is often used inappropriately by paramedics for both

trauma and nontrauma patients and again suggest that paramedics should use ATS

5 rarely for real occasions of triage, if at all.

11.3 Reliability of paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocations

The reliability of paramedic ATS and ESI allocations for written patient profiles is

comparable to nurse ATS and ESI allocations and the published CTAS, MTS, ESI

and ATS literature despite the difference in the ATS 4 : 5 threshold between

paramedics and nurses identified in the triage distribution and validity analyses.

Concurrence and spread slightly overestimate the likelihood of agreement between

trieurs.  Given a randomly selected patient profile, a randomly selected paramedic

ATS allocation has just over a 50% chance of agreeing exactly, and an over 90%

chance of agreeing within one ATS category, with a randomly selected nurse or

another randomly selected paramedic ATS allocation.  The likelihoods of agreement

analysis suggests that agreement rates approaching 50% for the same ATS

category and 90% within one ATS category should be achievable between

paramedics and nurses for real occasions of triage.

Agreement rates for the entire study population were similar to those predicted by

likelihood of agreement analysis except for ATS 5.  The reliability of ATS 3

allocations is low compared to ATS 1 and 2 allocations.  This may in part reflect the

inverse exponential nature of urgency as discussed in 7 (see page 7-71).  The

inverse exponential relationship between urgency and optimal time to receive care

suggests that the absolute difference in urgency between ATS 3, and either ATS 2

or ATS 4, is probably lower than the absolute difference in urgency between ATS 1

and 2.  An additional factor may be the greater range of choices available adjacent

to ATS 3 compared to ATS 1.  The lower than expected agreement rate for ATS 5,

based upon likelihoods of agreement, probably reflects the lack of genuine ATS 5

patients in the real ambulance transported casemix and the use of an inappropriate

ATS 4 : 5 threshold by paramedics.
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Reliability was shown to steadily improve over the course of the study, perhaps

reflecting increasing experience and feedback from emergency departments

concerning ATS allocations by paramedics.  The type of presentation (injury versus

illness) and age of the patient appear to have little bearing on reliability,

notwithstanding the idiosyncratic ATS thresholds used at the paediatric only

hospital.

Key limitations in the conduct of the study of the entire study population are the

inability to specifically evaluate the impact of changes in clinical status of patients or

differences in the availability of information between the prehospital and emergency

department environments upon the reliability of paramedic and nurse ATS

allocations.  The analysis of hospital transfers indirectly supports the hypothesis that

the apparent overtriage to ATS 1 and 2 for nonhospital transfers may be partly due

to changes in the clinical condition of high urgency patients or differences in

information availability.  The nurse hospital transfer ATS distribution has been

shown to be less urgent than the nurse nonhospital transfer ATS distribution.

However, it is not possible to determine whether the absence of overtriage of the

less urgent hospital transfers by paramedics is due to the effects of improved

information availability compared to prehospital transfers, or the fact that hospital

transfers were generally more clinically stable, or a combination of these factors.

Assessment of the impact of information availability is useful to assist the

development of tailored training packages for paramedics, however the differences

in the triage environments are immutable, and evaluation of the utility of prehospital

ATS allocations demands comparison despite these differences.  In addition,

comparison of likelihoods of agreement with specific proportions of agreement

suggests that differences in the availability of information probably have only a

minor impact upon reliability.  An alternative study design was used to examine the

possible impact of changes in clinical condition between the prehospital and

emergency department ATS allocations.  The findings of this study will now be

discussed in some detail.

11.4 The impact of changes in clinical condition upon reliability of paramedic
and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocations

Many studies have been conducted examining the use of triage instruments in the

prehospital setting for the purpose of guiding care on arrival at hospital.  However, it

appears that studies specifically examining the impact of changes in the clinical
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condition of a patient between the time of application of the instrument in the

prehospital setting, and the time of arrival of the patient at a hospital, upon the

reliability of the triage instrument have yet to be published in the Medline listed

literature.

The examination of the effect of a change in clinical condition in this thesis was

conducted using a small sample size, however the agreement rates for the sample

were very similar to those reported for the entire Year 2000 study population (10-

158).

The study demonstrates that the clinical condition of a significant proportion of

patients presenting by ambulance to a central metropolitan mixed adult and

paediatric emergency department changes between the prehospital and hospital

settings.  Over the one week study period, it was shown that patients who

experienced a change in clinical condition were more urgent than those whose

clinical condition did not change.  This is consistent with the nature of emergency

presentations.  The most urgent emergency conditions are typically more labile than

less urgent conditions.

A change in clinical condition was associated with a marked reduction in the

correlation between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations.  In cases where a

change in clinical condition was not identified, agreement rates between paramedics

and nurses were slightly higher than those of the study population as a whole, and

consistent with those predicted on the basis of written patient profiles.  This finding,

the triage distribution differences and the finding that most patients improved rather

than deteriorated between the prehospital setting and the emergency department,

supports the hypothesis that some cases of overtriage in ATS categories 1 and 2

identified for the entire study population may be due to a change in clinical

condition.

It is important to observe that, although changes in clinical condition resulted in a

large decline in the correlation between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations for

the group of patients where a change in clinical condition was identified, less than

2% of the entire study population experienced changes in ATS allocation of greater

than one ATS category that could be attributed to a change in clinical condition.

This means that the overall utility of prehospital ATS allocations in the emergency

department is largely unaffected by the change in clinical condition.  The

identification of the subgroup where a change in clinical condition occurred

emphasises the dynamic nature of urgency and the need for excellent
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communication between paramedics and nurses at the time care is handed over to

the emergency department.  The identification of this patient group validates the

accepted practice of regular and frequent reevaluation of urgent presentations to an

emergency department.

The identification of a group of patients, in whom the change of clinical condition

occurred sufficient to change the ATS allocation, raises the question as to whether

or not a change in ATS allocation should be documented by paramedics.  This is an

accepted practice in the emergency department.  However, given the short transport

times, and the very small number of patients in whom the change in ATS allocation

was greater than one ATS category, recording a change in ATS allocation is likely to

create significant issues for training, that would not appear to be justified by the

small additional increment in prehospital care information obtained.

There are some study design limitations that should be discussed.  The use of the

rigid criteria defined to identify a change in clinical condition is likely to have lead to

under-reporting of some less easily identified changes in clinical condition that could

also be associated with a change in ATS allocation.  It should be noted however

that the inclusion of less rigid criteria might be associated with a higher random

disagreement rate.  In 4 cases, the ATS discrepancy was in the opposite direction to

the change in clinical condition with the criteria used.

No attempt was made in this study to examine the possible causes of the change in

clinical condition, and therefore no comment may be made as to the role of

spontaneous resolution of a clinical condition or the effect of prehospital

interventions on clinical condition.  A much larger study examining a much more

circumscribed set of clinical conditions would be required to evaluate such a

question.

In conclusion, the study of changes in clinical condition has demonstrated that a

change of clinical condition occurs in a significant proportion of patients in the

prehospital setting, and that this is associated with a marked reduction in the

reliability of prehospital and emergency department ATS allocations.  In most cases,

patients improved during transit, supporting the hypothesis that some of the

overtriage of patients to ATS 1 and ATS 2 by paramedics identified for the entire

study population, may be due to a change in clinical condition, rather than

differences between paramedic and nurse utilisation of the ATS.
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11.5 Is the reliability and validity sufficient to be useful?

Of prime importance to this study is whether the validly and reliability of paramedic

ATS allocations demonstrated are sufficient to allow the use of paramedic ATS

allocations to guide patient care in the prehospital environment and the emergency

department.  The use of prehospital ATS allocations to guide major trauma care,

including the implementation of prehospital trauma bypass processes and trauma

team activation, is examined in detail in below (page 11-196) and will not be

discussed here.

Excluding the specific case of the major trauma victim, the normal process of

assessment of patients presenting by ambulance to an emergency department may

be thought of as consisting of three phases.  These are nurse triage, initial detailed

nursing assessment and intervention, and finally, medical assessment and

intervention.  These three phases of care often occur simultaneously for ATS 1 and

ATS 2 patients and may overlap in some instances across all ATS categories.

The findings of this study suggest that the immediate retriage of ambulance patients

on arrival at the emergency department by nurses is unnecessary for the majority of

patients.  Paramedic ATS 1, 2 and 3 allocations have good validity.  By the final

year of the study, close to half of all triage assessments in the emergency

department resulted in no change in ATS allocation and less than 10% resulted in a

change of greater than one ATS category.

Australasian Triage Scale 1 and 2 patients routinely receive medical care very

quickly, allowing for rapid identification of significant triage errors.  Patients allocated

to ATS 3, 4 and 5 should all receive an initial nursing assessment within ATS

waiting time thresholds (as per Table 7-7, page 7-45).  This provides an opportunity

to retriage paramedic patients and change an ATS allocation, should the need arise.

Changing ATS allocations following initial triage in the emergency department in

response to either new information or a significant change in the clinical condition of

a patient is accepted practice in Australasian emergency departments.  However,

the name of the trieur and the reasons for the change in ATS should be

documented.60  The differences between paramedic and nurse ATS distributions

indicate that in most cases where a change in ATS allocation is considered

necessary, nurses would uptriage low urgency paramedic ATS allocation

discrepancies.

There is clearly ample time for the retriage of patients allocated to ATS 5 and ATS 4

to higher urgency categories, however of some concern is the fate of bone fide ATS
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2 patients inappropriately triaged in the prehospital setting to ATS 3.  Initial nursing

assessment commencement times vary according to ATS category and the

availability of nursing staff to commence assessment.  The risk of excessive delays

to medical care for mistriaged ATS 2 patients may be addressed by implementing a

work practice that ensures that nursing assessment is initiated within 10 minutes of

arrival for paramedic ATS 3 patients where any concern about the paramedic ATS

allocation is identified during paramedic to nurse patient handover.

The major benefits that would flow from the use of paramedic ATS allocations from

the field is better preparation for patient reception (if communicated prior to arrival),

and in most cases, reduced delays to medical assessment.  Although on average,

the delay introduced by triage is small (of the order of 5 minutes), ambulances often

present simultaneously and significant delays are often experienced at triage in

such circumstances.  An important additional benefit would therefore be reduced

‘turn around’ times for ambulance crews at hospitals, and therefore less time away

from their primary care districts.  Delays of only a few minutes can translate into

significant differences in the success rates of field resuscitative interventions and

particularly defibrillation of the victim of cardiac arrest.244

Prehospital ATS allocations may be used in a variety of additional ways to assist the

integration of prehospital and emergency department patient care, assist

understanding of the prehospital casemix and to evaluate prehospital service

delivery.  These broader prehospital ATS utilisation issues are discussed in detail

below (see 11-195).  However, there is clearly room for improvement in the

reliability and validity of paramedic ATS allocations.  The discussion will now turn to

how improvements in paramedic ATS allocation validity and reliability may be

achieved.

11.6 Improving paramedic and nurse Australasian Triage Scale allocation
agreement

This section of the discussion initially outlines some of the factors influencing

paramedic and nurse ATS agreement and then discusses specific strategies that

may be employed to improve paramedic and nurse ATS agreement by improving

information availability, standardising the triage process and improving training and

audit systems.  The possible role of the ESI, the simplicity of which appeals as

being easily transferred to the prehospital environment and has been specifically

studied as part of this thesis, is discussed in detail.
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11.6.1 Sources of paramedic and nurse disagreement

Sources of disagreement include differences in the utilisation of the ATS, due to

differences in urgency definitions and thresholds, differences in the availability of

information and differences in the clinical condition of patients at the times of ATS

allocation.  Trieurs may define or understand urgency as differing combinations or

differing proportions of urgency related variables, such as, risk to life and limb,

severity of pain and degree of vital sign derangement.  Standardisation of training

may assist in reducing differences in the definition of urgency used by paramedic

and nurse trieurs due to such factors.  The high agreement rates identified in the

analysis of the impact of changes in clinical condition and with the use of written

patient profiles suggest that paramedics and nurses already use similar variables to

define urgency and that little additional yield in reliability would be gained by

focussing primarily on this potential source of disagreement.  However, it is

apparent from the analyses presented in this thesis that paramedics generally use a

different threshold to allocate patients between ATS 4 and ATS 5 when compared to

nurses, and that this threshold has questionable validity.  Clearly, reducing the

difference between paramedic and nurse ATS 4 and 5 thresholds would be a

worthwhile aim of strategies to improve paramedic and nurse agreement.

The time available to obtain and collate information and the context in which the

information is obtained may influence triage decision making.  There is a tension

between the time it takes to obtain information and the need to make a triage

decision.  Additionally, the availability of information may improve over time as

witnesses and relatives are contacted allowing particular aspects of the patient’s

clinical picture to be verified or excluded (eg discovery of missing/empty medication

packages in a case of suspected overdose).  Part of the overtriage to ATS 1 and 2

observed for paramedics when compared to nurses may reflect a bias to more

conservative assessment due to the need for paramedics to make triage decisions

on the basis of more limited information than that available to nurses.  The use of

different techniques to obtain information may also influence information availability.

For example, nurses frequently use pulse oximetry to assist triage of asthma in the

emergency department whereas paramedics in metropolitan Perth during the study

period did not routinely have access to pulse oximetry.

Triage information must also be interpreted in the context in which it is elicited.

Factors that may influence the interpretation include the physical environment, (e.g.

wilderness vs emergency department), the availability of corroborating information
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(e.g. from witnesses at scene) and prior knowledge of the patient (e.g. of ‘frequent

attenders’ to emergency departments).  Changes in the clinical condition of patients

directly influence the information upon which a triage decision is made and have

been shown to be associated with reductions in the reliability between paramedic

and nurse ATS allocations in metropolitan Perth during the study period.

11.6.2 Reducing disagreement

The identification of different ATS 4 : 5 thresholds, the poor validity of paramedic

ATS 5 allocations and the idiosyncratic use of the ATS at one hospital by

emergency nurses reinforces the need for standardised triage training for both

paramedics and nurses.  In practice, little may be done to change differences in

information availability with time, information context or changes in the clinical

condition of patients.  However, much can be done to standardise precisely what

information is relied upon to reach a triage decision and how that information is

interpreted through standardisation of the tools used for triage and by

standardisation of the training and audit systems used by paramedics and nurses.

• Improving the availability of triage information

Information on which to base a triage decision is generally gained by patient

observation and the taking of a limited history of patient’s presentation.  This may be

supplemented by vital signs, however in using the ATS, detailed history taking and

examination is not usually encouraged.60  A number of technological innovations

have been examined in the medical literature in order to determine whether the

information gained by using such technologies assists the triage process in the

emergency department setting.  Some of these technologies, which include

innovations in both information acquisition and information distribution, may be

transferable to the prehospital environment.

Recent and ongoing advances in health information distribution may be expected to

reduce the gap between prehospital and emergency department information

availability.  St John Ambulance paramedics in metropolitan Perth have access to

Medic-Alert database information via mobile telephone.  This voluntary, patient

subscription funded database contains limited clinical problem summary, chronic

medication and allergy information provided by patients’ general practitioners.

Patients usually wear an item of jewellery indicating membership of the scheme and

their membership number.  The advent of personal health summaries available on
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SIM cards, via the internet or by telephone, and personal home health alarm and

telemetry systems offers the prospect of more timely, relevant and accurate

information to assist triage decision making.306-309  The impact of such systems upon

prehospital triage could be the subject of formal research.

Pulse oximetry has been referred to as the ‘fifth vital sign’ of the emergency

patient.310-314  Pulse oximetry provides independent, objective measurement of

respiratory function, and has been demonstrated to be an independent predictor of

hospital admission for acute paediatric respiratory presentations, and its use results

in more timely and appropriate management for adult respiratory emergencies.310

Pulse oximetry has been shown to prevent the misidentification of a ‘small but

significant’ group severely hypoxic adults at triage, and for this reason alone has

been recommended as ‘a worthwhile screening tool for emergency triage’.314  Pulse

oximetry is used as a triage discriminator in CTAS (see Appendix 1).102  It would

appear reasonable to include pulse oximetry values in triage guidelines in the

prehospital setting, particularly as inexpensive, portable pulse oximetry units and

portable critical care monitors with pulse oximetry are becoming standard

equipment for many paramedics.

End-tidal CO2 (ETCO2) measurement is an independent predictor of the outcome

of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and can be used to predict death in

prehospital cardiac arrest patients with pulseless electrical activity (PEA).315

Inexpensive ETCO2 monitoring equipment suitable for use in the prehospital setting

has been available since the mid 1990s.  A role for ETCO2 as an adjunct to triage

decision making outside of this very specific circumstance appears not to have been

formally studied.  In most situations other than cardiac arrest, it would appear

unlikely that ETCO2 would significantly add to the triage information obtained by

simple observation, vital signs, GCS and pulse oximetry.

Portable blood glucose testing systems are routinely used by many paramedic

services.243  A number of studies have been conducted to determine whether

additional ‘roadside’ biochemical analysis improves patient assessment and care in

the prehospital setting.  Ethanol level determinations have not been shown to

provide useful additional information to that obtained by accurate assessment of the

GCS.99  Despite the close correlation between prehospital and emergency

department whole blood electrolytes, glucose, renal function, haematocrit and

cardiac enzyme determinations with hand held portable clinical analysers, these

analyses have not resulted in significant improvements or changes to prehospital
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triage practices when compared to the use of simple blood glucose testing

systems.316

11.6.3 Standardisation of the triage process

Triage category allocation relies upon two fundamental elements of decision

making:

• Identification of relevant information

• Knowledge of how to interpret the information when identified

Often the knowledge of what information to elicit and how to interpret the relevant

information is tacitly embedded in the practice of experienced trieurs, rather than

explicitly stated or documented.  Different trieurs may use different information and

interpret that information differently from each other in reaching a triage decision.  A

number of approaches have been developed to enhance the reliability of 5 level

triage scores either based on, or purporting to serve the same function as, the ATS

by standardising these two key elements of the triage process.  The approaches

include the development of triage guidelines, decision trees (such as the ESI) and

more recently, the development of problem specific triage discriminators.

The use of guidelines concerning the interpretation of specific historical cues and

specific physical findings is a feature of the ATS Triage Education Resource Book

as outlined in the introduction to this thesis.60  The use of guidelines has been

demonstrated to improve the validity and reliability of both paediatric and psychiatric

emergency department triage.60  The Triage Education Resource Book has only

been recently introduced into Australasian triage training.  It will be interesting to

observe whether the Triage Education Resource Book guidelines improve reliability

of paramedic and nurse ATS allocations over the next decade and to examine the

impact of the guidelines upon triage distributions, (such as skews to more or less

urgent categories overall) and upon the validity of paramedic and nurse ATS

allocations.

• The Emergency Severity Index

Another approach to standardising the triage process is the use of decision trees.

Explicit decision trees have been used as assist triage decision making in a range of

prehospital settings, including telephone triage, paramedic dispatch, and to guide

prehospital scene patient care.317-319  The Emergency Severity Index (ESI) is a very
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simple, single page four question decision tree (see page 7-50).  The simplicity of

the ESI lends itself to evaluation as a prehospital triage instrument.  The ESI uses a

more rigid approach to the standardisation of triage knowledge acquisition and

interpretation than a guideline, by explicitly defining the interpretation of triage

findings, and by limiting triage knowledge acquisition to a small number of relatively

well defined and estimable variables.

It is reiterated that the third of the four questions posed in the ESI decision tree (see

Figure 9-2), which is likely to require determination in all but a small proportion of

seriously ill patients, requires estimation of the number of investigations, procedures

and consultations likely to be required by the patient.  The question appears more

concerned with the complexity of the emergency patient’s presentation than the

actual assessment of urgency.  To assist assessment of the validity of the ESI for

the evaluation of urgency, a comparison with the ATS using written patient profiles

was undertaken as part of this thesis.

An important finding of this study was the similarity of paramedic and nurse ESI

distributions.  A large discrepancy between paramedic and ESI 5 allocations, like

that found with the ATS for written patient profiles, was not found with the ESI.  This

suggests that paramedics use the ESI similarly to nurses although small ESI triage

distribution differences between paramedics and nurses, and particularly slight

downtriage by paramedics can not be excluded.

Overall, the ESI triage distribution and modal crosstabulation with the ATS suggests

that the ESI is significantly skewed to more urgent triage categories when compared

to the ATS.  The modal agreement rate of only 59% indicates that the two systems

can not be assumed to be comparable for the assessment of urgency despite an

identical numerical scale.  This suggests that validation of the ESI as a patient

prioritisation system is required, despite the excellent prognostic and casemix

performance of the ESI.  A formal comparative trial of real occasions of triage using

the two systems concurrently would be required to determine the extent that the

modal crosstabulation differences translate into significant differences in the

prioritisation of ambulance transported emergency presentations.  Given that there

are significant differences between the ATS triage distribution for the written patient

profiles and the ATS distribution for real occasions of triage (see Figure 10-3 page

10-127) it is not possible to accurately extrapolate the modal agreement rate

between the ATS and ESI for written patient profiles to real occasions of triage.
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This could be directly assessed by dual triage of live patients using both the ESI and

ATS.

The reliability of the ESI was found to be comparable to the reliability of the ATS

when applied against the same set of written patient profiles.  This performance is

quite impressive given that no specific training in the use of the ESI was given to the

survey respondents.   It should be noted that training was deliberately avoided, as a

key objective of the study was to determine whether paramedics currently have the

prerequisite skills to interpret the ESI satisfactorily.  Training may improve the

reliability of paramedic and nurse ESI allocations.  Although paramedic reliability

was slightly lower than nurse reliability, it appears that paramedics are reasonably

adept at estimating whether patients are likely to require none, one or more

procedures, investigations or consultations.  A formal trial of the ESI for real

occasions of triage should include specific training in the use the ESI for paramedics

that included typical investigation, procedure and consultation requirements of

common emergency presentations.

In conclusion however, the evaluation of the ESI conducted as part of this thesis

does not support the use of the ESI to assist triage in the prehospital setting.  The

ESI has been shown to be a reliable triage tool however it is apparent that the triage

distribution of the ESI differs significantly from the ATS and that an ESI score is not

comparable to an ATS score, except perhaps a score of 1.  It remains to be

determined whether the ESI is actually a valid tool for the prioritisation of patients

presenting by ambulance to Australasian emergency departments.  This requires

careful evaluation of the tool during real occasions of triage performed by

Australasian paramedics and nurses after appropriate training.

It may be possible to produce a modified ESI decision tree, or an alternative

decision tree based on yes/no design principles which has good validity for the

assessment of urgency, without an excessive sacrifice in reliability.  It is interesting

to note that emergency physicians in both Canada and the United Kingdom have

chosen to develop triage systems based upon yes/no design principles.  In both

cases, the final triage system developed is significantly more complex than the ESI,

being based on specific discriminators for specific types of emergency

presentations, rather than using a limited number of generic questions for all

presentations.
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• Problem specific explicit discriminators

A significant innovation in triage research has been the systematic study of the

meaning of the key information elements, termed ‘discriminators’, that most

experienced trieurs use to make a triage decision.  Identification of discriminators

and implementation of explicit discriminator based triage systems (discriminant

triage systems) has been demonstrated to significantly improve the reliability of

urgency assessments made by emergency department triage nurses without any

significant increase in triage time when compared to the use of ‘implicit judgment’

for patients with respiratory infection symptoms.99  The systematic analysis of

discriminators as indicators of the type, severity and most importantly urgency of

common patient presentations underpin the triage guidelines of both the MTS and

CTAS.99,102

Discriminators may be identified using a range of techniques.  A common technique

is the identification of discriminators by consensus amongst experienced trieurs.  An

expert panel of emergency physicians and triage nurses determined the

discriminators used for the MTS flow charts.  Statistical analysis of large data sets

that link discriminators to independent indicators of urgency is another approach

and played an important role in the identification and validation of CTAS

discriminators.102

In both the MTS and CTAS triage systems the discriminators and their interpretation

is explicitly recorded in document form and in flow diagrams, which are used as a

training tool and as an aide-memoire during actual occasions of emergency

department triage.  Importantly, each discriminator is associated with a suggested

triage category allocation.

It is anticipated that the use of explicit discriminators will result in more transparent

and reliable triage decisions in emergency departments when compared to triage

decisions based upon implicit judgement.  This is yet to be formally studied.

However, it has been demonstrated that the use of discriminators is easy to audit,

and easier to teach than systems relying purely upon knowledge gained by

experience.99,102

• Discriminant triage in the prehospital setting

A complex set of flowcharts and reference manuals are unlikely to be used reliably

in the prehospital setting.  However, improvements in technology, may allow the

implementation of discriminant triage by paramedics.
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A recent innovation has been the integration of the CTAS triage discriminators with

an electronic triage module contained within emergency department electronic

workflow tracking software (EDIS triage module).320  This system prompts the trieur

to use the specific CTAS discriminators thought to be most useful for each individual

patient’s age, gender and presenting problem.  As with manual flow charts, a

suggested triage category allocation is attached to each discriminator (Figure 11-1).

The most urgent discriminator determines the suggested triage category allocation.

Trieurs can override the triage category allocation suggested by the system and are

prompted to give a specific reason for the override, which may be used for audit

purposes, and to assist the ongoing refinement of the discriminator system.  An

alternative functionality, considered likely to enhance training, does not actually

display the suggested triage category allocation until after the triage nurse has

made a provisional ATS allocation.

Similar functionality was conceived in research to identify and implement

discriminant triage systems in the prehospital environment for major trauma patients

as early as 1982.321  The ubiquitous availability of hand held computers, wireless

computers and internet enabled mobile telephony networks early in the 21st century

raises the possibility of migrating a CTAS style age, gender and presenting problem

specific discriminant triage software module to the prehospital setting.  Such

software is currently under development.322  It may be anticipated that the use of

such a system would improve the reliability of paramedic/nurse triage allocations if

essentially identical systems could be used in both settings.  Evaluation of this

hypothesis would require formal study.
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Figure 11-1  Emergency Department Information System triage module
screens320
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It is conceivable that a range of other decision making tools may be developed and

trialed in the prehospital setting to assist the trieur, such as neural networks,

Baysian decision support models, telemetric and remote audiovisual conferencing

tools.  In every case, the benefits of the tools will need to be weighed against cost,

complexity and the timeliness and validity of the decisions resulting from the use of

such tools.  Importantly, the findings of this thesis concerning the validity, reliability

and utility of the ATS provide a benchmark against which to measure the additional

yield and costs of implementing such systems.

• Triage training

Regardless of the context or triage system used, a recurring theme in the literature

is the importance of paramedic skill and judgement as a key determinant of the

appropriateness of prehospital triage decision making.99  The survey conducted as

part of this thesis (page 11-172) indicates triage is generally undertaken by

paramedics and nurses with several years of general occupational and triage

experience.

Minimum practice standards have been published that contain the recommendation

that all emergency nurses undertake a comprehensive educational preparation prior

to commencing the triage role.60  The guidelines emphasise the importance of an

extended period of supervised triage, access to an experienced triage nurse and

ongoing audit.  Self reported specific triage training by paramedics and nurses in

metropolitan Perth for the role of triage appear not to meet these minimum training

standards (see 10-122).  However the estimates provided by survey respondents

may have been affected by recall bias.

There appear few obstacles to compliance with the Triage Education Resource

Book recommended theoretical component of eight hours formal instruction.60

However, the provision of supervised triage following the period of formal instruction

may be difficult to achieve in the prehospital setting, due to both vehicular and

geographic constraints.  A number of adjunctive training techniques may need

consideration.  These could include the use of transcripts or narratives of real

occasions of triage to provide a focus for training, audit and feedback.  This

technique has proven useful for telephone triage training.319  The use of closed

circuit cameras and video recordings for audit and training of emergency

department triage has also been described.323,324  Portable video conferencing

equipment is widely available, however significant ethical issues, such as informed
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consent and patient privacy need consideration prior to the application of such

techniques to prehospital triage training.

Multimedia computer software packages have been demonstrated to be useful

triage training tools in the disaster and military setting, with high levels of student

satisfaction, skill acquisition and retention.325  A significant advantage of multimedia

packages is the ability to expose students to important visual and aural triage cues

that are either rare or difficult to demonstrate other than by direct personal

experience (e.g. the characteristic posture, drooling, voice and inspiratory stridor of

a patient with epiglottitis).325  Experience with disaster triage training has shown that

triage training using written patient profiles, similar in style and content to those

used in this thesis, achieves similar triage examination results to the use of live

moulaged disaster victims.  However, qualitative evaluation indicates that

paramedics gain greater confidence in triage if moulaged live victims are used for

training rather than written patient profiles.326,327

• Experience in triage

Triage improves with skill and experience.  Experience is associated with

improvements in the key decision making skills of triage.  These may be grouped as

the skills required to obtain relevant information on which to base a triage decision,

and the skills to interpret the obtained information.  Experience is associated with

the building of a personal ‘database’ of reference cases against which the clinical

features of new patients may be compared by the experienced trieur.99  Experience

is essential to gain exposure to important visual cues that are difficult or impossible

to impart during standard training.328-331  Experience is also associated with changes

in the decision making strategies used to make a triage decision.

A number of decision making strategies may be used in the triage decision making

process.  The strategies used to depend upon the level of skill, knowledge and

experience of the trieur, the nature of the presenting problem and the capacity of the

patient to communicate.99  Recognised decision making processes include

reasoning, hypothesis testing and pattern recognition.

Inductive and deductive reasoning may be used to reach triage decisions.  Inductive

reasoning is a process where all possibilities are considered and is often the most

important strategy used by the less experienced trieur.  Inductive reasoning is time

consuming, because a great deal of patient information is required to rule out all

possible alternatives.  Deductive reasoning incorporates the simultaneous ‘weeding
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out’ of possible solutions while actively collecting patient information, often by

repetitive hypothesis testing (see below).  This strategy is often part of expert

practice.  Deductive reasoning can only occur when a practitioner is able to

distinguish information that is relevant to a triage decision from irrelevant

information.  The triage discriminators used in CTAS and the MTS represent

systematic attempts to prompt inexperienced trieurs as to which information is

relevant.

Repetitive hypothesis testing is often used by clinicians to assist deductive

reasoning.  By gathering data to confirm or eliminate a hypothesis, the further

gathering of information that the hypothesis renders irrelevant to a triage decision,

can be omitted.  However, the most common strategy used by expert trieurs is

pattern recognition.  Pattern recognition is particularly important when making rapid

decisions based on limited information as is often required during triage.  Experts

interpret the pattern of the patient’s appearance, signs and symptoms by

comparison with previous experience.  The ability to utilise this decision making skill

only develops with experience or prior exposure and often appears intuitive.

From the discussion above, it is apparent that preparation of the novice trieur for the

triage role must include both formal triage training and triage experience that offers

the opportunity to critically appraise and review triage decisions, in order to develop

expert triage decision making skills.332,333  It is interesting to note that although

paramedics reported greater triage experience compared to nurses, nurses reported

significantly more informal training, usually in the form of direct supervision of actual

occasions of triage.  It is likely that a longer period of informal training would assist

development of paramedic triage decision making skills and the setting of

appropriate ATS urgency thresholds.  It is also likely that a higher training yield can

be extracted from the triage decisions made by experienced paramedics.  Of

particular relevance here is the role of formal audit and review of triage decisions.

• On going audit, feedback and training

Given the difficulties of providing direct supervision of triage decisions in the field to

increase informal training of paramedics, alternative strategies require

consideration.  Ongoing ‘in service’ refresher courses have been demonstrated to

improve the use of triage guidelines and should be incorporated in any triage

training programme.60  Triage nurses are expected to participate in the regular audit

and review of triage decisions, however paramedics are presently not required to
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participate in any such formal audit.  The author has often heard paramedics

discuss their previous patient’s ATS allocation with triage nurses when returning to

the emergency department with a new patient.  Direct, formal feed back to

paramedics, concerning their ATS allocations should be included in any continuing

triage practice improvement process that is put in place for paramedic triage.  This

is feasible at time of writing, following the implementation of recent upgrades to

emergency department and ambulance information systems in metropolitan Perth.

Within metropolitan Perth, emergency departments have recently commenced the

collection in EDIS of ambulance case numbers from ambulance case sheets.  With

appropriate approvals and permissions, it is technically feasible to deterministically

link a subset of EDIS information (e.g. nurse ATS code, diagnosis, outcome and

departure destination) to prehospital care records maintained by St John

Ambulance.  This would allow the preparation of regular (e.g. monthly) triage

outcome reports to paramedics, which may be used to facilitate ongoing audit and

inform the training of paramedics in the use of the ATS rather than rely on the adhoc

and informal processes currently used to obtain such feedback.

11.6.4 Improving agreement conclusions

In conclusion, the use of the Triage Education Resource Book as a consistent

reference should assist the implementation of standardised training between

paramedics and nurses.60  It will be interesting to monitor whether the difference in

the ATS 4 : 5 threshold between paramedics and nurses identified in this study is

reduced by the introduction of this standard training reference.  Both nurse and

paramedic ATS training should at least reach minimum recommended ATS

theoretical training standards as outlined in the Triage Education Resource Book.60

The best means of providing supervised triage in the prehospital setting requires

consideration.  Alternatives to supervised triage, such as the use of audiovisual

recordings or videoconferencing via mobile telephony could be considered.

Incorporating the use of pulse oximetry in triage decision making is suggested to

improve information availability to paramedics and emerging health information

communication technologies may play a future role in providing important contextual

information.

It is emphasised that there are few barriers to implementing formal feedback to

paramedics concerning the outcomes of real occasions of triage, including triage

nurse ATS allocations.  Such feedback would be expected to greatly facilitate triage
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audit and guide ongoing training.  The impact of such feedback could be measured

by evaluating the improvement (or otherwise) in the reliability of paramedic and

nurse ATS allocations.

A number of approaches have been developed to standardise triage information

acquisition and interpretation, ranging from simple guidelines to complex,

computerised problem specific discriminant triage systems.  The impact of all these

systems upon the validity and reliability of 5 point triage scales used for the

prioritisation of patients in the prehospital setting is yet to be determined, however

the findings of this thesis provide a useful benchmark against which the costs and

benefits of these innovations can be assessed.

11.7 Utilisation of prehospital Australasian Triage Scale allocations

The ATS was developed to prioritise patient care and provide a consistent approach

to triage practice in emergency departments throughout Australasia.  In addition to

day to day triage, the ATS is now used to evaluate emergency department

workloads and to assist determination of the quality of emergency department care.

The variety of uses of the ATS in the emergency department setting offers guidance

concerning the potential uses of the ATS in the prehospital setting.

11.7.1 Day to day triage

This thesis has demonstrated that there is sufficient validity and reliability in the use

of the ATS by paramedics to explore the integration of paramedic ATS allocations

with emergency department triage, and specifically, to explore the omission of

retriage upon arrival at the emergency department by further research.  The

greatest yield from integration in day to day triage is likely to be with patients

suffering time critical conditions, such as patients likely to benefit from thrombolysis

for acute myocardial infarction or stroke, or severely injured patients.  Such a trial

would be expected to result in significant changes in emergency nursing work

practices.  These changes in work practices, as well as changes in patient service

levels and patient outcomes would need to be monitored and evaluated as part of

any such trial.  In addition, the impact of communicating prehospital ATS allocations

to receiving emergency departments upon emergency department preparedness

and ambulance hand over times should also be evaluated.  The possible role of

paramedic ATS allocations as trauma system activation criteria is a particular area

of study of this thesis and will now be discussed in detail.
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11.7.2 The role of the Australasian Triage Scale in two-tier trauma team
activation systems

All trauma care systems rely upon the efficient triage of trauma victims to

appropriate centres of care and for the activation of the systems needed to

resuscitate and definitively manage seriously injured patients.  Trauma triage

demands high sensitivity, however no single triage tool has been devised that

achieves high sensitivity without a significant sacrifice in specificity and excessive

rates of overtriage.209  Paramedic prehospital trauma triage may be less than

ideal.210  However, there is little evidence that the plethora of prehospital trauma

triage instruments devised and tested over the last 30 years offer significant

advantages over the judgment of an experienced and well trained paramedic.209

In view of the apparent limits to what can reasonably be expected from the

prehospital triage, the two-tier trauma response has developed, where highly skilled

emergency physicians assess the need for a trauma team response for all patients

not clearly in need of critical care on presentation to a trauma centre.222-227  The two-

tier approach effectively predicts likelihood of serious injury, mortality, need for

emergency surgery, and need for rehabilitation and importantly, allows a more

efficient use of surgical personnel.  The two-tier approach has typically resulted in

an improvement in appropriate activation of the hospital trauma response from

below 40% to above 70% of activations.222  The two-tier response system appears

to be a safe and resource efficient method for dealing with the complexities of

trauma triage and appears likely to remain the most useful trauma triage system in

the medium term.227

The findings of this study support the use of the ATS as a prehospital triage tool for

a two-tier trauma response system.  Paramedics have been shown to allocate

similar proportions of major trauma patients to ATS 1 and 2 compared to emergency

triage nurses and paramedic ATS allocations have similar validity to nurse ATS

allocations.  Paramedic and nurse ATS 1 allocations have high reliability.  This

indicates that paramedic ATS 1 allocations could be used as the first tier of the two-

tier system.  The performance estimates obtained using paramedic ATS allocations

indicate that paramedic ATS 1 allocations would have a comparable positive

predictive value to the published literature for existing two-tier systems and at least

double the positive predictive value of current single-tier Perth criteria (page 10-

156).
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Under a two-tier system, paramedic ATS 2 would also appear adequate for

activation of the second-tier (i.e. immediate emergency physician assessment).  The

additional yield of 5 out of 100 major trauma patients appears insufficient to justify

the delay to immediate reassessment, by nurse retriage of the 70% of major trauma

patients allocated by paramedics to ATS 1 or 2.  However, the comments made in

relation to the fate of the bone fide ATS 2 patients inappropriately triaged in the

prehospital setting to ATS 3 apply equally for trauma patients.  Ideally, a work

practice should be implemented that ensures that nursing assessment is initiated

within 10 minutes of arrival for paramedic ATS 3 patients where any concern about

the paramedic ATS allocation is identified during paramedic to nurse patient

handover.

In addition to trauma team activation at receiving trauma centres, paramedic ATS 1

or 2 could be used in prehospital trauma bypass protocols.  The urgency of ATS 1

patients means that most would require initial assessment and stabilisation at the

nearest emergency department, however, ATS 1 could serve as a sentinel flag at

the local emergency department that such patients should not ‘come off the

ambulance stretcher’ but rather be expeditiously transferred to the regional trauma

receiving hospital, preferably by same paramedic crew who attended the patient at

the prehospital scene, after airway, breathing and circulation are assessed and

stabilised.  Many ATS 2 patients may be sufficiently stable to allow bypass direct to

regional trauma receiving hospitals.

Although reliability between paramedic and nurse ATS allocations appear sufficient

to obviate the need for retriage of major trauma patients allocated to ATS 1 or 2,

paramedics slightly undertriage major trauma patients compared to nurses.  The

use of ATS 5 for any major trauma patients is not appropriate and reinforces the

need for standardised training of paramedics and nurses and the ongoing audit of

ATS allocations by paramedics as part of routine trauma audit processes.  It is

reiterated that the publication of the Triage Education Resource Book should assist

standardisation of training between paramedics and nurses.60  Feed back to

paramedics, concerning their ATS allocations of major trauma patients that includes

information on procedures, disposition, outcome and formal trauma audit findings, in

addition to nurse ATS allocations (if retriaged) could be made available from

existing trauma registry databases in metropolitan Perth.  This would be expected to

greatly facilitate training and may further improve reliability.
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Prior to summarising the role of paramedic ATS allocations in the triage of the

trauma patient, some limitations of the study of the trauma subpopulation should be

noted.  Firstly, this was a retrospective study, making use of existing data.  A

significant limitation was the inability to calculate directly comparable estimates of

performance between Perth criteria and ATS based criteria.  However, the Perth

estimates are almost certainly overestimates of specificity and positive predictive

value.  In addition, Perth criteria may perform better if partitioned into two groups,

suitable for a two-tier system.  The true performance of a two tiered system based

on paramedic ATS allocation requires a formal prospective trial.

• Trauma conclusions

Bearing these caveats in mind, this thesis has demonstrated that paramedic ATS

allocations appear sufficiently reliable and valid to warrant a trial of their use as part

of a two-tier trauma team activation system and possibly a trial of the integration of

the ATS into regional trauma hospital referral systems.  A two-tier trauma team

activation system based upon paramedic ATS allocations could be expected to at

least double the true positive trauma team call out rate for major trauma.

The established trauma registry infrastructure at most trauma receiving hospitals

would need examination to ensure that changes in work practices, as well as

changes in patient service levels and patient outcomes could be monitored and

evaluated as part of any such trial. Any trauma triage system based on the ATS

should incorporate a process to provide feedback to paramedics about the outcome

of their triage decisions via the existing Western Australian trauma registry

infrastructure to facilitate training and further improve paramedic and nurse ATS

reliability.

11.7.3 Management of emergency department overcrowding

An unfortunately common occurrence faced by paramedics in Australian

metropolitan areas is emergency department overcrowding.78  This may result in

ambulance diversion, where ambulances are directed to attend alternative

emergency departments.  Ambulance diversion protocols usually include criteria

defining very urgent groups of patients for whom diversion is not considered

appropriate.  The validity of ATS 1 and 2 allocations demonstrated in this thesis

appears sufficient to warrant a trial of the use of paramedic ATS allocations as part

of such criteria.  Paramedics allocated 21.5% of the study population to ATS 1 or 2.
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The exclusion of just over 20% of patients from ambulance diversion would not be

expected to significantly impair the effectiveness of an ambulance diversion

guideline in redistributing emergency department workloads.  The trial of paramedic

ATS allocations in ambulance diversion guidelines should be accompanied by the

examination of the impact of such criteria upon patient outcomes, emergency

department workloads and ambulance service levels and response times.

In extreme cases of emergency department overcrowding, ambulances may be

forced to queue in emergency department ambulance ramps or ambulance patients

may be queued at the emergency department triage station due to a lack of access

to an emergency department stretcher or cubicle.  Another cause of ramp delay is

the simultaneous arrival of a number of ambulances at an emergency department

from moderately large incidents (e.g. multiple motor vehicle crash), that generate a

significant number of simultaneous casualties, yet insufficient to overwhelm

emergency department or hospital resources.  Again, the validity and reliability of

paramedic ATS allocations appears sufficient to allow the use of paramedic ATS

allocations to prioritise access to emergency department services in such

circumstances.

11.7.4 Performance measurement

A trend towards increasing measurement and scrutiny of health care performance

has emerged over the last two decades.  This has resulted in increasing

measurement of ambulance service performance.  The service contracts for

metropolitan ambulance services in most Australian cities are tied to a variety of

performance indicators.334  Key issues in ambulance service performance include

minimising ambulance response times, minimising delays in the arrival of

ambulance cases at appropriate receiving hospitals, and minimising adverse patient

outcomes to which these delays may have contributed.290

It has been argued that ambulance response times, taken in isolation, are not a

meaningful measure of the efficiency and effectiveness of ambulance services.290

Rather, prehospital performance indicators should encompass all possible

components of delay to medical care.  In addition, patient urgency must be taken

into account in order to determine the extent to which prehospital delays to medical

care, from all causes, contribute to poor patient outcomes.291  For example a total

prehospital care time of one hour is unlikely to affect the outcome of a patient with
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an uncomplicated fractured neck of femur but may critically affect the outcome of a

patient with a large anterior myocardial infarction.290,291

The ATS is integral to the measurement of Australasian emergency department

performance with respect to patient waiting times.  Each ATS category has an

associated ‘performance indicator threshold’ that represents the percentage of

patients in each ATS category who would be expected to actually receive medical

assessment and treatment within the time designated by their triage category (Table

7-7, page 7-45).37  These indicators have proven useful in evaluating access to

emergency department care.69,78  Consideration could be given to developing ATS

stratified ambulance performance indicators that include indicative performance

time thresholds for a range of measurable components of the prehospital response.

These could include:

1. Time-of-call to arrival-at-scene time

2. Time at scene

3. Scene to arrival-at-hospital time

4. Total time-of-call to arrival-at-hospital time.

Examination of the contribution of indicator 4 above to total delay to definitive care

for time critical conditions is considered likely to offer useful information concerning

the prehospital response for such conditions.  This would require the linking of some

prehospital information to hospital information.  This type of linkage is presently

technically feasible in metropolitan Perth however a number of ethical and privacy

hurdles would need to be overcome before such an indicator could be trialled.

• Evaluation of ambulance dispatch

A significant area of prehospital research is the evaluation of call prioritisation

systems designed to simultaneously assist the identification of severely ill or injured

patients requiring prompt attendance and transport to medical care; and to minimise

the ‘inappropriate’ use of limited prehospital resources.250-254  Comparison of the

measured times above according to ATS allocation would assist identification of

misprioritisation in dispatch processes.  For example, appropriate dispatch

processes should result in much shorter time-of-call to arrival-at-scene times for

ATS 2 patients compared to ATS 4 patients.  The use of ATS stratified measured

times above could also be used to monitor the impact of changes to dispatch

processes.  A significant advantage of the ATS is that it can be recorded in and
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interrogated from within existing ambulance information systems.  This could reduce

the reliance of such trials on remote (and more expensive and difficult to collect)

variables such as hospital admission rates or injury severity scores.

11.7.5 Research and clinical practice improvement

The ATS has become an important research tool in Australasian emergency

departments.  The ATS is typically used as a grouping variable to assist the analysis

of other variables, such as admission rates, appropriateness of presentation, ethnic

background, complaints or other indicators of service delivery.4,69,91  Additional areas

of research or quality evaluation where prehospital ATS allocations could be useful

include the evaluation and comparison of outcomes of paramedic transported

patient patients, allocated to identical ATS categories, who are transported by

different staff grades (eg paramedic/nonparamedic) or to different hospitals.  The

ATS allocations would facilitate evaluation of the comparability of the patients and

would assist interpretation of differences in outcomes for patients with apparently

similar medical problems.  Such research could be used to assist development and

validation of hospital bypass guidelines and assist identification of patients likely to

benefit from specialist paramedic or medical escorts.  Similar principles apply to the

use of the ATS to assess the comparability of the subjects of prehospital

randomised clinical trials.

11.7.6 Casemix analysis

Urgency has been shown to have a strong correlation with staff and resource use in

emergency deparments.3,86,87  The ATS allocation is the primary partition variable in

all casemix systems used for either analysis of Australasian emergency

departments.3,70,78,336

The urgency of the prehospital patient casemix is clearly one of the fundamental

determinants of prehospital care resource requirements.  Utilisation of the ATS

allows direct characterisation of the urgency distribution of the prehospital casemix.

Correlation of this urgency distribution with the key performance indicators

suggested above (page 11-200) may be expected to give valuable information

regarding the adequacy or otherwise of prehospital care resources and efficiency.

A significant issue with any casemix system is the detection, correction for and

prevention of gaming.  An accepted independent guide to the appropriateness of the

utilisation of the ATS is ATS category admission rate.3,4,69  Although indicative
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admission rates for each prehospital ATS category are yet to be determined, it

would appear reasonable to extend this principle to prehospital ATS allocations for

the purposes of casemix analysis.

In summary, It is apparent that there are a number of possible uses of the ATS in

the prehospital setting.  Possible applications include the streamlining of emergency

department triage, trauma service activation and coordination of the ambulance

service response to emergency department overcrowding.  It is apparent that

prehospital ATS allocations would provide valuable information concerning the

nature of the prehospital casemix.  Prehospital ATS allocations may also be used to

assist prehospital casemix analysis, the evaluation of prehospital service

performance, the evaluation of prehospital quality improvement initiatives and for

prehospital research.

11.8 Further research

There are clearly many opportunities for further research into prehospital triage

systems based on the ATS.  Some examples are discussed below.  The list of

examples is not intended to be exhaustive.  Rather, the list is limited to areas of

interest related to the findings of this thesis.

The publication of the Triage Resource Book offers the opportunity to examine the

impact of this resource upon both the validity and reliability of paramedic and nurse

ATS allocations using similar methods to those used in this thesis.  In addition, the

impact of additional training techniques, such as the use of audiovisual techniques

and particularly the impact of providing regular feedback reports about the

emergency department triage and subsequent outcome of patients triaged by

paramedics could also be examined by methods similar to those used in this thesis.

A trial of omission of retriage by emergency department staff is suggested.  One

method of conducting such a trial would be to introduce the change in workpractice

on a short term basis (e.g. 1 month) after an appropriate period of education and

training.  Key outcome measures, such as patient time-of-arrival-at-hospital to time-

seen-by-doctor and admission, critical care admission and death rates by triage

category, and ambulance ‘turn around’ times at hospital could be monitored and

analysed before, during and after the trial.  A qualitative evaluation of the impact of

the change in work practice upon patients, ambulance crews and nursing

department staff could also be conducted concurrently with the trial.
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A similar type of trial to that described for day to day triage could be used to

evaluate the use of prehospital ATS allocations as two-tier trauma team activation

criteria.  Essential additional analyses to be undertaken before, during and after the

trial period would include evaluation of the actual positive predictive value and

negative predictive value of the criteria tested and the actual positive and negative

predictive value of existing criteria, using all ambulance presentations as a

denominator for calculations, rather than just those presentations admitted and

captured in trauma registries.

Evaluation of the use of the ATS to prioritise ambulance queues at emergency

departments could be conducted using a similar methodology to that described for

day to day triage.  Outcome measures requiring examination before, during and

after the trial would include patient time-of-arrival-at-hospital to time-seen-by-doctor,

death rates and critical incident rates by triage category, and ambulance ‘turn

around’ times at hospital.

A significant area of further research is the examination of the use of the ATS to

assist the understanding of the prehospital casemix and the development and

validation of novel prehospital performance indicators based on the ATS.  The use

of the ATS offers the real prospect of increasing the understanding of prehospital

demand and improving the tools used to monitor strategies to manage the

prehospital workload.  Existing prehospital information systems could be used to

conduct comparisons between ATS based tools, such as those outlined above (see

page 11-199), and existing prehospital casemix tools and key performance

indicators.

The ATS is by no means a perfect prehospital triage tool.  Efforts to identify and

validate refinements of the ATS and alternative triage tools (e.g. a modified ESI

validated as a patient prioritisation tool) should continue.  It is likely that explicit,

discriminant prehospital triage systems, similar to the MTS and CTAS will eventually

be made available to paramedics through improvements in prehospital care

information systems/technologies.  Despite the theoretical promise of such systems,

validation via well constructed trials is required prior to acceptance and

implementation.  Evaluation could be conducted using similar techniques and

similar end points to those used in this thesis.

In conclusion, additional areas of research related to the findings of this thesis may

be identified in the areas of training and utilisation of the ATS , in the refinement of

the ATS, and in the ongoing examination of alternative triage tools to the ATS for
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use in the prehospital environment.  Opportunities include actual trials of the use of

ATS for day to day triage, trauma system activation, and the evaluation of the ATS

as a prehospital casemix and performance evaluation tool.  The development of

discriminant prehospital triage systems is likely to provide interesting research

opportunities into the future.

11.9 Conclusions

The findings of this thesis support the further examination of integrating prehospital

ATS allocations with emergency department triage processes.  It is concluded that

Paramedics apply the ATS similarly to emergency department triage nurses.  There

is overtriage by paramedics to ATS 1 and 2 that in some cases may reflect genuine

differences in the urgency of some patients in the prehospital setting when

compared to their assessment in the emergency department following prehospital

stabilisation.  It is apparent that ATS 1, 2 and 3 ATS allocations by paramedics are

reasonably valid when compared to nurse ATS allocations.  Paramedics appear to

use a different urgency threshold to nurses to differentiate ATS 4 from ATS 5.

Australasian Triage Score 5 is used inappropriately by paramedics and should be

used rarely, if at all.

The reliability of paramedic ATS allocations appears sufficient to warrant a trial of

the omission of retriage of ambulance presentations immediately on arrival at Perth

metropolitan emergency departments, however early nursing assessment of a small

proportion of ATS 3 patients may be required to ensure timely assessment for

mistriaged bone fide ATS 2 patients.  In addition, this study has demonstrated that

paramedic ATS allocations appear sufficiently reliable and valid to warrant a trial of

their use as part of a two-tier trauma team activation system.  A possible additional

application of prehospital ATS allocations include the coordination of the ambulance

service response to emergency department overcrowding.

It is apparent that prehospital ATS allocations provide valuable information

concerning the nature of the prehospital casemix.  Prehospital ATS allocations may

also be used to assist prehospital casemix analysis, the evaluation of prehospital

service performance, the evaluation of prehospital quality improvement initiatives

and for prehospital research.

There is considerable scope to further improve triage reliability with the introduction

of standardised training and regular feedback of nurse ATS allocations to

paramedics.  The implementation of standardised training between paramedics and
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nurses, based on the recommendations of the Triage Education Resource Book,

and the implementation of paramedic triage audit, which includes direct comparison

with nurse triage allocations offers the potential to improve overall reliability and

particularly ATS 4 and ATS 5 reliability between paramedics and nurses.

A number of approaches have been developed to standardise 5 point triage scale

information acquisition and interpretation world wide in an effort to improve

reliability.  The impact of these approaches upon the validity and reliability of 5 point

triage scales used for the prioritisation of patients in the prehospital setting is yet to

be determined.  Evaluation of the ESI does not immediately support the use of this

simple, reliable tool to assist triage in the prehospital setting.

On the basis of the findings of the thesis, research opportunities may be identified in

the areas of training and utilisation of the ATS for day to day patient prioritisation

and the evaluation of the ATS as a prehospital casemix and performance evaluation

tool.  The impact of discriminant triage systems upon the reliability and validity of

prehospital triage also requires evaluation.  The findings of this thesis provide a

useful benchmark against which the merits of such systems could be assessed.
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13  Appendices

13.1 Appendix 1

13.1.1 Canadian Triage and Acuity Scale Triage Examples

Abdominal Pain

1.  Severe respiratory distress

1.  Shock

1.  Unconsciousness

2.  Dehydration

2.  Severe Pain 8 - 10

2.  Persistent vomiting

2.  Possible ischemic or perforation pain

3.  Moderate pain  4 - 7

3.  Possible surgical abdomen

4.  Mild pain <4

4.  Not ill looking

4.  Vomiting & / or diarrhea

5.  Unchanged long-standing pain

Severe respiratory distress  =  excessive work of breathing, cyanosis, 02 Sat < 90%,

single word speech, upper airway obstruction.

Shock  = evidence of hypoperfusion (pallor, cool, diaphoretic, hypotension, postural

syncope, significant tachycardia or bradycardia).

Unconscious  =  can't protect airway, responds to pain only, continuous seizure,

progressive deterioration in level of consciousness.
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Shortness of Breath

1.  Severe respiratory distress

1.  Shock

1.  Unconsciousness

2.  Moderate respiratory distress

2.  02 Sat < 92%   + / - cyanosis (acute)

2.  Suspected CHF

2.  Possible angina equivalent

2.  Toxic inhalation

2.  Active hemoptysis

2.  Appears septic

3.  Mild respiratory distress

3.  02 Sat 92 - 94%

3.  Stable foreign body aspiration

3.  Persistent cough

4.  SOB with exertion only

4.  Chronic dyspnea unchanged
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Limb Problems (Trauma)

1.  Severe respiratory distress

1.  Shock

1.  Unconscious

1.  ?  Cold pulseless limb

1.  Traumatic amputation

2.  ?  Extremity pain with circulatory compromise.

2.  Open fracture

2.  Fracture with significant blood loss

2.  Injury / laceration with neurovascular impairment

2.  Injury in a hemophiliac

2.  Traumatic amputation of digit

3.  Suspected fracture

3.  Severe pain  8 - 10

3.  ? Tight cast (suspected neurovascular impairment)

3.  Large laceration

4.  Possible fracture

4.  Moderate pain 4 - 7

4.  Tight cast (no neurovascular involvement)

4.  Closed joint injury

5.  Minor sprains or strains

5.  Minor laceration / abrasion / contusion
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Limb Problem  (Non-Traumatic)

1.  Severe respiratory distress

1.  Shock

1.  Unconscious

2.  Extremity pain with circulatory compromise

2.  Limb swelling and systemic toxicity

2.  Limb swelling and acute SOB

2.  Severe pain 8 - 10

3.  Cellulitis / arthritis and appears ill

3.  Moderate pain 4 - 7

3.  Whole limb swelling

4.  Localized cellulitis

4.  Swollen "hot" joint

5.  Localized rash

5.  Minor bites

5.  Pain < 4
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13.2 Appendix 2

13.2.1 Formula for calculation of the illustration of the inverse exponential
nature of urgency

The following formula can be used to create an X-Y plot of an illustration of the

inverse exponential nature of urgency implied by the waiting time thresholds for 5

level urgency rating scales such as the ATS.  Urgency is represented as a

continuous variable ranging in value from 0 to a maximum of 1.

For each urgency category i from 1 to 5:

Median acceptable delay Di in emergency medical care in minutes for each urgency

category i is given by:

(1) Di = (6 - i)
e

Median urgency Ui at median acceptable delay Di  is given by:

1

(2) Ui = ---------------------

Di

Table 13-1  X-Y values for an illustration of the inverse exponential nature of

urgency

Triage

Category

X axis

Calculated Median

Acceptable Delay

(minutes)

Y axis

Urgency

1 1 1.000

2 7 0.152

3 20 0.050

4 43 0.023

5 79 0.013
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13.3 Appendix 3

13.3.1 Triage survey instrument

The following survey instrument is based upon a set of triage scenarios developed in the late

1980’s to assist the evaluation of the National Triage Scale, as used by Emergency

Department Nurses in the Emergency Department setting, and includes the full range of

urgency of presentations likely to attend an emergency department from the immediately life

threatening to the quite trivial.  Although not all scenarios would be expected to be

encountered by ambulance paramedics in the course of their work on the road, assume you

have been tasked to attend the patient and take them to a hospital emergency department.

The time given at the start of the scenarios is the time of day that you attend the patient.

Unless otherwise specified, assume your attendance has been requested by either the

patient themselves or another layperson without medical, nursing or paramedic training.

Please allocate a National Triage Scale as best you can for ALL 100 triage scenarios.

Please CIRCLE your assessment of urgency on the attached answer sheet as per the

National Triage Scale listed below.  We suggest you take no longer than your usual triage

assessment.

National Triage Scale

‘Ideally, this patient should be seen by a doctor within’

Category 1: Resuscitation Immediately

Category 2: Emergency 10 minutes

Category 3: Urgent 30 minutes

Category 4: Semi-urgent 60 minutes

Category 5: Non-urgent 120 minutes
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 Please also answer the following questions:

Years working for the Ambulance Service _____

Current level/grade _____

Years spent working on the road assessing patients _____

Estimated years using the National Triage Scale _____

Estimate of formal training in triage (hours) _____

Formal = lectures, videos, tutorials, self directed learning packages,  practice

cases/scenarios or other STRUCTURED training

Estimate of supervised triage or informal (unstructured) training (hours) _____

END OF QUESTIONS
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 SURVEY QUESTIONS

1. 1045 hrs.  An 83 year old female has collapsed in a local bank.  There is no apparent reason

for the collapse, although there is a past history of hypotension.  Her blood pressure is low

and the patient is lightheaded on sitting up suggesting postural hypotension.  The patient is

conscious and communicating intelligently.  She states she does not want treatment, is not on

any medication and does not have any problems.  Colour good, pulse regular, volume good.

2. 1055 hrs.  A 22 year old female referred by a local general practitioner with a provisional

diagnosis of appendicitis.  The patient is pale, anxious and distressed on arrival, having had

pain in the lower abdomen for four days, which is now localised to the right iliac fossa.  The

pain is continuous, with episodes of intermittent sharp stabbing pains.  The patient’s

temperature is normal.

3. 1205 hrs.  A 15 month old female who has had fever and diarrhoea since the previous day,

and has marked anorexia, but no vomiting.  The child is flushed and irritable and a

temperature of 38.6(axilla).  The mother advised that tepid sponging had proved ineffective to

reduce the child’s temperature, however no paracetamol had been administered.The child

had not been taking fluids, however the child appears active on her feet and is taking a bottle

of fruit juice well.

4. 1605 hrs on Tuesday.  General practitioner referral.  An 81 year old female in nightclothes

who had a fall 3 days ago, apparently bruising her right hip.  The patient continued to walk but

the hip remains painful on movement.  The patient is in no obvious distress.

5. 1630 hrs on Tuesday.  A 74 year old female who is a hospital inpatient who has deteriorated

during a scan at a radiology centre opposite the hospital.  On examination, the patient is

cyanosed, unconscious, grey and clammy and has stertorous respirations.

6. 1730 hrs on Tuesday.  General practitioner referral.  A 25 year old female who is 7 weeks

pregnant has per vaginal bleeding and abdominal cramping since earlier today.  On

examination, she is slightly pale, but not distressed and has some abdominal pain and

moderate bleeding.

7. 1735 hrs.  A 4 year old male found in a public swimming pool.  Cardiopulmonary resuscitation

has been performed by pool staff.  The child is pale, breathing well and moderately warm.

The child is not talking.  His body appears to be covered in multiple small old bruises and

scars.

8. 1740 hrs on Tuesday.  General practitioner referral.  A 10 month old male with a 3 day history

of cold, wheeze and moist cough.  On examination, he is febrile, flushed, short of breath and

distressed.

9. 1745 hrs.  General practitioner referral.  A 72 year old lady discharged from hospital five days

ago post bowel obstruction.  She has not opened her bowels since discharge, and has

increasing abdominal pain and vomiting.  On examination, she is pale and distressed and in

obvious pain.  There is abdominal distension.

10. 1543 hrs.  A 64 year old female who lacerated her right leg on a garden seat, when carrying
washing from the clothesline at home.  She is concerned about a fair amount of bleeding but
is not distressed.
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11. 1618 hrs.  A 9 year old female who fell when playing netball 1430 hrs, injuring her right foot.

Unable to weight bear.

12. 1659 hrs.  A 20 year old female accompanied by her general practitioner after presenting at

the general practitioner’s surgery with an acute asthmatic attack.

13. 0958 hrs.  An 88 year old female seen the previous night at a nearby and emergency

department with central chest pain.  She was allowed home but developed further pain

through the night on and off.  She has taken 3 Anginine (old stock) which did not ease the

pain for long.  The pain has started again and is associated with shortness of breath and she

is looking distressed.

14. 1005 hrs.  A 53 year old female with almost constant abdominal pain for two days, that is not

associated with nausea or vomiting.  Pain is worse when sitting and on exertion.  She had a

similar complaint 1 year ago diagnosed as a ?gall bladder problem.  Able to walk unaided.

15. 1010 hrs.  An 82 year old female transfer from Nursing Home for removal of left great toenail

which was arranged 1 week ago.

16. 1142 hrs.  A 25 year female complaining of recurring left sided abdominal pain over the last 6

months.  She had previously presented to a local emergency department with it 2 months

ago.  Ultrasound was performed, which found no abnormality.  Today the patient states that

the pain started again 3 days ago, has been progressively worsening and is now quite severe.

She fainted 3 days ago and started vomiting and vomited again last night.  She does not feel

febrile and is able to walk unaided.

17. 1455 hrs.  A 74 year old male presenting following blunt trauma to his left arm, and in no great

distress.

18. 1515 hrs.  A 40 year old female involved in a motor vehicle crash sustaining a whiplash type

injury who is lying flat following first aid advice.

19. 1520 hrs.  A 17 year old male with a suspected cervical spine injury who is lying flat following

first aid advice, following a heavy tackle whilst playing football during his tea break at work.

20. 1325 hrs.  A 34 year old male involved in a motor vehicle crash.  He is very pale with deep

lacerations about his head and is being actively resuscitated by external massage and is

being hand ventilated via an endotracheal tube placed by an Anaesthetist who stopped at the

accident.  His pupils are fixed and dilated.  Cardiac monitor showed ventricular bradycardia,

rate approximately 30 beats per minute.

21. A 22 year old female who is a known heroin abuser with a past history of infective

endocarditis with severe mitral incompetence.  On this occasion she is suffering from

increasing dyspnoea.  On appearance, she is pale, with oedema of both ankles and her right

arm.  She is also complaining of a cough, productive of white frothy sputum.  Her heart rate

on admission is 120 beats per minute.

22. 1400 hrs.  A 33 year old male, an ambulance paramedic who was first on the scene of a

horrific motor vehicle crash a few hours earlier in the day.  He is now off duty and is

complaining of profuse sweating, lightheadedness and tachycardia.  He stated he had a

previous history of paroxysmal atrial tachycardia.
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23. 1415 hrs.  A 54 year old male complaining of a dry itchy skin rash over both his hands, and

wants to get a referral to a skin specialist.  Otherwise, he appears in good health.

24. 1445 hrs.  A 30 year old male who has suffered an epileptic fit at work.  The patient is drowsy

but orientated and says that he normally takes Dilantin and Tegretol to control his fits and he

had missed his lunchtime medication as he had been out working.

25. 1225 hrs on Monday.  A 23 year old female with a painful lump on her left upper eyelid.  She

is able to see well but has a reddened and swollen eyelid.

26. 1105 hrs on Monday.  A 41 year old male complaining of a painful, swollen little finger on his

right hand, stating a plank fell onto it two days before.  The little finger looks swollen and he is

reluctant to move it.

27. 1500 hrs on Monday.  A 12 year old girl who injured her right knee having fallen while

skipping.  She limps however the knee itself does not look obviously deformed or swollen.

28. A 20 year old female who dropped a mechanical floor polisher on her left hand.  She has a

swollen bruised left hand around MCP joint, limited flexion and extension.  Sensation and

circulation seem intact.

29. A 29 year old male involved in a motor vehicle crash.  He was wearing a seat belt but is

unsure if he was knocked out.  He smells strongly of alcohol and he has several small

lacerations to his face and forehead, and tender left little finger and right knee.  Pupils are

equal and reactive to light and he is answering questions appropriately.

30. 1935 hrs.  40 year old unemployed female requesting Warfarin, and a Morphine injection.

She had attended an emergency department 2100 hrs the day before but had left before she

was seen.

31. 2018 hrs.  30 year old female with abdominal pain, who is a known epileptic (controlled) and

known to have had anaphylactic reaction to antibiotics in the past, is complaining of acute

epigastric pain, radiating to her back on both left and right sides.  The pain is reduced by lying

flat.  Distressed, belching with shallow respirations.

32. 0955 hrs.  19 year old male about to sit down in a train this morning when the train suddenly

moved off.  His head accelerated forward onto his chest and then back.  He complains of pain

in the back of his neck, upper spine and left shoulder.  Able to walk, he is wearing a soft collar

applied by train station staff.

33. 0925 hrs.  A male aged 29 years who has been aware of a foreign body sensation in his left

eye since the previous day.  He has no visual disturbance.

34 42 year old female seen by her general practitioner who diagnosed pneumonia.  Patient

states unwell for two weeks with bronchitis, last 2 days progressively unwell with fever and

right posterior back pain.  She feels too weak to walk.
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35. Three year, nine month old male child involved in a motor vehicle crash and was a passenger

not wearing a safety belt.  On history, he had apparently fallen forward and hit his head

against the dashboard of the car.  He is lying on his back and has marked swelling in the

frontal and nasal area with epistaxis.  He is conscious and alert.  On closer examination, the

nasal septum appears deviated to the left.

36. 1630 hrs on Friday.  Three year old male child who had been playing with a nail and had

fallen with the nail in his mouth and the blunt end of the nail had penetrated the hard palate.

He is crying and obviously upset, however, there as no visible bleeding from the laceration.

37. 1300 hrs on Friday.  Thirteen year old male who on the previous day while playing football,

had been kicked in the right elbow.  He is not in any great distress but complains of pain on

movement of the elbow and on pressure over the medial epicondyle

38. Twelve year old girl, who had been fighting with a boy at school and had apparently caught

her finger in his clothing and when he pulled away, the terminal phalanx of the right middle

finger was avulsed almost completely from the finger itself.  She is distressed and crying.  She

is accompanied by her mother who was also quite distressed.  Examination of her finger

shows almost complete avulsion, with the terminal tuft being held by a thin sliver of skin.The

wound appears clean.

39. 1000 hrs.  A 38 year old male presents with a history of episodes of palpitations, occurring for

some months, but becoming more frequent.  At the time of presentation, he is well, with no

palpitations.  His blood pressure is 140/100, and he has a normal temperature, pulse and

respirations.

40. 1055 hrs.  A three year old female accompanied by her father with bilateral discharging ears

for the last week.

41. 1120 hrs.  A fifty-five year old man with pain and swelling on the lateral border of his right foot.

There is a slight limp.  His temperature is normal.

42. 1706 hrs.  59 year old male being treated for depression, a transfer from a psychiatric hospital

for a medical opinion concerning central chest pain.  He has had breathlessness on lying flat

and a productive cough for the last few days.  His temperature is 36, pulse 54 and blood

pressure 130/90.

43. 18 year old male, who injured his left knee in a motor bike crash.  He walked out of an

emergency department without being seen after waiting only 10 minutes.

44. 1740 hrs.  7 year old female who had fallen on to the outstretched hand earlier in the evening

at home.  Examination is suggestive of a fractured distal radius.

45. 1815 hrs.  14 months old infant with diarrhoea for three days.  Referred by her general

practitioner who diagnosed viral gastroenteritis.  Temp 38.6, pulse 135, respirations 36.

46. 1700 hrs on a Wednesday.  20 year old pale looking man complaining of backaches, sore

throat, cough, headaches, runny nose and fever for the past 3 weeks.  He has a productive

cough with yellow sputum.  The patient appears slightly distressed.
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47. 1725 hrs on Wednesday.  31 year old unkempt looking man accompanied by a friend.

Referral by a local medical officer for admission for an infected ulcer on his right shin, post

laceration 2 weeks ago.  Examination shows a very purulent and sloughy ulcer measuring

4cm x 3cm with an area of erythema extending from wound, discharging gradually and with a

foul smell.  The patient appears undistressed by the ulcer.

48. 1855 hrs on Wednesday.  26 year old female accompanied by her husband.  She has taken

an overdose of aspirin x 12 tablets and co-trimoxazole x 12 tablets.  She has a past history of

multiple overdoses.  The patient is quiet but alert, and is orientated in time, place and person.

Pupils are equal central, circular and reacting briskly to light.

49. 1935 hrs on Wednesday.  83 year old female with relatives in attendance.  Referral by general

practitioner for unstable angina.  The patient is obese and has had chest pains for the last few

days.  Tonight, she experienced left sided sharp chest pain, not pleuritic, radiating to her left

arm that was associated with dyspnoea and nausea lasting four hours and relieved

spontaneously.  She has no chest pain at present.

50. 2210 hrs on Wednesday.  31 year old male transferred from peripheral hospital with a

fractured left humerus, fractured left radius and ulna and fracture-dislocation right wrist

incurred after a motorbike crash.  He has a long arm plaster slab on the left arm and a front

and back plaster slab on the right wrist.  Sensation is normal in all fingers of both hands.  An

intravenous line is in situ in the right upper arm.  He also has a very dirty 4cm laceration on

his back, bleeding slight.  The patient is in severe pain.

51. 0805 hrs.  8 year old male complaining of a sore throat, painful right ear, anorexia, abdominal

pain and nausea for 1 day.  He has a past history of tonsillitis, otitis media and attention

deficit/hyperactivity disorder.  He is feverish, looks unwell and is quiet.  He has halitosis, large

infected tonsils, an inflamed pharynx and cervical lymphadenopathy.  The ear drums are dull.

Chest and abdominal examination is normal, and there is no neck stiffness.

52. 0840 hrs.  A 17 year old male with an painful left ankle.  He sustained an inversion injury at

home yesterday on stairs.  He is limping and has pain over the lateral and posterior aspect of

left ankle.  There is no ankle swelling.

53. 0907 hrs.  A 22 year old female complaining of a painful back and left leg for one week.

There is no history of trauma and she walks without difficulty.  She has pain over the lumbar

region.  There is no neurological deficit and she has good movement of her spine.

54. 1115 hrs.  A 4 year old female with a painful left forearm who was playing on a gym and fell

onto her outstretched left forearm.  She was not knocked out and cried straight away.

55. 1240 hrs.  66 year old male who hit his hand with a heavy object yesterday and the hand is

now swollen and painful.

56. 1235 hrs.  A 20 year old female complaining of severe renal angle pain since last night, that is

not relieved with oral pain relief.  On examination, the patient looks pale but is not in any

distress at the time.  Relevant past history includes a history of a ‘blocked kidney’ that will

require surgery in the future.
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57. 1250 hrs.  A 47 year old female transferring with a medical escort from a private hospital with

postoperative respiratory difficulties (operation: ligation of gastric artery).  She is a pale

distressed lady in some respiratory difficulty.  The ligation of gastric artery was performed

following spontaneous rupture of the artery after a 4 day history of vomiting.

58. An 80 year old frail elderly female referred by her local doctor with a history of chest pain and

irregular heart beats.  She is accompanied by a relative.

59. 1300 hrs.  A 28 year old female hospital staff member presenting after falling down stairs.

She is accompanied by a work mate and she complains of arm/back pain and is holding her

arm in support position and appears to be in moderate pain.

60. 1335 hrs.  A 30 year old female recently arrived from interstate requesting a prescription for

medication.  The patient has a history of tuberculosis.

61. 1335 hrs.  A 36 year old female complaining of constipation, stating she had not been to the

toilet for 3 days.  She is not obviously distressed and is accompanied by her husband.

62. 1915 hrs.  58 year old female transferring from a peripheral hospital where a diagnosis of

dissecting thoracic aorta aneurism has been made.  She is wearing pyjamas and sitting

upright on the ambulance trolley with an IV in situ.  She is well perfused.

63. 1920 hrs.  55 year old male accompanied by his wife.  He complains of rectal bleeding

(staining underwear) since the previous night.  He looked anxious and estimates the blood

loss to be approximately 1/2 cup.

64. 1950 hrs.  23 year old female accompanied by her boyfriend.  She had been seen by her

general practitioner last week for a generalised rash and complains of ‘more spots today’.

She admits to no new food or medications and has no known allergies.

65. 1935 hrs on Tuesday.  80 year old man presented with a blue, cold left hand.  The referral

letter from his general practitioner suggests a brachial artery embolus.  He has no left radial

pulse.

66. 0742 hrs on Friday.  78 year old female who had collapsed in her nursing home the previous

night.  The patient’s condition has deteriorated since notification.  Her blood pressure is

unrecordable, pulse 40.  The patient has lost consciousness.  Her pupils are equal and

reactive, she has shallow respirations and tolerates an oropharyngeal airway.

67. 0910 hrs on Friday.  73 year old female who appears pale and anxious with some shortness

of breath.  She complains of 3 days of chest tightness which does not change with respiration.

She has a past history of psychiatric illness, chronic obstructive airways disease and non

insulin dependent diabetes.

68. 53 year old male transferring from a peripheral hospital after having had a respiratory arrest

during an asthma attack.  The patient is intubated but breathing spontaneously.

69. 1730 hrs.  42 year old male who has sustained an accidental, superficial knife wound to the

right middle finger.

70. 1800 hrs.  25 year old male who splashed window cleaning fluid into both eyes.  He has

conjunctival reddening and irritability.  His visual acuity is normal.
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71. 2040 hrs.  25 year old male, complaining of a painful right hand following a rugby injury earlier

in the day.  Clinically he has a fracture of the neck of the right 5th metacarpal.

72. 1107 hrs.  Female, 7 years, accompanied by her her mother who reported left ear pain of one

day duration.  Accompanied by crusting around the auditory meatus.  The patient is not

distressed.

73. 1128 hrs.  Female 25 years.  The patient reports a past history of neck pain which had been

managed by her general practitioner with physiotherapy.  On waking this morning, she had a

stiff, painful neck and was unable to move her neck.  She phoned her general practitioner who

advised her to go to hospital.

74. 1140 hrs.  Male 18 years who had been horseriding and fell off.  Some friends of the patient

called the ambulance service and ‘think he has broken his leg’.  Clinically he has a fractured

right tibia/fibula with significant displacement.  No laceration.  The limb has been splinted and

he is in minimal distress.

75. 1141 hrs.  30 year old female who states she has a migraine.  She reports frequent migraine

headaches and is on Diazepam and Panadeine.  She had telephoned her general practitioner

for assistance and he asked her to go to hospital for treatment.  The patient speaks in a

whisper, clutching the right side of her head.

76. 1537 hrs.  18 year old male who received a blow to the right side of his face while playing

football that day.  He stated he was unable to open his right eye and it is quite markedly

bruised.  He is not distressed and has a large haematoma over the right upper eyelid.  He

was not knocked out but complains of blurred vision in his left eye.

77. 1547 hrs.  13 year old male referred by his football coach.  He gives a history of being kicked

in the side (right) of his chest wall and his right arm is in a sling.  He is in no respiratory

distress and does not complain of any pain on deep inspiration.  His colour is good.

78. 1600 hrs.  43 year old male with burns to both hands.  The patient smells of alcohol and is

incoherent at times.  There is skin peeling from both his right and left hand with quite marked

blistering of his left hand.  He is unsure of his tetanus status.  He is not distressed by the

burns.

79. 1018 hrs on Friday.  39 year old female being referred from her general practitioner to see the

medical registrar at hospital with ?atrial fibrillation.  She is not distressed and feeling well.

80. 1020 hrs on Friday.  10 year old female accompanied by her mother complaining of backache

for 10 days.  The patient’s general practitioner had been rung by her mother who told her to

take the patient to hospital.

81. 1044 hrs on Friday.  23 year old male who fell off a truck 2 hours before and some heavy

objects landed on his left foot.  He has pain and slight swelling on lateral side of left foot.

Limps.

82. 1530 hrs.  81 year old man who seeks referral for free reading glasses.

83. 1538 hrs.  28 year old male, who is distressed with an obviously dislocated left shoulder.

There is slight sensory loss in the left circumflex nerve distribution.
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84. 1545 hrs.  10 year old male in no distress accompanied by his mother who seeks evaluation

of headaches, and cold symptoms for the last 2 weeks.

85. 1550 hrs.  38 year old female seeking review of a brown, innocent looking skin naevus (mole).

86. 1553 hrs.  6 year old female seen by her general practitioner who diagnosed a labial (vulval)

abscess.  Not distressed, bright and chirpy.The general practitioner requests that admission

and drainage be considered.

87. 1555 hrs.  5 year old female presents with mother.  Well dressed and not distressed.  The

family just arrived from interstate and requesting help with the problem of long term bed

wetting.

88. 2150 hrs.  6 year old male accompanied by his mother and sister having just arrived from

interstate.  He is not distressed but is an obvious mouth breather.  The mother seeks referral

to an ear nose and throat surgeon.

89. 1605 hrs.  35 year old female complaining of painful right forefoot.  She has been jogging

regularly for months.  The patient herself believes she has a stress fracture of a metatarsal.

She is observed to limp.

90. 1610 hrs.  58 year old male seen by his general practitioner after one large malaena stool last

evening.  The patient is now pale but in no distress, complaining of low crampy abdominal

pain.  He has a past history of ischaemic heart disease.

91. 1620 hrs.  73 year old male referred by his physician.  On examination, the patient is in

moderate respiratory distress.  He has a past history of emphysema and asthma.

92. 1957 hrs on Wednesday.  30 year old female complaining of epistaxis x 4 during the previous

24 hours and states that the current episode had started thirty minutes ago.  She is in no

distress and has minimal bleeding from her nostril.

93. 2001 hrs.  39 year old female in moderate distress with a painful right elbow which she had

landed on during a fall.  She has marked restriction in the range of movement of the joint and

there is an obvious swelling of the elbow.

94. 2050 hrs.  71 year old male who has been seen by his general practitioner.  He complains of

severe chest pain and has been given intravenous analgesia by his general practitioner which

has had no effect on the pain.  Within a minute of seeing the patient, the patient has a cardiac

arrest.

95. 2059 hrs.  42 year old female complaining of increasing shortness of breath due to her

asthma, stating that she had been discharged from hospital three weeks earlier for the same

problem.  She is noted to be quite breathless, coughing and unable to speak easily.  She is on

numerous medications and had seen her general practitioner on the previous day due to

increasing shortness of breath and coughing.

96. 0815 hrs.  22 year old male complaining of breathlessness and of being dizzy after he had

inhaled a dose of sulphur dioxide.  He looks flushed, tachypnoeic and has an expiratory

wheeze.
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97. 1045 hrs.  30 year old male complaining of pain and swelling in the left foot and of being

unable to weight bear.  He hopped in.  The foot is swollen and deformed after being run over

by a forklift truck.

98. 1510 hrs.  9 year old female complaining of pain and swelling of the left arm.  She had fallen

over at school.  On examination she has a deformed, swollen left wrist.  Her pulses,

movement and sensation are all normal.

99. 1010 hrs.  47 year old male bleeding from a head wound.  He had been hit on the head by a

pipe.  He did not lose consciousness.  A pressure bandage has been applied.  On

examination he had a blood stained shirt and his neurological observations are stable.

100. 0935 hrs.  31 year old male who had injured his finger two weeks earlier.  He is not

distressed.

Thank you for participating in this survey

Please return the survey documents by post in the envelope provided
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13.4 Appendix 4

13.4.1 Calculation of likelihood of agreement

• Brief overview of calculation of likelihood of agreement Āt1,t2

For each individual patient profile, the relative proportions of allocations to each

ATS category by all respondents within either the paramedic or nurse group can be

used to calculate estimates of the probability of a randomly selected paramedic or

nurse allocating the particular patient profile to each ATS category.  The probability

of two randomly selected trieurs from different populations (either paramedic or

nurse) agreeing in their ATS category allocation for a particular patient profile can

then be estimated by summing of the product of the relative proportions for each

ATS category obtained for each population.  Similarly, the probability of two

randomly selected trieurs from the same population agreeing in their ATS allocation

can be estimated by summing the square of the relative proportions for each ATS

category for that population.  Averaging the probability of agreement for all patient

profiles gives an estimate of the probability of agreement between two randomly

selected trieurs for a randomly selected patient profile.

• Detailed description of calculation of likelihood of agreement

The total probability of agreement (Pt1,t2) between two trieurs t1 and t2 for a single

patient profile Q, is the sum of the probabilities of agreement between t1 and t2 for

each urgency category (Pt1,t2 ATSi), given by the formula:

(1) Pt1,t2 = Pt1,t2 ATS1 + Pt1,t2 ATS2 + Pt1,t2 ATS3 + Pt1,t2 ATS4 + Pt1,t2 ATS5

Where

t1 is a trieur randomly selected from trieur population 1 (e.g. all paramedic)

t2 is a trieur randomly selected from trieur population 2 (e.g. all nurse)

ATSi is ATS category

The probability of agreement for each ATS category is the product of each trieurs

probability of choosing that particular ATS category:
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(2) Pt1,t2 ATSi = (Pt1 ATSi x Pt2 ATSi)

Substituting (2) into (1) gives:

(3) Pt1,t2 = (Pt1 ATS1 x Pt2 ATS1) + ….+ (Pt1 ATS5 x Pt2 ATS5)

Thus, to calculate Pt1,t2 for a particular patient profile, estimates are required for Pt1

ATSi and Pt2 ATSi for each ATS category.

In the case of the written patient profiles, estimates for Pt1 ATSn and Pt2 ATSn for

each patient profile are readily obtained by calculating the relative proportion of

allocations to each ATS category by all respondents in the trieur populations 1 and

2 respectively.

For example:

To obtain all Pparamedic ATSi for a single patient profile Q where the relative proportion of

allocations for each ATS category by all paramedic for the single patient profile Q are:

ATS category ATS1 ATS2 ATS3 ATS4 ATS5 Total

Relative proportion   0.00   0.20   0.60   0.15   0.05    1

The estimates for Pparamedic ATSi are:

Pparamedic ATS1 = 0.00, Pparamedic ATS2 = 0.20, Pparamedic ATS3 = 0.60,

Pparamedic ATS4 = 0.15, Pparamedic ATS5 = 0.05

To obtain all Pnurse ATSi for a single patient profile Q where the relative proportion of

allocations for each ATS category by all nurse for the single patient profile Q are:

ATS category ATS1 ATS2 ATS3 ATS4 ATS5 Total

Relative proportion   0.00   0.10   0.70   0.20   0.00    1

The estimates for Pnurse ATSi are:

Pnurse ATS1 = 0.00, Pnurse ATS2 = 0.10, Pnurse ATS3 = 0.70,
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Pnurse ATS4 = 0.20, Pnurse ATS5 = 0.00

Substituting these values into (3) gives the probability of agreement for a particular patient

profile Q

Pparamedic,nurse = 0.00x0.00 + 0.20x0.10 + 0.60x0.70 + 0.15x0.2 + 0.05x0.00

Pparamedic,nurse = 0.47 for patient profile Q

The likelihood of agreement Āt1,t2 is calculated by averaging the probability of

agreement for each patient profile obtained in (3):

(4) Āt1,t2 = Σ Pt1,t2

                 ------------

n

Where

n is the total number of patient profiles

t1 is a trieur randomly selected from trieur population 1 (e.g. all paramedic)

t2 is a trieur randomly selected from trieur population 2 (e.g. all nurse)

To obtain Pt1,t2 for two trieurs from the same population, substitution of relative

proportions for both values of Pt1 ATSn and Pt2 ATSn reduces (2) to the square of

the relative proportions for that population.  Otherwise (3) and (4) are identical to the

case for two trieurs from different populations.

Likelihoods of agreements can be calculated for agreement +/- one triage category

by substituting the sum of the relative proportions for ATSn +/- 1 for Pt2 ATSi in (2).

• Utility of the likelihood of agreement

The likelihood of agreement provides additional useful information to that obtained

with commonly used statistics, such as concurrence, spread or weighted kappa in

evaluating the reliability of ATS allocations for written patient profiles triaged by a

group of trieurs.  Neither concordance, spread nor kappa provide estimates of the
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actual probability of agreement between paramedics and nurses for a randomly

selected individual patient.

Specifically in relation to weighted kappa, previous studies of emergency

department five level triage scales have used the weighting system described by

Fleiss.303  This weighting system does not recognise the exponential increase in the

difference in urgency between categories from lowest to highest urgency category

comparisons (e.g. 5 to 4, 4 to 3, etc).  The kappa statistic is reported in this thesis to

enable comparison with the published literature.

The likelihood of agreement may be interpreted directly as an estimate of the

probability of a randomly selected trieur from one population agreeing with a

randomly selected trieur from another population for a randomly selected patient

profile.  The statistic takes an identical form for within and between group analyses.

This means that direct comparisons of within group and between group agreement

can be performed rather than having to rely on whole of group estimates as is

conventionally reported with concurrence, spread or kappa.  The likelihood of

agreement is conceptually more closely related to the real life situation, in which

randomly selected patients are triaged by single randomly selected paramedic and

single randomly selected nurse, when compared to kappa, concurrence or spread.

Likelihoods of agreement for the written patient profiles can therefore be used,

following adjustment for differences in the overall triage distributions between the

set of patient profiles and real emergency patient triage distributions, to formulate

predictions concerning the expected level of agreement between working

paramedics and triage nurses.
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